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ABSTRACT
,

A longitudinal; ethnographic study examined the form
and content of the linkages that have been established by the 14

principal organizations involved in the implementation of the
Exemplary In-School Demonstration Project. During the Study, on-site'
observers utilized/the following data collection strategies: document
analysis, respondent and informant interviews, direct participation,
and extensive observation of the vari,ous facets of given lodal
projects. In all, 51 projects were.irivestigated. The focus of the
program observations was on the variouS linkages that projects have
made with the Comprehensive Emplo nt and Training Act (CETA)

illP
wisystem, with community-based orga .zations, tb other youth service

projects, with other components o the educational system, and with
the private sector. Researchers sought to identify linkages,that are
generic across variations in-program design.as well as those that
appear specific to each of ,the followin§ four program model:.

"academic credit for Work experience, career awareness, expanded
private sector involvement, and youth-initiated projects.,While

..different linkages appear most appropriate to each of these four
strategies for service delivery, it was consistently found that
linkages work best in those settings where enlightened self-interest
and reciprocity, a-re eVidefit. (MN)
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OVERVIEW

to

PATTERNS OF COLLABORATION: THE CETA/SCHOOL LINKAGE

This report is the fourth and last in a series of Interim Reports
to be prepared by the,Yountwork National Policy Study on variOus aspects
of the Exemplary In-School bemonstration Projects. These projects are
being conducted under the auspices of Title IV, Part A, of the Youth
Employment and Demonstration'Projects Act (YEDPA) of 1977. The projects
are a set of local programs and represent an effort by the U.S. Department
of Labor in collaboration with countless local and state educational
authorities, publiciland private sector organizations, and community-
based organizations toexplore together improved means of providing
employment, training, and education for yoling people, particularly those
from low-income and minority families. The Exemplary In-School Demon-
stration Protects are administered through Youthwork, Inc., an intermediary
non-profit corporation.

/

PATTERNS Of COLLAMMATION: THE CETA/SCHOOL LINKAGE" is a report
devoted to the description and.analysis of the various linkages that the
respective projects have made with the CETA pystem, with community-based
organizations, with other youth, service prdlects, with other components
of the educational system, and with the private sector. The goal,..is to
describe the emergent linkages and to assess the impact bf these
linkages (both for4ta1 and informal) upon 1) the delivery of services to
youth; 2) the ability to coordinate and plan,programs; 3) the presence or
absence of duplication of services; and 4) the reciprocal impact'that the
new Exemplary programs bave had upon other components of the social/organi-
zational nttwork within which the programs have operated. An assessment in
also made of which linkages appear most critical to the programs at different
Stages of their development. Finally, the impact of these linkages upon -

.the,"surviv capacity" of the programs is describ,ed.

1
atg for this report came frdia twenty-four projects in nineteen .

states:

t

a collaborative project of Ycuthwodl, Inc. and New York State Collegeof Human Ecology, a statutory coiLege of the state university
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The need to bring the classroom closer
to the workplace for disadvantaged youttt
is widely recognized. The Challenge for
the 1980s comes in putting substance into
the rhetoric. Mahy approaches, such as
career education and cooperative education*N
have been tried, but there is.no easy
solution. One obstacle to which federal A,

policymakers need to pay more attention is
that political rivafiies between the school ,
board and the prime sponsor (often the
mayor's office) on local issues can firo-
vide disincentives for cooperatidg in
federal traihing programs for youth.
This consideration and other experiences
to)hate suggest that evenwithin the public
sectot6,exhortation alone will not produce
coordination when it conflicts with the
self-intereet of organizations. Consé-
quently, concrete inducements--either in
the form of requirements or incenpives--

. for schools to work with employers must be
included in any program where such
cooperation is desired.

David W. i3reneman ahd Susan C. Nelson
The Brookings Institution (1980)
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PREFACE

The Youth Employment and bemonstration Projects Act (YEDPA) became

law yn August 5; 1977. It amended the\1973 Comprehensive Employment and \
Training Act (CETA) so as to.provide the initiative for an expanded

effort to address the problems of youth unemployment. YEDPA added several

new programs to improve employment and training opportunities tor younV.-

people in their late teens and earl twenties, particularly those from

lOw-i,gcome families. It has sought to emphasize more experimentation and .

innovation on the part of the local CETA prime sponsor than has Veen tlie
3
case with programs developed for unemployed adults.

The Act is particularly concerned with overcoming the barriers

between school anti work by more closely linking education, employment,

and training institutions. It seeks to forge new reLtionships. One of

the four programs authorized by YEDPA was the Youth Employment

and TrainingProgram (YETP). This program was designed to provide a

full range of wOrk eliperiences and skills necessary for future employmeq,,

especially for those low-incame youth, 16 to 21 years of, age, who are-in

7.



school or out of school and unemployed or underemployed. Certain YETP

provisiong also allow designated forms of participation by youth 14 and

15 years old, as well as by youth who are not economically disadvantaged.

What provides a sense of urgency to this effort is that there is

a desperate need both to improve the education of low-income minority

youth and to find the means by whlch to create more employment for them.

The evidence on.this point is both conclusive and sobering: the situ-

ation for poor,minority youth, as compared with white middle-class youth,

has steadily deteriorated over. th:past 15.yearsi Whether one' measures

employment rates or labor force partidipation rates, the disparities

have grown and continue to,do so. This is in spite of all the education,

employment, and training programs' initj4ed since the mid-1960s and

carried on to the present (cf.. Adams and Mangum,"978:19-34).

The spending level for YEDPA for both fiscal years 1979' and 1980

has been approxiitately $1.1 Pillion. Tlie firs,t priority for these funds

4-has been to generate in the vicinity of 300,000 employment opportunities

for youth. As such, they have,become an integral compqnent of efforts

4

by the administration to reduce the present levels of unemployment.
- .

4goevertheess, and in recognition that present approaches -ta.reduce youth

unemployment are imperfect, both in design and impiementation, the Act

has.authorized the Secretary of Labor to allocate up to one-fifth,of

YEDPA funds on demonstration proiects to support knowledge development.

The mandAte fram the Congress was clear:

Sec. 321. It is the purpose of this part to establishja,

variety of employment, training, ind demonstration programs

to explore methods of dealing with the structural unemploy-

ment problems of the nation's youth. The basic purpose,of

the. dethanstration programs shall be to test the relative_

,efficacy of the different ways of dealing with these problems

'In different local contexts.



Sec. 348. ...to ctar out innovative and experimental pro-
grams, to test ndw app aches for dealing with the unemploy-
ment problems of youth, and to enable eligible participants
to prepare for, enhance their prospects for, or secure
employment in occupations through which they may reasonably
be expected to advance to productive working lives. Such pro-
grams shall.include, where-appropriate, cooperative arrange-
ments with educational agencies to provide special programs
and services...

The monies that were to be distributed according to formula among

the local sponsors of programc for youth would alleviate some unemploy-

ment and "buy time". Yet there was little confidenceo.that, in the end,
X

these projects would either address the long-term needs of the youth or

provide new insights into howprograms might be more effectively organized

and implemented so as to have a greater impact. New ideas, new approaches,

and,new actors.would have to be\on the scene if innovative and path-

breaking approaches were to be found. 1
And while it was not explicit

the legislation, it can be surmised that it was the hope of the authors

that if successful projects could beIocated where jobs were created and

the youth were prepared to assume them, then perhaps cities and states

would be encouraged to, redirect portion of the 80 percent formula funds

k
towards projects of this kind. Thus, the dperetionary funds projects

could achieve a ripple effect throughout the infrastructure of youth

employment and training programs.

To learn more about one aspect of the complex set of relations

between educatibn and present/future employment opportunities, the

Department of Labor sei aside in Fiscal Year 1979 and again in FY 1980

LI
1
As but one indication of the disenchantment with current approaches,

witness the efforts of the Carter Administration to cut ty almost -

$200 million the funding during FY 1979-1980 for vocational educational
programs. Then-Secretary Califano called vocational education one of
HEW's "least effective" programs <Carnegie Council on Policy Studies,
1979:146).

iii
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from the 4iscretionary funds Approximately $15 million for "Exemplary

In-School Demonstration Projects." These grants were eo explore the

dynamics of in,-school projects and their effectiveness. TheY also

would be awarded to promote cooperation between the education and

el

employment and training systemn

To assist the Depart'''. t of Labor and its regional offices in
0

undertaking this effort, Youthwork, Inc., an intermediary pon-profit

corporation, was established in Jandary 1978. It was created with

.i

financial and administrative support from thefield FIndation, the

Public Welfare FoOndation, the S outhern Education Foundation, the Taconic

Foundation, and the Eleanor Roosevelt Institute. Youthwork's respoligl-

bilities were to incliide: developing guidelines for 4he competition

to select"the ExemplarylIn-Schoolibemonstration Projects, reviewing

submitted proposals, making recommendations for funding, providing guidance
,

and technlcal assistance for those projects selected in the competition,

developing and implementing a knowledge development plan so as\to increase

understanding of diffetent approaches and their effectiveness, and

-

forwarding research r4orts and policy recommendations to the Department

of Labor.

As a result of a five-tier evaluation process designed to select

from among the more than 520 submitted proposals, Youthwork made'its

recommendations to the Department of Labor. Forty-eight projects were

chosen. The first contracts weresigned and projects began operation

in September 1978. Forty-seven of the original 48 prgjects have been

br ate now (August 1980).operational.
2 Programs were funded in one of

2An additional nine projects were also funded during Fiscal Year 1979

on a non-competitive basis.

i v I Li
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four substantive areas: Academic Credit for Work Experience; Expanded

,Private Sector Involvement,
Career Awarenessf and Job Creation Through'

Youth-Operated ProjeCts.

To assess these projects and-their
efficacy in.achievink the twin

goals of program effectiveness and inter-institutional
collaboration,

Youthwork undertook a number of knowledge develoPment efforts. These

-were to include the use of analytic
ethnographic material collected by

a trained observer placed at each project, third-party evaluations, MIS

systems, and self-study reports from the individual projects.

For the first of these efforts, that of developing a cross-site

comparative framework employing qualitative data collection strategies

Youthwok, Inc., selected in September 1978 a group of researchers at

the College of Human Ecology, Corne440fiiversity. The Cornell pro-jece,

entitled Youthwork National Policy Study, has undertaken a longitudinal

qualitative research program. Trained observers at each of the project

sites have been gatEeripg data on selected key policy issues. These

data are, in turn, analyzed and used by. the Cornell staff as the basis

for reports (such as the present) and for the development of national

policy recommendations.

Data for this present report have been gathered by ttaTAedion-site

observers at twenty
\
four projects in nineteen states. The data .have.,

taken the fonms of intensive and in-depth interviews, participdnt

observations, the use of written materials, and statistics gathered by
r-each site for the purpose of reporting to the Department of Labor and to

Youthwork, Inc. A more detailed discussion of the methodology is to be

found in Chapter Two. The report is divided into seyen section'S; the

1
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Introduction, a chapter discussing the methodology, four substantive

chapters (ane for each of the four program areas being analyzed)., and
,

the Summary and Recommendations.

Appreciation musr be' expressed to the many on-site observers

associated with our effort. they have consistently performed with a

level of interest and competence during their many months in the field.

A list of their names follows this Preface. Likewise, mention must be

given to the local project personnel who have been generous with their

time and candid in their responses. As a means to protect those persons

at the local sites who have been.part of this sizeable knowledge

development effort, anonymity was promised from the beginning. 'Those

who have participated will know who they are. Perhaps they will'

recognize themselves amidst the descriptive and interview data.

Ray C. Rist
Principal Investigator
August 1980

vil 2
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This monograph.is an interim report in the form and content of/the.

.linkages that have been both' succeepful and unsuccessful for,the

principal organizations involved in the implementation of the Exemplary.

In-School Demonstration Project. This is the fourth and final

report to be prepared'by the Youthwork National Policy Study, located
,

at Cornell University. The report has sought io identify linkages that

are.generic across variations in program design as well-as those that

appear specific to each of the.four program models being developed angl

refined by YouttiWork, Inc. The four models--academic credit for'work

experience, career awareness, expanded private sector involvement, and

youth-initiated projects--can best be conceptualized,as varying in-school

strategies for involving youth as,they undertake to makp their transition

from school to work.

The four models are neither conceptuallY definitive nor are they

mutually exclusive in practice. The same can be said for the various

linkages tWat are identified and analyzed. They represent different

e ,



variations on a common theme. That theme--developing collaboration to

j'enhance service delikrery to youth--finds'various formsof expression

across all four models, A key goal of this report is to sort out which

linkages appear most appropriate to whiCh strategy of service delivefy.

consistent finding ",4ross all four approaches is that linkages

.work best in those settings where enliptened self-interest and

reaprocity are evident. We state this as our first general finding

because it appears to be such a consistent and critical determinant

/

of whether linkages can first be created and then sustained betkileen two',

aor more organizations. Further, given that number of forces are grouped

,*against any such successful linkage,those factors that do enhance

collattOration
,

must be clearly articulated. In noting how current insti-

tutional arrangements melte for difficulty in establishing new relations,

/

)
Wurzburg (1980:x) has written: ,

There is one important problem with federal policy encouraging

institutional collaboration under CETA as YEDPA does: In the

prime sponsor-educaeion relationsg4p, only the CETA prime

sponSor is accountable to Washington. Even the most forcefdl

federal policy makers dannot convert reluctant unions; schools,

local government agencies, or priyate employers to tHe CETA

teligion. ,Furthermore, uncertainties about the level and

availability of fundinOorce local programming decisions tot

be delayed to the last moment. These conditions make it

extremely difficult for GETA sponsors to develop working

partnerships.

Data from the sites exploring means of "Expanded Private Sector

Involvement" lend particular weight in support of this conclusion. The

incentives for the private sector to become involved with in-school

programs are basically few and far between. When they have worked, the

invOlvement has frequently been becausethe private sector employer

recognizes certain benefits, e.g., particularly the ability to screen

for potential long-term empfoyees and to Lir relieved of a significant



$7 portion of the earlY wage costs through a wage subsidY. Though aspects

of th% reciprocity may change when one Moves from private to public

sector employment, data from other projects alkf suggest that linkages

are not as likely to be initiated or to be)sustained when no exchange

of'benefits occurs.

What is implied by this analysis is thAtgreater attention ought

to be paid to the various obstacles that are praced in the path of

-collaborationbe these-obdtacles of overly restrictive,reguletions and

guidelines, of continually changing policy signals which eventuate in
>

local programs doing less and less as they wait for the inevitable .

meMo dictating new modifications, of not previaing sufficient program
.

money to 7.1ow efforts to be done as they ought, and of not providing

)sufficientwa e subsidies for both private and public sector employers\ r

tolcompensate em for their involvement.c It should be stresse hat time

t.and again,in interviews with potential private and public sectoImployers,

the belief was mentioned that involvement with CETA programs was simply

"not worth the hassle". So long as that continues to be a general

perception and little is done>p.onbretely to change it, the djoIncentives

for both public.and private sector participation and collaboration will

rema11 (cf. John.son, 1980).

A second general finding of oar study of collaboration is th,\t'Th,

the greater the number of organizations involved, the greater the com-

plexity of thelinkage system and the greater the amount of time invested

in maintaining these linkages. Stated alternatively; there is a

point (range?) of diminishing returns for projecs as they link

themselves to other organizations and agencies: A full quarter of-our

sample (six sites) gave evidence of having been overextended through the
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number of liaison groups, organizations, agencies, and advisory committees.

with which they had one or more collaborative relations.

What further exacerbated this situation for many,s,ites, was that

beyond the linkages that were collaborative, there were those which

necessitated participation, but seemingly had little relevance or utility

to the project itselfc The countless hoursspent on boards, committees,

city-wide coordinating councils of all types, and the like, took up a

large proportion of the working hours of the top administrators. This

is not to say that such participation should not have occurred, but only

that with a scarce commodity like time, the allocation of it to such
0

activities m'eant that other more program-specific activities
I(

were left

unattended an4 ungccomplish (cf. Pressman and Wildavsky, 1979:121).

. 4
We see this overextension of senior staff as having had a direct impact

upon the long-time lag that mLy project exPerienced in-I;ecoming

operational.

A filial factor related to the matter of complexity in linkages is

that more than half of the programs found themselves within a network

whereby the number of decisions to be made and the number of participants

involved meant an increasing accumulation of delays in implementation.

Again, to state it differently, the more decisions to be made; the less

the likelihood of program success. Many of the Exemplary In-Schobl

programs reeluired dozens of clearance actions by a wide range of

organizations and agencies, xanging from the-Department of Labor at

IF

/the "federal level through the de4sions of local.school boards in

rural.communities. Pressman and WildavAky have calculated at when

.
there are multiple actors involved, each with the right an obligation

to participate in a decision-making process, an agreement level ol

1.9

al*

N4%,
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80 percent aMong these actors means that with just four decision points, .

the likelihood of successful implementation drops to less than 50 percent

(1979:107).

Linkages-that are generated as a result of a "crisis atmosphere"

or because of the sudden availability of resources ate not initially

stable. They are not likely to endure unless modified to reflect long-

term benefits for the organizations involved. That such were the origins

of many of the Exemplary projects and that only some successfully trans-

formed their linkages into more permanent and bene4icial patterns of

collaboration is one line of analysis developed in this report. In

several a slow (or not so slow) (Us-
.'

solution of agreement occurred. Belay enhanced the loss of momentuM1

l$

the Is of consensus, and the increase-a likelihood of co peting

' perspectives gaining in adherents and intensity.

. As WurZburg, Takgart,and otpers have all noted,ithe YEDPA legislation

was not intended to reinforce the status quo, but-topromote change in'the

manner by which the education and employment/training systems related'

to each odher, specifically at the local level. The carrot of federal

dollars was to induce local change. But moving the policy down through

the various levels of goverament invariably transforms and mutates the

initial design and, intention. Tracing down just one of the various

channels of decision making, specifically, between ttle federal CETA system an&

the local prime sponsor office, Wurzburg (1980:ix) has written:..

Uncertainty about funding levels, regulations and the law
-itself'is a distinguishing characteristic of the entire
CETA federal/prime sponsor partnership.. Habitual as such
uncertainties are, and continue to Wunder YEDPA, they
still exact 'an enormous toll. Changing signals regarding
funding levels caused sponsors to accelerate- enrollments
and then back-off; some were forced to lay off enrollees

xiv

4f)
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and staff. Doubts about what Congresstould do with CETA
reauthorization in the Fall of 1978 strained relations

isponsors had newly established with 12cal sChools. These

factors have reduced the planning andnevelopment time for
new programs, and hurt the credibility of sponiors with

other local agencies. They have also created a difficult

work climate and seiiously undermined prime.sponsor staff

st bility. In the.end, they have almost certainly lessened

th effectiveness of the programs.
.

The very manner in which the federal government planned through,YEDPA

to influence local behavior gives every indication SJI some instances

of having produced nearly the opposite. Local prOgrams and organizational

4

boundaries became more defined and less permeable as a reAction against

confusion, tqnflicting guidelines, and mixed messaRis as to the goals of

the federal initiatives. The federal government was relying on the

creation of linkages through fiscal incentives as the means to gene76te

%

the necessary change. That the funds, in and f themselves; have not
S\st

p4 this infrastructure in place, is a point not o be missed. 7:7i4

infrastructure occurred when there wereViable local rbasolis for having
4-s

/ it so.

A final 'general recommendation to emerge from this study is that-

there is an essential need for tech4ical assistance to lodal projects.

Technical assistance that not only addresses the problems ,

of program impleAntation, but that also allows local programs to
/

ascertain just what precisely it is that they have implemented. While

all the projects have in one manner or another implemented a school-tp-work

transition effort, it is also the case that, almost withoui exception,

what now is in place is not entirely what was anticipated nor promised

when the grant application was made. The proceSs of improvisation and

of continually readjusting the goals of the program to changing pOlitica ,

economic, and social ditions has rebulted in efforts dissimilar'

to those initially envisioned.

a



The work of t.ldberg and Prager (1979) as,well

Loucks (1977) suggests that technical assitance is

to successful program imprementation. This is so,

reasons of sharing experiences and procedures that

as of Hall and :

absolutely essential

not.only,for the

might.not be known,

particularly at a new project, but also to continue to push the local

( .project to cleric/ kis objectives, its goals, its assumptions on, the

t nslation of policy into program. Technical assistance necessitates

t a concern with methodology, thus moving beyCind the bureducratic'"brush

fire" mentality that sees each decision as, discrete and disconnected

from others. Technical assistance is necessary for local program

personnel to sharpen their

decisions. That so little

understanding of the consequences of accumulattd

"history" existed at th, Exemplary Projects

resulted in.successive waves of staff repeating fie same behaviors

ithat had been done earlier--and often to little avail.

There is another dimension teiktiqg providing of technical assistance.

It concerns equipping local projects to sort out what organization system

they are employing foF their own projecti/ahd what systems are in place

for he organization and agencies around them. 'Such underatanding has
r

mportant and concrete implications for the form and content of linkages

that can or.cannot be developed. As is explicated in Chapter One,

the work of Elmore (1978) has-,been particularly instructive in this

regard as he has detailed not one, but four organization models, each

of which, has a distinctive approach to implementation. Our data suggest

that buildihg linkages and collaborative relations across organizational

types is exceedingly difficult and wrought with 'complexities. Equipping

,jprojects better to understand the ecology of their organizational

netOori Could have considerable impact,ppon their ability to effect

or"

the linkages and collaboratiye ties ifiat would be both reciprpcal and sustaining.



The Exemplary projects have sought to operationali.ze their commit-
s'

mentand find continuity in Oeit-efforts. ,That it,has been.so diffi-

cult for the.majority of projets to achieve these goals suggests that

new and vigorous strategies of technical assistancellre necessary.

"s.
perhaps this overstates the case.. What may be,necessary is not "new

But

., w -

and vigorps" but consistent and informed assistance. The latter was

surely miS-sing from the Youthwork projects, particularly in the realm

of creating and sustainIng Viable linkages. Many of,the Youthwork

projects remain, even now, marginal to the service delivery 95,pdorkAfor youth

in transitiom This status may be attributable, in part, to the tenuousness

of "Demonbtration" status-rbut it is also

ful linkages were generated. Tilt task is

due to the fact that few success-
.

one of providingto'local

projects'not only the "how to" information; but thd "why to" as well.

OVERVIEW

,AThough the following may be something of a reihcation of the

findings, there is sufficient support for each of the conclusions to allow

us to present them in' this stimmry fashion!

1.

Issue

Does integration and collaboration
_yield better service delivery to
youth?

2. Does integration and collaboration
yield a greater likelihood of pro-
gram' continuation?

3. Is theie a point of diminishing
return to projects,in terms of
time and effort spent on building
and sustaining linkages?

xvii

Pinding

Yes, especially in those instances
of inter-institutional reciprocity
and match between organizational
types.

Yes, particularly when the project
F becomes a link between the CETA

prime sponsor and the LEA.

Yes, and as a rule of, thumb,
senior staff ought not to spend more
than'25 perc nt of their time on
non-project specific collaboration.



A
4. Does the position o f the program,

vi.0 s-a-vis the network pf related

programs influence the ability
of he programs to deliver
serv±ces?

Yes, isolated Programs that were
outside existing referral systems,,
that employed staff with few or
no connections to other youth
services, and that were physically

- located at some distance from the,.
schools experienced considerable'
difficulty.

5. Do the same 411nkages 'remain in No, different linkages are necessary
place for the duration of a program? at different times in the evolution

.of the project, though there are
several key ones, e.g., with the
prime sponsor and with the LEA,
that are essential throughout.

6. Is the process of implementation

one that is related only to "start
up" procedures? \

7. Has the federal incentive of
financial support encouraged-

4 CETA/LEA collaboration?
-

8. Have programs been developed
a4cording to original propoaals?

9. Do senior staff know if the prog ram
they were slated to implement has,
in fact, been implemented
according to plan?

10. In what areas are technical assis-
tance most neceSsary?

11. Is it important to distinguish
between "formal" and "inforinal"
linkages?

No, implementation is an ongoing
process throughout the life of the
project.

Yes, though the quality and duration
of that collaboration.is due to
fac,tors heyond the financial support, e.g.,
renprocity and shared goals.

DifficUlt to ascertain as few programs
had developed implementation strategies.

Seldom, for with frequent staff turn-over,.
fewer and fewer staff were familiar with
or had read original proposal.:

To assist local staff not only in program
management and organization, but in the
form and content of service delivery
to youth.

Yes, the data indicated that-formal
linkages were those which were
necessary for program management and
monitoring, while informal linkages
were critical to the provision of,
services to,youth, especially in locating
employment and training oppoftunities.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.

Consider the following:

YEDPA is not maintenance legislation designed to sustain existing
policies and service levels. More sthan anything else,it is legis-
lation intended to produce change. The.purpose of these changes
has been to rationalize service systems and better articulate
the relationships between insitutions that are in a position
to improve the abilities of youth to function in job markets
for the purpose of.providing more comprehensive and higher
quality services than have been provided in the past (Wurzburg,
1980:1).

It is to an assessment oT the issues raised in this quote that,this

present report is directed. Succinctly, the issues of how and whether.

CETA and local LEAs have been able to "better articulate the relitionship.s"

between them, of whether there has been "more ,comprehensive and higher

quality services" than in the past, and, indeed, whether there is

evidence of "change" are central to the analysis that follows.

Patterns of Collaboration:. Defining the Issues

Even before the present economic recession made all the lore vogue

such buzz words as "inter-institutional interface" and "institutional

-1-
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linkages:', there was a growing recognition that any attempt realistically to

address the.nation's unemployment problems would necessitate the

collaborative effortt of multiple sectors and institutions in tha society,

To prOvide training without cognizance of labor market demands and

projections (Berg, 1971), to seek economic development in a community

without recognition of established businesses and how they might be

effected (Pressman and Wildavsky, 1979), or to assume that work experience

5

can be gained vicariously through classroom instrwtion (Carnegie Council

on Policy Studies, 1979) are but three documented examples of unsuccessful

efforts "to go it alone". The alternative approach would be to seek

linkages, patterns of-collaboration, and incentives for cooperation in

otder to, as Wurzburg noted, provide "more comprehensive and high quality

services than have bpen provided in the past."

Such an approach was at ihe very heart ot the policy guidelines

established with the YEDPA legislation of 1977, As Taggart and

Ganzglass (1980:46) have noted:

YEDPA was not just."more of the same". It sought to change

ways of doing business particularly in the relationship

between the education and employment and training activities,
and between local education agencies and prime sponsors.

The provision most directly aimed at bringing this change
was the requirement that 22% of the Youth Employment and

Training Program (YETP) funds provided to State and local
prime-sponsors be spent on in-school programs under agree-
ment between the prime sponsors and local education agencies.

Though not stated explicitly, the assumptions of policy makers evident

from the approach taken in the YEDPA legislation are several: . (1)

that in the past the education and employment/training sectors had not

effectively collabOrated; (2) that each was less than fully

successful in its mandate as a result of its practices; and 0) that

A
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the complexity and growing enormity of the youth unemployment problit

necessitated new approaches that bridged the schism between these two

delivery systems. Each-of these can be briefly discussed in burn.

ft is neither new nor startling to note that'the education and

employment/training systems have not worked cooperatively,to address

youth unemployment problems. A long list of studies, ranging

from those of Presidential Commissions and national evaluations to those

of academics and social critics, have Yirst noted and then judged

(positively or negatively) the presence of this hiatus. As far back
' *

as the work of John Dewey (1938), there have been calls for closing the

gap between education and preparation for the world of work. Increasingly,

te assumpton (and at presentit is only an assumption) has been accepted that

an important means which to address youth unopployment/ts by

bringing these two ems into an ongoing relation. We take much of'

the current research si)onsored by the YEDPA legislation as a test not of A

whether this assumptibn proves correct, but only of-the best means

by whi.Ch to operatidnalize it.

The second assumption, thnt each of,the two systems is less than

successful in its efforts to accomplish its Objectives, is also one

that is widely held. Whether one examines the illiteracy and dropout

rates among minority youth from the nation's schools o; the declining'

labor force participation rates for these same youth, the outcomes are

highly similar: sizeable numbers ofAninority youth are increasingly

distanced from the institutions of,the society. The consequences are

known. The unemployment rates for all youth are approximately 20 percent,
-

and"thOse for minoriey youth are nefrly double that figure. What gires

particular saliency to these findings is that they are indicative,
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particularly for black youth, of a trend in labor forceparticipation

that dates back more than a decade. Figure 1 provides graphic evidence

'of these trends.

Finally, the juxtapositiciabbf these two sets of assumptions suggested to those

who drfw up the YEW% legislation that new initiatives could not take a "business

as usual" approach to the matter of youth unemployment. New initiatives, new

actors, and new relations would have to be forged if anything other

than "more of,the same" was to be done. BOth the enormity and complexity

of the current situation made apparent that the consolidation and

collaboration of several institutional sectors would be necessary if

any new initiative was to have even the remote opportunity to succeed.

-There is a fourth, and perhaps no less obyious, justification for

the bringing together of the education and employment/*aining systems

to adAtess the matter of school-to-work transition and the future

employability of American youth. If one examines the data available

from the federal budget for the Fiscal Year 1979, it is immediately

evident that the federal government has spent considerablY less on

secondary school/Poor youth in comparison to poor youth in either

elementary or post-secondary education. The data are in several forms:

$3.2 billion was spent for poor children in grades K-6,while $1.2

billion was spent on poor youth in grades 7-12. For those low-income

young persons who went on to higher education, the federal government

spent, on an average, $3046 per student, but only $231 on each low-

income high school student.. For those low-income studenes who did

graduate from high sChool, but did not go to college, the average expendi-

ture on addition education and training was $161. The data are portrayed

in Figure 2. (
28
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Figure 1

WHO'S LOSING GROUND?
Employment/Population Racios Over 25 Years

' 1954-1978

Whites 16-24 .

Hispanics 16-24

t,

55
T

60
IIFF

65
I -E

70 75 78
SOurce: Testimony of Shirley M. Hufstedler, Secretary of Education,

before the Subcommittee on Elementaryi Secondary, and Vocational
Education,of the House Educatiomand' Lar Committee..
February 25, 1980.
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The point can be simply made: so long as a substitution of dollars

dots not take place, any collaboration between institutions ought to

increse the total amount spent on low-income youth in grades 7-12.

Given th extremely low level from which current support begine(as

evidenced,above for the education sector), the concentration of resources

to better assist these youth is highly desirable. The evidence is

building that the rather sizeable expenditure of funds on low-income

youth in the elementary grades has had a positive effect on their

academic achievement (Hufstedler, 1980). Whether the same could be

said for secondary school youth is premature as such\funds have not been

expended. Yet collaboration between the education and employment/training

sectors appears necessary to generate the "critical mass" of funds necessary

for making.any chahge in the current condition of low-income youth,

whether in their academic performance an basic skills, or on their know-

ledge, interest, and motivation to participate in the world of work.

Parenthetically, this aPproach appears now to have been institutionalized

within the proposed Youth Act of 1980. Additional funds for youth

education and employment training above the $825 Million currently

allocated to Title IV of CETA (the youth programs title) would be split

.evenly between the Department of Education and the Depa444ent of Labor

for their respectiveprograms. While such a stipulation at present

(August;1980) is written only into the version of the legislation

passed by the House Labor and Education Committee, the precedent of

establishing fiscal incentives that encourage cooperation seems set,

more that ever. This is'especially so, given that the bill propose6

a 22 percent set-aside for both education and CETA efforts. Thus

32
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44 percent of the monies available each for prime sponsors and LEAs are

earmarked for collaborative efforts. With increased appropriations,

the impact of this set-aside grows proportionately. The sum total of

funds that are to be spent according to an agreement between a CETA

prime sponsor and the LEA approximates ane-third of all monies authorized

by the new act (cf. Byrne, 1980:14).

The Issue of Implementation

If the generaPconsensus is that collaboration ought to exist

\between the education and employment/training sectors so as to

enhance the opportunities of American youth, then the batter of how

this is to be accomplished must be addressed. In short, what is necessary

nderstanding of the mechanisms by which one 4noves from

establishin goals to'achieving them. What has,been documented

time andlegain is that little systematic study or attention,has been

paid to the process of. implementation (Hargrove, 1975). Indeed, Hargrove

sees it as the "missing link" between policy formation and program

operation.

What fur.ther complicates the goals of planners is that seldom

are programs implemented as they were designed. AS the recent (and

massive) Rand Cprporation study of implementation of federal programs

has made clear, the implementation process must itself be treated as

independent variable that profoundly affects what kind of program

ultimately emerges (Berman and McLaughlin, 1978). Because so lfttle is

linpwn about the processes of implementation and about the strategies that are

most appropriate to achieve successful program operation,,

.each of the projects,reported upon in this present report has

,



essentially had to rely either on previous experience or 6best

guesses" as to how to proceed. The development of linkages in

these projects was essential to the goals the projects had stated for

themselves. The route to developing these linkages, however, was difficult-

and uncharted and this is part of the story to be told in this report.

A critical difficulty in effecting-viable linkages between the

education and employment/traiding seCtOrs comes from neither one having

an articulated understanding of what the linkages st;Ould consist of. The

goal for the Exelplary In-School Projects was linkages, but the rationale

and methodology was not clear. As Pressman and Wildavsky haVe stated in

this regard (1979:xxi):

Policies imply theories. Whether stated explicitly or.not,
-policies point to a chain of causation between initial con-
ditions and future consequences. If X, then Y. Policies
become programs when, by authoritative action, the initial
conditions are created. X now exists. Programs make the
theories operational by forging the first link in the causal
chain connecting actions to objectives. Given X, we act to
obtain Y. Implementation, then, is the ability to forge

/subsequent links in the causal chain so as to obtain the
desired resUlts.

Given that the projects were to be "demonstration projects", i.e., trying4

new anedifferent ways of addressing the

is perhaps not surprising that prior to

needs of in-school youth, it

the beginnings of the programs,

there was little sense of how to "forge subsequent links in the causal

chain so as to obtain the desired result's." The'consequence was an

ongoing set of iwprovisations--some of which were successful and

more of.which were not.

But again, this is to be expected. Failure, rather than success,

is the more lIkely outcome of social-change. Quoting:from Pressman



and.Wildavsky (19791109):

Our normal expectation should be that new prograas will fail
to get off the ground and that, at best, they will take con-

siderable time to get started. The cards iR this world are
stacked against things happening, as so much effort is

.required to make them move. The remarkable tiling is that new

sproirams work at all.

Key tp our understanding of when these new programs "do work at
,

all" in terms of forging new relations is that the.linkages are made

--hetween institutions with comparable organizational features. The work

of Elmore (4478) has been particularly informative in this regaT

Elmore suggests that "understandi g organizations is essential to

the analysis of implementation" (1978:185). ,.He posits that there is not

one, but four distinct models of organizational life and that within each,

the matter of implementation is understood differently. His four

analytic models are systems management, bureaucratic proces's, organizational-

development, and finally, conflict and bargaining. What is critical

about these differentiations, as Elmore notes, is that (1978:188):

Vfewing the implementation prdcess through a number of,
different oreanizational mbdels allows us'to be specific
about the orgaiizarional assumptions we make when we offer ,

prescrigtions for, improving implmentation. Different models,

we will see, lead to quite d4ferent perceptions and conclusions.

it
While not elaborating upon each of these four in detail, suffice it

-to-say that neither the prime sponsors nor the LEAs involved in the

Exemplary In-Sphool Demonstration Projects exhibited the,Organization

structure that-Elmore would categorize as "systems management". More

appropriate to our present analysis is'the fact that among the twenty

four sites represented in this study, examples of all three remaining

organizational mddels were present. Elmore describes the bureacratic

?4' process model as one that represents the sociological model of organizations.

35
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It takes as its point of departure that "the essential feature of organi-
.

zatiOtt is.the interaction between roiltine and discretion.". The organi-
.

zationai deVelopment model, blending sociological and psychological

theory, focuses "on the conflict between the needs of-individuals and

the demands of organizational life."
Finally, the conflict and bargaining

model "addresses the problim of how people with diV'ergent interests

coalesce around a common task. It starts from the assumption that con-
,

flict, arising out of the pursuit of relative advantage in a bargaining

relationship, is the dominant feature of organizational life."

Each of these todels stresses a different aspect and vantage point

from which to study the process of implementation. Comparing the manner

. in which different exemplary projects operationalized their ,implementation

strategies should leadto a better understanding of why it was that. many

linkages failed, and why others existed in only the mosetenuous of terms.

ConVersely, those linkages that have grown

.stronger during the past two years of program implementation.have

existed in those-instancei where there were similar organizational

structured.

The theoretical work of Elmore le-add to an examination

of different organizational models and the mod,es of their implementation.

The findings suggest that a mismatch between organizational types

made exceedingly difficulY the establishment of successful linkages.

As but one example, when a LEA functioned on the_bureaucratiC process

model and the project saw itself as a change agent in constant conflict

with the larger system (i.e., functioning within the conflict and

bargaining todel), duckssful linkages were few and far between. The

project termed the LEA obstructionist while the school system sArthe



project ad refusing to follow established guidelines, "constantly

interested in procedual shortcuts, and generally unwilling to accept

the present routine as the way in which business was to, be accomplished.

The instances could be multiplied, but the point is made: implementation

across organizational types presents significant obstacles in achieving

inter-institutional collaboration. This finding is central to

several of the recommendations made in the "Summary and Recommendations"

section of this report.

THE RESEARCH AGENDA

YEDPA and Knowledge Development

Although the direct support for youth employment programs commands the

bulk of YEDPA appropriations, improved knowledge development is of high

priority. Indeed, the Congress authorizediin.the legislation tht up to

-a full 20 percent of the YEDPA funding could be used for demonstration

projects seeking innovative means by which to address theTroblem of

youth employment. The first gen-eral principle of the YEDPA Planning

Charter of August 1977 stated:

Knowledge development is a primary aim ofthe new youth
programs. At every decisibri-making level, an effort must
be made to try out promising ideas, to support on-going
innovation and to assess performance,as rigorously ad
possible. Resources should be concentrated and structured'
so thSt'the.underlying ideas can be given a reasonable test.
Hypotheses and questions should be determined at the outset,
with an evaluation thethoaology built in (p. 5):

This emphasis upon new approaches and new strategies for addressing

the persistence of youth nnemployment came none too soon.

As Mangum and Walsh -(1978) have cogently stated, little o '

no eystematic effort has been made over the,past years to learn from;

previous'efforts, either positive 6knegative. The decisions On what

,
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programs to instigate, what policies to pursue, and what objectives to

seek have heretofore not been made. Their rather,somber, assessment

includes much of what they understand to be in the YEDPA initiatives

as well. They note:

It is ironic that after 17 years of experimentation with
employment and training programs for youth, Congress found
it necessary.to legislate activities and programs aimed at
discovering the causes of youth unemployment and its
potential solutions. It seems fair to ask'whether the
assumptions upon which.past youth'programs were based were
faulty, or whether the programs themselves were poorly
designed or mismalaged. Yet, aside from the research provisions
of the Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects.Act (YEDPA),
the programs authorized by the Act are the same as those
which have,been implemented over the past 17 yearswork
experience.on community imOrovement and conservation projects,
institutional and on-the-job training, counseling, placement
and other kinds of supportive services...Congress,undoubtedly

. hoped that prograMs initiated under YEDPA Would tie innoVative
and would unearth heretofore untried techniques, but one of
the criticisms of past programs has been that they have been
almost exclusively experimental. Experiment has been piled
upon experiment, but a concerted, overail policy for treating ,

youth unemployment and transitional problems has never emerged
(p. 11).

If Mangtim and Walsh are correct in their assessment th4 "aside from

the research provisions", little new or innovative could be anticipated

from the YEDPA effort, then, of necessity, attention should focus-on

what the research sponsored hY YEDPA might yield in the way of hew insights

or programmatic initiatives.

With the first phase of YEDPA funding in It 1978,san ambitious

agenda ofAemonstration, research,and assessment activities was iMplemented..

The Knowledge Development Plan tructured an array of discretionary

efforts to address a numbe of the most pressing

questions facing national policy makers (DOL, 1978). Within this 1978,

plan were eight "first order" questions which

neirded p) be angwered to both design and implement the national priorities
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regarding youth uncaployment. Of the eight questions posed,

two are relevant to this present report. They are:

and

1) Can the school-to-work'transilion process be improved?
Are new institutional arrangements feasible and warranted?
Can new transition routes be created? (p. 3)

2) Are there better approaches and delivery mechanisms for
the types of career development, employment and training
services which are currently being offered? (p. 4)

It became apparent as YEDPA moved into its second fiscal year

(1979) that a number of "second order" questions also deserved attention.

For the most part:these questio ere refinements and further clarifi-

cations of the original eight. Th y focused more speogifically, for

example, 6n targeting for sub-popul ions of youth, on isolating thee

effects of specific service components, and on comparing alternative

delivery approaches. Seven such second-order questions were posed for

the Fiscal Year 1979 effort. Three of these seven can also be addressed

with this present report. They are (D04, 1979:4-5) as follows:

1) What approaches and procedures can be used to involve the
private sector in employment and training efforts And to
increase the placement of the participants in private
sector jobs? How effective are these approaches in accessing
new jobs and providing better career tracks for youth?

2) How can youth programs be better integrated to improve
administration and to provide more comprehensive services .

to youth? To what extent are the Programs already
integrated at the local lev,el?

3) HoW can the lessons from knowledge development activities
best be transferred to improve exlat.ing youth programs7
How can theinstitutional change prodess be promoted?1

1It should be noted that with this, the last of the Interim Reports,
seven of the eight "first order" questions and five of the seven "second

order" questions have been addressed in one or another of the four

Interim Reports. If nothing else, the scope of this effort should suggest
zomething of the ability'of qualitative research to move beyond narrowly
'defined technical,questions to broadlyrconceived policy issues.

3 9
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The individual local programs selected for this demonstration project

were slated to operate from between nine and eighteen months, specifically,

between September 1978 and March 1980. Programs could include summer

activities in 1979 if those activities Were shown to be a logical'extension

of the school year program. They Nere funded from $15 million set aside

by the Department of Labor for discretionary projects under the authority

of the YETP legislation. The projedted size of the youth poPulations to

be served in the programs varied from a low of 35 to aAigh of 10,000.

Sites were located across the nation in 31 states and in locations that

ranged from rural to metropolitan areas. Individual grants ranged from

approximately $175,000 to $400,000 with the average being near $300,000.

Additional funding during FY 80 from the DOL has enabled Youthwork to

continue approximately twenty-five of the original sites beyond their

original termination dates as welkas to add additional programs in two

areas: the handicapped and.the hard-to-reach.

The programmatic activities of Youthwork,-Inct, are a direct response

to the efforts by the Department of Labor to address key knowledge

development issue's. With Youthwork focusing on in-school youth and the

manner in which the educational and CETA delivery syatems are able to

contribute to the resolution of the youth unemployment problem, there

has been achieved that necessary concentration of resources "so that the

-
underlying ideas can be given a reasanable test." The Youthwork knowledge

development effort has predidated ita endeavor upon the following

'assumptions:

--More is known about the intention& of innovative youth

programs than about program operations.

4+J
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--More is known about program outcomes than the processes

that generated such outcomes,
,

--More iS known of the reasons for'program failure than for

program subcess:

With these assumptions explicated, Youthwork fo lated four

ledge,development goals, each of which sought to ad ess

described in one or more of the assumptions listed above

TO identify barriers to program implementation

to overcome them.;

know-

the imbalance

(Youthwork,

and how

2) To identify unique features within programs that most

help youth to achieve program objectives,

3) To examine both the degree and direction in which parti-

cipating institutions have changed, and how these changes

took place,
A

4)' To assess basic assumptions underlying both the policy and

practice of in-school programs in helping youth make the

transition from school to work.

To achieve these goals, Youthwork structured itshknowledge develop-
.

meni activities towards data collection and analysis in three areas:

the central policy question of 'the respeciive roles and responsibilities

4

of4phe edudational and CETA delivery systens vis-a-vis youth employment

and training; programmatic issues relating to the implementation and

collaboration of approaches undertaken by individual programs in the
4

four focal areas; and the local knowledge deyelopment issues unique

each program operator ay community.

41
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It is to aspects of the first and third of tthese data collection

and analysis areas that this present interim report is addressed.

This report focuses an the form and content of the linkages that were

made between the project and other organizations and agencies. ,It seeks

to not only identify these linkages, but to assess their utility in

enhancing services to y6ung people. It is important here to stress that

w
the existence of linkages ought not to be taken as an end in and of

itself. The linkages are a means by which to try more successfully to provide

assistance to youth. Further, it should be stressed that we

have not sought to examine the linkages as simply a "one-way" relationship.

We have been concerned about interdependencies and interrelationships

between organizations. The task has been one of attempting to sort out

I
the reciprocities created by collaborative effort. Direct

observation of program activities, both formal and informal interviews

with participants in a niimber of relevant organizations, and the use of

documents have all been employed to ascertain whether linkages existed,

to what degree they were germane to the operation of the program, and

what impact such linkages had upon the continued viability of the program.

Having said this, it is important to note that the findings

, reported in this interim report are based on the first eighteen months

that the projects have been dieted to function. As such, this report

must be taken.for what it is, an interim assessment of what we have

come'to understand about the patterns and substance of collaboration

' between the project, the local LEA,and the CETA prime sponSor. The

linkages have undergone changes over time and we suspect they will

continue to change ag the'programs mature, as the staff turnover

declines, and as greater understandinvof the CETA system permeates the

LEA.

4 407;



On This Report

The, primary source of data,for this report has been the materials

produced by the individual on-site observers at each of the twenty,four

reporting projects. These observers, with few exceptions, began their

affiliation with the sites during the vety first days of program start-up.

Their field notes reflect the sensitivities that, can came only from a

long and in-depth involvement.with their respective programs. It has,

been tbe task'of the Youthwork National Policy Study staff at Cornell

University to bring together the ethnographic notes, the materials fram

.countless interviews, the extensive documentation, and the various

nuMerical data as the basis for analysis. It is in this way that we

have sought to describe the mosaic that is the Exemplary In-School'Demon-

stration Project.
2 Together with these multiple farms of field data,

use has been made of the NIS data system.established by Youthwork.

These latter data have been particularly helpful in allowing a melding

of the descriptive'data with various tabulations: number of participants,

time in the program, projected target group'enrollments, etc. The final

thread weaving through.this analysis is that of the pxtensive literature

which has emerged with regard to youth unemployment.in general and the

YEDPA initiatives in particular. Uhile little of this literature .has

been formally published in journal articles or books, the number of

reports, conference papers, occasional papers, and'federal documents

grows almost daily.

Each of the chapters three through six report on a different program

model within the Youthwork initiative. A number of analyses cut across

.

2A detailed account of the methodology employed for this study can be

found in Chapter Two.,

,1
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,

these four chapters: the form of collaboration, its duration, the impact

on each of the participatiag organizations, the consequences for the

delivery of services to youth, and the relation of the linicage to the

potential continuation of the project once the Youthwork sponsored

funding ceased. Recommendations for the Department of Labor and for

iOuthworic, Inc. are included in a separate "Summary and Recommendations"

section of this report.

4,i



CHAPTER TWO

METHODOLOGY: THE APPLICATION OF ETHNOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES

Introduction

sln-September 1978$ Ybuthwork, Inc, requested a group of researchers

at Cornell University to undertake a longitudinal ethnographic study ofi,

the entire cohort of funded projects. The Cornell effort, entitled the

Youthwork National Policy Study began immediately to locate and'train

on-site observers for each of the projects. The first training session

for observers was held in October 1978 in St. Louis, Missouri. Subsequent

training sessions for additional observers were held in Washington, D.C.

and in San Franci;co. All tOld, observers were trained for 44 of the 46

operational sites. A.second round of training sessions, to allow for

necessary "mid-course corrections", was held in the spring of 1979.

Training was also provided in May 1979 to observers from an additional

seven sites added to the original cohort of projects. Yet.a third round

?'

of training sessions was held for all obseri6- sIiiAtlanta, Georgia,in

s.'1January 1980.

The first training sessions were used to acquaint the newly hired

observers with the initial foci of the research effort and to examine

-20-
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the basic'skills observers woudld need for their fieldwork. The emphasis

was on describing how to triangulate data sources (printed matter,

observations, formal interviews) and effective ways to acquire data that

would contribute to answering the key policy questions. The focus of

the spring 1979 training session was to further specify the issues to be

examined in the remainder of the year. The session also dealt with

particular problems encountered by observers during,their first six months

an their sites. A third emphasis was a review of the nature and strengths

of in-depth focused interviewing. The-January 1980 session accomplished

-several tasks, one of which was carried out'for the first tithe at a

training session. The Cornell gtaff provided detailed presentations to
K

the observers of the analyses and findings that were to be incorporated

into Interim Report #3. The subsequdnt discussion end critique by the

observers provided valuable feedback end clarification that further

sharpened the presentation of findings in that report. At the same training

session, the observers were introduced to the Analysis Packet (see Appendix

A) that was to provide the conceptual ana methodological framework for

this ?resent report. ExtensiVe discussions were held with the observers

regarding this 'packet and the specific areas of inquiry within it.

Finally, there were discussions at the January training session regarding

the ethics of confidentiality, of further reporting of the material

collected at the respective sites, and of means of collaborating with

the third party evaluators also working at each site.

A significant departure from traditional ethnographic research

-was instigated with this present study. Rather than send the observers

into the field and wait for the "emergent issues" to become apparent,

L.

4 6
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1 time constraints as well as specific policy questions of concern to the

-./Congreas, the Department of Labor, and to Youthwork, Inc, necessitated

the pre-definition of the areas of investigation. Six "analysis packets"

have been written, each of which has focused on a particular area of-

study. The analysis packets have not specified how the data relevant to

the various policy issues should be collected, only what-were the areas

xt concern. As such, the packet provides the framework within which the

data for this present reiaort have been gathered.
1

Throughout the study,

observers have remained responsible for determining the important events

and activities at their respective project sites and for insuring that

these events are faithfully reported in their field notes.

Perhaps more important to stress than the changes made within the

methodology is the fact'that qualitative research is being used at all.

The application of this method to the study of the Exemplary In-School

Projects represents something of a break.from traditional approaches to

the study of education and employment training. Rather than rely exclu-

sively on the models of "input-output" evaluations, or those which stress

summative approaches, Youthwork, Inc, has opted for a multi-method

evaluation. It is employing both quantitativevand qualitative approaches.

In this manner, Youthwork has available analyses based.on the study of

social processes and day-to-day realities not amenable to quantification.

Not all that should be known about these projects can be learned through

mathematical, formulas or standardized testing. An in-depth familiarity,

akloseness to die staff and students, a longitudinal perspective that

1
This is not to suggest that this report has been based exlusively an ,

data collected with respect to the Analysis Packet. Material from other
analysis pickets has also been used when appropriate.
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permits the observer to study dhanges and reactions to changes over time

are all strengths derived from an ethnographic approach.

There is a growing consensus among those involved in large-scale

policy evaluations that there is an important, indeed critical, role to

be played by qualitative research. ,Too often in the past, the assumption

has been made that statistical realities coincide with cultural realities.

That this is not so has been the Achilles heel of many efforts at

evaluating employment and training programs. Succinctly, to build from

the ground up, one needs to know what is going on at the ground level..

As Weiss had already noted in 1970:,

One hopeful direction is.to place less stress on evaluation

of over-all impact, studies that come out with all-or-nothing,

go/no-go conclusions. More resources should be allocated

to evaluations that compare the effectiveness of variant,

conditions within programs (different emphases and components

of programs, attributes of sponsoring agency structure and

operation, characteristics of participants) and begin to

explain which elements and sub-elements are associated with

more or less succesS. Such an approach produces data of

interest'across a wide range of programs and has high utility

in pointing direction for fdrther program development.

-11-^

In reviewifig a large number of studies of the utilization (or lack,

thereof) of program evaluations, Alkin and Daillak (1479) have concluded

that the utilization of process evaluations is hindered by the attempt

to translate complex and multi-dimensional variables into linear and

discrete variables. Program persons themselves know this can

destroy their program. Thus they,increasinglY tend not,to place mUch

4
reliance on sUch material. In the end, it.is oT little benefit to,.

program operators and policy makers to have to rely on artificially

created "clean" data in a complex and messy world. Alkin and Daillak

also conclude:
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In a veryoreal sense, there is another major finding of
-' the study; an enhanced conviction on our part that

1

naturalistic methods are the most powerful and appro-
priate methodology for the study of utilization (p. 49).

We would concur and suggest that the same would hold true for studies of

program implementation and inter-institutional linkages As well.

What follows in this present chapter is a discussion of the

methodology used in this research. The k points to be reviewed are

the theoretical and empirical rationale for qualitative research, the

various techniques employAd, the manner.in which the data were coded

and analyzed, and the strengths and limitations of the overall approach.

A
I. Theoretical and Empirical Rationale

Many labels have been attached to the research strategy in which

researchers directly observe human activity and interadtion in a

naturalistic environment. The earliest use of this technique was by

anthropologists in their field studies of preliterate pedples.
A

Malinowski (1922) labeled his technique of observing and participating

in the various activities of a Trobriand village as "ethnography". He
+'

described his goal In utilizing this technIque as follows:

The field ethnographer has seriously and soberly to
cover the full extent of the phenomena in each aspect
of tribal culture studies, making no difference between
what is commonplace or drab, or ordinary, and what
strikes him as astonishing and out of the way. At the
same loime, the whole area of tribal culture; in all its
aspects, has to be gone over ln research. The consis-
tency, the law and order which obtain within each
aspect make also for joining them into one coherent
.whole.

More recently, Valentine (1968) has called for new ethnographic

research to be conducted among various groups of North American urban poor.
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e states that only through direct participation in_the life of

those being studied will there emerte an unOerstanding of the structure

of the eociety in which they live. Valentine contends that just as provincial

judgments were made by colonialists concerning the peoples, they

encountered, so also provincial judgments are presently being made

about the poor by middle-class socil scientists. The provincialism

must-be Overcome by sustained contact, which leads to acceptance and

understanding of the internal logic of the group being studied. Valentine

noted (1968:8-9):

From the time of pioneer field workers onward, it has been
recognized that prolonged, intensive, direct exposure to
the actual conditions of life is needed to understand a
previously unknown culture. This involves direct obser-
vation of social behavior and participation in community
life as well as dystematic questioning and discussion with
informants. Only by this immersion in on-going group
existence can the anthropologist probe thoroughly beneath
the surface of a culture and replace superficial impressions
with more accurate insights.

Dating back at least a half century, American social scientists

have utilized ethnographic research. They have completed such diverse

studies as those of industrial strikes (Gouldner, 1954); patterns of

community organization (Hatch, 1948; Lynd and Lynd, 1928; Warner, et al.,

1:

1944); behavior in publ anplaces (Goffm, 14t3); psychiatric inter-

viewing (Scheff, 1966); lientele in stores with pornographic material

(Polsky, 1967); development of racial identification (Clark, 1947;

Goodman, 1952); Whyte C(43) and,his study of "Cornerville"; Henslin

(1967) with cab drivers; and Bogdan (1975) to measure "success" in a

poverty program.

In the employment field, Wurzburg (1978,1979) adopted a case study

approach to provide an on-going picture of how prime sponsors were

5
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implementing YCCIP and YETP programs. The Work in America,Institute (1978)

used short case studies to describe private sector initiatives for the

hard-to-employ,and the National Institute of Education recently funded

the RMC Research corporation to conduct intensive ethnographic evaluations

of implementation efforts at our replications of the Philadelphia based

OIC/A model of school-to-wo transition.

II. The General Resedrch Plan

The Youthwork National Policy Study chose the ethnographic approadh

because Of its flexibility in design and execuiion and, most important,

-

because qualitative data are most useful in capturing the processes and

an-going problems and successes of program development and implementation.

In addition, these types of data easily lend themsefves to a formative

feedback design essential to the improvement of employment and

"

educational programs for low-income in-school youth. Thelfield work has,

drawn heavily from the methoddIogies traditionally associated with anthro-

pology, sociology, and social psychology.

Throughout the period of the.field work, the field researchers,

one at each of the siees, have functioned as ethnographers. Their

overriding concern has been with describing and analyzing various critical

dimensions of the project.

The complexities of implementing multi-task programs in schools

are difficult to capture with straight interview data and/or survey

questionniires. The field researchers have'been trained in the appli-

cation of the traditional emic approach to field work. This approach

dictates that the observer should ascertain the criteria that informants

use to interpret and describe their own experiences.. Variously described
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by other researchers as "folk sistem analysis", or studies of the

"social construction of reality", the importance of the approach has

been described by Ogbu:

From this perspective the behaviors aEany voup of people
in -schools, churches, or politiCel rallies are not governed
by an robjective reality out there", but by the "reality"
they experience and interpret. Most etudies dotument the
middle class interpretations of the universe of these
people. Although the theories that emerge may be self
consistent, they do not represent accurately the-"realities"
they attempt to explain.

Data Sources

Field researchers have used muliliple data sources for their des-

cription and analysis of the in-school exemplary program with which they

are affiliated.
2

The basic strategy of data collection is that of a

triangulation of data sources, that is, to combine varying kinds of data

from different sources (cf. Denzin, 1970). Data from diverse sources

tend to be complementary because of their reciprocal strengths and

weaknessei (cf. Rist, 1977). The basic research activities of onZsite
OF

observers have been those which simultaneously combined document analysis,

resporident and informant interviewing, direct participation, and

extensive observation of the various facets of the local project. There'

was also the occasional opportunity.to use data gathered by others at

the site, such as third party evaluators.

2
An important error,of omission must be corrected here. In the discussion

of data sources in Interim Report #3, a citation to Fetterman_(1979) was

omitted. That citation should, have also noted that materials, with only
slight modification, were used in toto for presentation in four sections'

of the discussion: participant observation, key informant interviewing,

informal interviews, and.biographical case tudies.

52
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Participant Observation, The first of the pivots necessary for

the triangularization noted by Denzin is partidipant observation.

It should be stressed immediately that observational research is not of a

single mode (Patton, 1980). Rather, what is available to the resek-cher

is a continuum of options ranging from', as Patton notes (1980:127):

...complete immersion in the prograrcas a full participant tp
complete separation from the program as a spectator; there
is a great deal of variation along the continuum between these
two extremes. Nor is it a matter of deciding once and for all
in a study how much the observer will participate. The extentof participation can.change over time. In some cases the
evaluator may begin as an onlooker and gradually become a parti-
cipant as the study progresses. In other cases the evaluation
may begin as a complete participant in order to experience whatit is like to be initially immersed in the program and then
gradually withdraw participation over the period of the study
until finally taking the role of occasional observer from'an
onlooker stance.

The goal of all phis is to come as close as is possible to under-

standing the meanings and interpretations that the participants them-

selves give to their behaviors and environments. The key, embedded in-

tbe German term verstehen, is an empathic undersAriding and experiencing

of the setting.

Sudh an approach is extremely critical to the present task of

elucidating patterns of collaboration and linkage between two quite

different social systems--that of CETA and the public schools. Each

-system has its own order and logic, its own rationale, procedures,

add informal-normS. Ilot these iwo systems to come into collaborative

relaii'ons has necessitated change and compromise. How that has been

accomplished, how the implementation of the exemplary projects has been

undertaken, and how each views the goals of the effort have been foremost

on the res.earch agenda of the YNPS. The findings ulminate in this

-5
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present report. To achieve such an understanding has necessitated

countless hours of observation/participation by the on-pite observers.
V

To move "back stage",as it were,to learn how each system has viewed

the other, how each has soug t to maximize its own self interests, and

how compromises and accomm datians were achieved could only be done

through an extensive period of close-in familiarity gained fram obser-

vations and participation in multiple facets Of each of the two systems.

What has lent additional credibility and validity to the researck

findings in this present study was that the observers who have been in

the field have not been "outsiders" introduced in some "hit and run"

fashion
i

to the programs. They have been, almo without exception,

local persons familiar with their community. Their living in the community,

their availability for participation in programs th during the day and

in the evening, their ability to change schedules to cco,lodate important

events and occurrencesat the site, and their longevity as obse ers have

all been important contributors to the rich and detailed obser ational

notes produced at site after site.

The Interview. The second pivot in building a comprehensive

and in-depth understanding through qualitative research is the use of

interviews. As with observational research, there is no single mode,

but a number of strategies and they, too, fall along a continuum.

At one end, there is the option of asking the same questions in the

same manner and same sequence to,multiple individuals. This is the

most standardized and structured of the interviewing techniques

available. Toward the center of the continuum are those interyiew

strategies where onehas the option of either asking-the same set of

5q
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questions, but in a sequence deemed appropriate to that particular

instance, or alternatively, posing the questions in the same sequence,

1. but in varying terminology appropriate to the respondent at hand. This

"mixed mode" of interviewing allows considerably more flexibility to

0,
the interviewer to ensure that the interview (which qualitative

research ought to be considered as but one of multiple conversations

to be held with the respondent) succeeds. At the other end of the

spectrum are those interviews/conversations that are neither structured

nor standardited. These tengl_to be situationhincident specific,

exploratory, or most often used when the respondents vary considerably

by education, experience, and interest.

A further consideration,when involved in interviews is the

relation of the interviewer and respondent. If the relation is a long-

term one where the respondent is serving much aS a "key informant" to

iz d arm scneauled interview .ng

would be necessary_ or appropriate. The key informant becomes a person .

a8ainst which interpretations, assumptions, hunches, and only vaguely'

formulated analyses can be checked. The key informant often provides,

as it were, a "reality check" for the researcher in the field.

Alternatively, if Ile relation is less developed, if there exists

more social distanCe between the intervIewer and respondent, then a

more standardized and scheduled interview would be'appropriate. The

"rush to informality" that often occurs elip interviewinga rush that

is frequently not reciprocated by the respondent--was an item cautioned

against several times in the training of the on-site observers. Finally,
a

for those members of the organization who are only vaguely or not at

E6
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4

all known to the observer, a formalized questionnaire is considered most

appropriate. This approach was suggested as a means of making contact

and beginning in a tentative and neutral way the basis for further 4

conversation.

Written Documents. Field researchers obtain copies or make

abstracts of all written records pertinent to their exemp ary program.

Such records, the third pivot, have included evaluation reports,

memoranda, announcements, internal communications, non-confidential

assessments of student performance, formal contracts of association,

newspaper clippings,and the like. Also, the actual learning packets,

textbooks, supplementary-reading tosterials,_assignments, and performance

contracts used in the various projects have contributed to an understanding

of the system. They have been used as well to doctiment the instructional

practices used at the different sites.

MIS Data. One aspect of the,multi-method approach being used by

Youthwork, Inc, to evaluate the Exemplary InSlool Programs has been

to collect certain standardized data across all optrational sites.

This has been done through the usd of a Management Information System

(MIS). Data collected from each site in this system include number '

of students,enrolled, number of students who have successfully completed

the program, the percentage of predicted student population served to

date, the size of staff, and a host of demOgraphic variables about the

individual students. These data have been made available to the YNPS

and have been incorporated into this and other reports.

Data Transmission. Three forms of data have been proauced by

the on-site observers. The first is a copy of each arid every protocol
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generated by the observer during any data collection endeavor, be that

effort one ot interviewing, observing, or the collection of written

materials. These are gathered together by the project director and

staff at Cornell so as to maintain a continuous monitoring aystem of

field-produced material. 'To date (Jut 1980) approximately 2,200 such

protocols have been produced and mailed to the YNPS COrnell office..

The second form of data transmitted from the on-site observers

have been brief (3 to 5 page) analytic narratives written in.response

to questions sent by the Cornell staff. The questions have been generated

as a result of new areas of study and analysis opened up by the field work.

They have also been generated to address specific dimensions of the key

policy questions particular to the present analysis packet.

At the end of the data collection period specific to this last

of the analysis packets, the on-site observers were also asked to prov.ide

II was essenEMIy an etffrEIF

by the observer to summarize their own reactions, understandings, and
A

interpretations of the various key areas outlined for investigaVon

in the packet. Moving through the packet ftem by item, the observers

provided an integrated summary of their awn data collection efforts

over the past four to five months. Though this present instance was

the first time it'has been used in conjunceion with the YNPS, it has

proved extremely successful. Considerable material from these summaries

has been incorporated into the chapters that follow.

Organization and Analysis of Field Notes

Systematic.and analytical observations depend upon the recording

of complete, accurate, and *detailed field notes. On-site observers

5
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have been charged with recording their observations as soon after wit-

nessing an event or an interview as possible. Field researchers were

cautioned that using mechanical devices such as tape recorders for the

recording of events tends to inhibit spontaneity,and candor. Unless

otherwise agreed upon with the individual site observer, nomechanical

devices have been used during on-site observatians. During the research,

training sessions were held at which observers were instructed in styles

of note taking and the manner in which the field notes were to be con-

verted into protocols. These protocols are the key data source for the

subsequent analysis. One copy of each protocol remains with the field

observer and one copy is sent to the YNPS Diroject Director. All protocols

are read promptly by YNP'S staff. There has been close contact between

YNPS staff and on-site observers. The YNPS staff requests additional

data to correct omissionsresolve contradictions,and clarify ambiguous

s a ements w I e ne ma e a h in the min& of the on

observer. Additionally, other kinds of strategies or activities to

be observed may be suggested to provide data needed to answer particular

probing questions. Sample protocol pages from two an-site observers are

provided on succeeding pages. (The protocol pages were selected from sites

no longer operational in order tb maximize anonymity and confidentiality.)

Distilling these voluminous files of protocols has required a

series of coding and editing steps. Code.sheets have been developed to

coincide with each of the analysis packets. Reading the protocols and

categorizing the data by topic has been undertaken by the YNPS staff^
and done according to a framework necessary to answer the key policy

questions. Further, this effort has allOwed for a standard conceptual

framework to be applied across all field sites. In the past, multiple



name of researcher:
-34-date of observation: 7/25/79

subject of observation: Interview w/student
site of observation: School
protocol #: 43

.

page 1 of 2.

1 has been in the program for about three months.
2 She has been attending the school for a little
3 ldnger than that--about 4-1/2 months. She
4 found out about the program and the school
5 through her parole officer. She was given the
6 choice between coming to the school and going
7 to classes at . She chose this school because
8 the classes are smaller here and because of the
9 program--"the teachers are cool here. -They take
10the time. If you have a hard time learning some-
11 thing or if you have a problem, they will help
12 you with it." During the summer she is working
13for the newsletter of this school. She is in
14 charge of the section of the paper called "Job Haves".
15 She Writes articles on where different people work,
16 what their jobs are about and how they like it.
17 They are going to be published in five newsletters
18 this summer. She and the other students in her
19 newsletter class like the work they are doing and
20 will be continuing it this fall.
21

22 She is currently on laY-off of her job. She had
23 worked there for several months assisting the
24 medical personnel pulling charts, taking phone calls
25 and stocking medical supplies. She liked the work
26 but did not like the staff she worked with. She had
27-disagreements with her supervisor about the clothing
28 she wore when she was'bn the job, leaving the job
29 early, and coming in late-..."I felt like she was
30 picking on me. I think I'd rather work someplace
31 else besides the health clinic. It's too hectic."
32 She also told me that she would prefer something
33 closer to her home. She mentioned that the staff
34 at the health clinic was small and that they didn't.
35 have the time to train her.properly. Sometime in
36 the near future, she will be meeting with her super-
37 visor and a staff,person rom the school to work
38 out some of the problems she had there. She doubts
39 very seriously that she. will go back. She feels
40 very strongly that her suptrvisor was not fair with'
41 her. She thought it was unreasonable of her to
42 request that she not wear short-sleeved b1ouses7-
43,"The other girls wore them, but she didn't yell at
44 them:"

45
* 46 She didn't' get into the program immediately after

47 her enrollment in the school. There was some con-
48 fusion over whether stie was eligible or not for
49 the program. It took about six weeks for her
50 certification to go through. During that time she
51 took the orientatioitclass that is required before
52 placement in a job.

53
The credit thgE-Tnenvas getting for her job place-54

55 ment was very important to her. She plans on com-

*VIM



. -name of researcher: 35
page 1 of- 10

-- -
date of observation: 3/2/79

subject of observation: Interview with Prime Sponsor Personnel Overseeing the Current

site of observation: Prime Sponsor YETP Youthwork Program

protocol 26 , Office

1 The follawing is an interview requested by Dr.

2 on inquiring upon the relationships between CETA

3 and the school.
4

5 Question: Where does the program interface with CETA?

6

7 Response: Up to now, we have been serving two dif-

8 ferent groups. The groups are almost identical but

9 they (referring to youthwork program) draw from

lOreferrals addressing more troublesome students. We

llserve the same type of population, but, not the same

12kids and they provide a broader range of services

13than we do. ("They" is a reference to the youth-

14work sponsored program. "We" refers to other youth

15programs sponsored and conducted by the prime sponsor.)

16After the recent meeting (he is referring to the.

17meeting between youthwork, prime sponsor staff and

18program staff.) We will have established a direct

191inkage between other youth programs and the

20program. The reason for the direct linkage is that

21exemplary program had start up problems and diffi-

22culty in reaching the projected number of students

23 and our other CETA youth programs have had difficulty

24 in obtaining academic credit for our participants.

25 By establishing concurrent enrollment between a

26 couple of our youth programs the youthwork program

27 will provide a broader base and more services and

28 hopefully we will align the prime-sponsor and the

29school district more closely and this relationship

30 will continue after the current program.

31 -.
32 Probe: Is one of the main reasons you suggested

33 the concurrent enrollment with the youthwork program

34 was to estab4sh a precedent for academic achievement?

35 (Explanation: In the meeting of February 16 found

36 in Protocol Number,20, it was suggested that students

37 currently enrolled in a YETP Program conducted at

38 the local high schaol would be transferred to the

39 rolls and be paid from their money for the first

0 100 hours and in addition to that the program would

43:provide a job coordinator and classroom instruction

42 and the students would receive academic credit for

43 the clesswork and on-the-job training.)

44

45

46
47

48

49

50

51
52

53

54

55

*
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frameworks applied to sites have often detracted from the'

ability to generalize and develop, recommendations.

Validity

The validity of naturalistic case study material depends greatly

upon the manner in which the data are recorded, the sensitivities of

the field researcher,and the quality of the analysis of the data. There

are at'least three sources of,validity for naturalistic data that are

applicable to the present study: ecological (external) validity;'

ph omendlogieal (internal) validity; and contextual validitY. In

naturalistic research, the data are considered to be valid if they reflect

or describe what actually is--what has occurred, what conditions exist,

what interactions have taken place, etc.

Ecological validity means that the setting is accurately portrayed.

If the account of the activity faithfully describes the setting in its

natural form, then the report is ecologically valid. -Field acCounts

must preserve the integrity of the natural setting. It has been.a key

task of the project director and his staff to continually monitor the

fi,eld protocols for.authenticity between thdfdata and the setting.

Internal validity is achieved within naturalistic research when

the descriptions of the events, situations, and interactions among actors

are such that they accurately reflect the perceptions and intentions of

the actors themselves. An observer seeks xo understand how those who

were involved interpreted what they and others around them were doing.

The goal is to present material in such a way as to enable readers to

understand "from the inside" why actors behaved as they did.

Contextual validity comes from the accurate capturing of the/

"Aaturai 'business" of the actors in the setting so that to an outsider

Oj
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reading the report, the rhythm and routine of the setting become

apparent. The descriptions of the setting should "ring true" to those

who participate in the setting. At the same time the fullnesS of

description should maka pertinent features of-the setting understandable

to outsiders.

III. Strengths and Limitations of the -Data

The major strength of th% data that have been collected is derived

from the longitudinal nature of the research design. The single mosty

apparent weakness in moSt research efforts attempting to document and

analyze program implementation is that they lack a sufficient longitudinal

perspective (Pressman and Wildavsky, 1979). A number of studies have

utilized what could more aptly be described as a cross-sectional approach,

in contrast'to studying the program in question over time (cf. Rossi and

Wright, 1977).

Another major strength of the data is that long-term participation

in a social system allows an observer to become sensitive to the subtle

nuances that have meaning only to those within the system. A weakness
, .

of quantitative designs is that they assume that behavior can be abstracted

and measured accurately. The abstraction from various scores and test

results can only give indication of output, not of process. Long-term

participation in a social system permits the observer to undereand the .

processes that occur.

A basic epistomological assumption underlies the selection of

direct observation as the primary reSearch strategy employed in this

study: that direct observation can make positive contributions to the Ar

It

study of the context of human and institutional behavior. The ap oach

,
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seeks to bypass the "fallacy of objectivity" and move directly to an

experiential involvement in the setting. Further,given that reality is

"socially constructed", this approach generated an account of the

behavior relatively independent of the interpretations drawn from that

account.

The observations at the sites were necessarily selective. However,
4

observers were instructed to look for situations that would contribute

'data to an analysis of the key policy issues. They were encouraged to

vary both the day of the week and the times of day when they visited

sites. This strategy was designed to collect data over a whole spectrum

of issues and over the entire time span of the program. A limitation of

this approach is that not all events and activities could be covered.

Thus, there wa an.imperative for continuous visits to the'site in order

to.gain over time a perspective of what constituted the "typical" or

."normal" pkatterns-of-dateraetion.

Another limitatign was_thehlanket prOmise-of-anonymity to those-

observed and interviewed. Particular methods of data collection had to,

be evaluated in light of whether it would insure protection to those

involved. In promising all site personnel they would remain unidentified,

they were assured that 'statements made by them would not be reported to

their superiors. This consideration resulted in the loss of one important

form of data. Data could not-be reported if they would have given strong

clues as to the ddentity of the site or respondent involved. The tNPS.
4

continues to believe in the appropriateness and correctness of this

approach.

6
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f

IV. Patterns of Collaboration: The CETA/School Linkage

This report is the fourth.in a series of interim reports produced

by the Youthwork National Policy Study. It is alio anticipated to be

the last such report. The most intensive data collection period for this

report was undertaken from January through June 1980. However, cettain

data and subsequent interpretations in the report are based upon the

cumulative experience of the study since September 1978. The projects

reported upon here-have been operational since that 1978 date or later.

Of the 51 projects where there has ,been an on-site observer, 40 projects

have now been operational for 15 months or longer. It is also the case

that the vast majority of the on=site observers have remained continuously

with their respective projects since their earlie'lt beginnings. Indeed,

in several instances, the on-site observers have remained constant while

the projects have played "musical chairs" amidSt their staff. At one

s 1Le, Lite o seL. Ter wa th e only origina senior staff perbuLL still on

board Only-six Months- into the program--

The fOcus of this report is to detail the form and content of the

various lidkages that the projects have made with the CETA system, with

community-based organizations, with other youth service projects, with

other components of the educational system, and with the private sector.

The gOal is both to describe the emergent linkages' and to assess the

impact of fhese linkages upon 1) the delivery of services to youtl,

2) the ability to better coordinate and plan programs, 3) the

presence or absence of duplication of services, and 4) the reciprocal

impact of the new exemplary provams upon other components of the

social/otganization network within which the programs have had tb

operate. An effort is also made to assess which linkages appear. most

6
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critical to the programs at different stages of their-development.

Finally, the impact of these linkages Upon the "survival capacity" of

the projects is described.

01,

,6;)



CHAPTER THREE

ACADEMIC.CREDIT FOR WORK EXPERIENCE
7.

This chapter examines thn interinstitutional linkaget developed

by or for the Academic Credit for Work Experience (ACWE) projects.. The

ACWE proiects have been formally and informally linked with several,

other organizations over their two years of operation. Funded as new

-YETP in-iehool demonstration projects by Youthwork, Inc., ill the-fall of

,1978, these social intervention programs have undergone a protess of

program stabiliztion through the establishment and integration of inter-

inetitutional linkages over their,period of program operation. Discussing

the evolution And integration of new social interVention programs into

the pre-existing institutional structure, Spencer (1970) explains:

.It is unrealistic to assume that such a system will,
be integrated from the outset; but, rathervone can
expect that the new organization will develop
within phe environmenp of social cOnflict wherein

-41-
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power becomes defined, ideological differences are
atcommodated and a viable process can be developed
(Spencer 1970: 121).

The processes developed by the studied ACWE projects to become

operational and stable social intervention programs involved the

development and sustenance of two different types of interinstitutional

linkages. The linkages were developed by or for the projects to

accomPt10 tbeir mutual goal of addressing one aspect of the national

youth emPloyment problem: the lack of coordination of services between

the institufions of edueation and I.abor. The tw linkages developed to

sustain and stabilize the ACWE projects were: (1) funding source monitor-

ing linkages and (2) program linkes

The first'set of linkages, funding source compliance linkages,

was developed tor the ACWE projects to serve the purpose of program

expenditure and service monitoring,by their funding sources; Department

-

of Labor monies channeled through an intermediary organization, Youthwork,

Inc. As explaihed by Eklen and Lauffer (1972):

The practitioner is rarely-a fr e agent. Regardless
of value or ideological commitm its, or skill or
expertise, much of his work is determined by t e
contexts within which he practices\ Conceptual
components include: (1) tDe auspices under wh h
he operates - the legitinAing and sponsoring sody,
(2) the source of financial and othei suppor ,
(3) the purpose of the organization for whoui or on
whose behalf he ac'ts, (4) the target of his interven-
tion, whether a population group, organization or
service network, (5) the internal structure of the
organization within.which he works, and finally (6)
the locus at which his intervention is pitched - the
neighborhood, the local community, the state, and
the like. Together, these components constrain and
limit the scope of his activities, and give him the
mandate for his actions (Eklen and Lauffer, 1972: 5,

italics theirs).

Thus, the compliance monitoring linkages were developed for the ACWE

projects to s rve the first three purposes outlined above by Eklen and

6'i
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Lauffer (1972) and set the primary context of program operation and inter-

institutional linkages. The'second set of linkages was developed by the

ACWE projects, to fulfill the last three of the above program

activities, all of which relate to the actual delivery of services.

Before the ACWE projects could deliver services to youth, the programs

had to identify the locus,of their intervention, which included such

activities as identification of the target population, work sites, and

other community resources. For each of these activities a set of

institutional linkages was created by the projects. In this capacity,

the ACWE projects operated as community organizers'and local change

agents.

Corresponding to the service delivery'and program operation activi-

ties, there waS a linkage created by the project's funding source to

assure program accountability. Excepting the program operation activities

n through classroom
A

delivery of comprehensive serVices, all ACWE project service delivery-operatiana

had lroject-monitoring component built in by their funding sourcesf.. The

important distinction between project activities which, were monitored and

those that were 1)ot was the difference between a formal or informal linkage.

For all accountability linkages die interaction between the projects and

institutions was formal. In the case of career exploration and comprehensive

service delivery, the linkages established by the projects were informal. .' 100.146

Throughout this chapter this distinction is important to note as a means of

understanding how the various linkages existant at,projects functioned. In

Table 1 below is shown the service delivery activities of-the ACWE projects

f/
with their associated linkages: opeyation activities and comPliance monitoring.-..,
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TABLE 1

ACWE ProjectS Program Activities.and Their Relationship

to the Delivery,of Servi,ces axiCompliance Monitoring

Operation
Activities

-Identific of

target pop tion

. Identificationeof
work siteS

. Identification of

youth academic
credit needs

I4entification of
community resource
persons

.Identification of

other services
needed by youth

.Identification of ,

project service
modifications

:Delivery of
Services

Inrollthent of target
pâpulation

. Placement of youth
at work site

Provision of work
experience and careett

,exploration

.Provision of learning
experiences;
education and work 0.

Exploration of
careers, classroom'
and field trips

0ther community and
social services
obtained

..PrOposed change in

services

6

7"k

Compliance
Monitoring

.Certification of
youth eligibility

Correct enroll-
mént/terminationA

Ffscal expenditures

Fi4cal expenditures

.Legality of-Sector
placement

Legality of wages

Legality of hours

Compliance with
child labor laws

Fiscal expenditures

'Cliant's academic
rdcord

tegality of pro7'
posed changes

ow.
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The institutional linkages established to implement and sustain

program operations and their corresponding funding source compliance

monitoring activities involved a number of different organizations. The

organizations the ACWE projects formally or informally interacted/with

are diagrammed below. This interinstitaional linkage model represents

the basic organizatioh contacts the ACWE projects developed or sustained.

Figure 1: ACWE Projects Interinstitutional

Federal DOL

Regional
DOL (Fed6a1
Representative

CETA
Prime

Sponsor

Public Sector

Private'Sector

Linkage Model

Youthwork, Inc.

Local

Advisory'
Board

LEA
School
Board

State
Board of
Education

Project School(s)

Community
Human Services

This chapter is organized according to the functions institutional

linkages served'for the projects. Different sets of organizations were

involved with the projects depending on the purpose of the linkage and,

the phase of operation of the projects. The compliance monitoring

linkages will be discussed first, as these were continuous project-institution

linkages existent throughout the opratibn and the projects, The remainder

of the chapter will focus on the linkages the ACWE projects created

to operate their programs and deliver services to

7o



youth. Before these findings are presented and discussed, background

information on the ACWE projects will be presented.

Description of the ACWE Programs

Academic Credit for Work Experience was selected by Youthwork, Inc.,

as one of four programmatic areas designed to implement innovative

apProaches to the problems of youth unemployment. As a national policy'

'concern, providing academic credit for work experience was chosen as S.

primary focus area because:

Some students are so discouraged by past sdhooling
experiences that they find it difficult to learn skills
through traditional academic routes:- Providing credit
for work experience can be the key to encourage some
of these youth to continue their education. lIn general,

it is believed that work-education linkages can improve
both the work and learning experiences. Although a

number of schools in the country have programs that
award- credit for work, few programs successfully inter-
relate the education and work experiences. Sdhools need
to take advantage of the fact that many jobs offer
opportunities to stimulate learning (DOL Application
Guidelines, Exemplary Program, 1978, pp. 14-15).

The academic credit projects were designed to help econoMically

disadvantaged youth make the transition to the work W8rld by providing

youth with work exploration and placement in the public and private job

sector. As an incentive to participate, to help them economically, and

to simulate real work experiences, they receive minimum wage payment

for their job placements. Additionally, the participating youth are

awarded academic credit far their participation.--This second dimension

is an inducement for the target population, potential dropouts or drop;

outs to remain in/return to school and to graduate. The ACWE

projects offer a gamut of services to youth: psychological, educational

and vocatidnal testing; carees education guidance counseling; remedial

education; job readiness skills classes, career exploration; and job

placement.
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Program Characteristics

Nationally, there were 11 projects funded by Youthwork, Inaj, for.

Fiscal Year 1986 as a means to examine various approaches to the pro-

vision of academic credit for work experience. Five of the projetts are

extensions ot previous programs, and six are

new programs. The projects are located primarily on the East Coast

".*

(n=5) ana-the South (n=4) with the remainear in the North Central (n=2)

'region of the United States. Population densities where the projects were

located ranged' from major metropolitan proportions to rural

areas with populations of less than 10,000.

The academic credit projects varied greatialthopieh they haa in

common the basic feature of awarding credit for work exploration/

experience. Two of the projects were postsecondary programs,Q_ne was

affiliated with a comnmnity college and the other with a state univer-

sity) and involved young adults aged 18-21 years old. The remaining

projects served a 14-19 year old population. These latter nine projects

were located in a variety of settings: three were in self-contained

alter atiyg schools, one was a puhic nonprofif project located at a

site other an a school building,and four projects were physically

located scho 1 buildpgs. Three of the projects also cut across theseC
categories. One had seven high school sites and a community college site,

another'had sites' at bath alternative and traditional high schools,

while a third:had both aaltrnaive school-and alpublic nouprofit

site. .The size of the tai et-population. to be served ranged from 38

to approximately 700 youths. Table ,2 provLiet a summary of project

site characteristics.
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TABLE 2

ACADEMIC CREDIT FOR WORK EXPERIENCE PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

Project
1975 City

Populationa
Number of Where

Project Sites Conducted

(10/01/78-09/30/79)

Actual/Projected
or Number.of Students

to be Servedd

..
Program
Statuse

A rural 1 PNP 44/38 115.8 Extension

636,725 1 AS 70/80 87.5 New

25,842 1 In-school 105/90 116.7 New

378,112 5 3 In-school & 2 AS 251/727 34.5 New

381,042 1 In-sChool 164/160 102.5 New
co

F 1,815,808b 1 In-school 64/80 76.2 Extension
I

G 339,568 1 AS 108/102 105.9 Extension

H 665,796
,

2 AS 100/87 114.9 Extension

I 381,042 1 PSS 77/79 9.75 New

J rural 9 1 PSS & 5 In-school 64/56 114.3 New

K rural 1 in-school 45/57 78.9 New

L 8,000,000
+

2 PSS & LEA 50/50 100.0 Extension

a
Source: County and City Data Book 1977: A statistic abstract supplement, U.S. Dept. of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census 1978.

b
Consolidated city--county pogulation figures.

c
PNP = Public nonprofit program
AS = alternative school
PSS = post-secondary school

.d
Source: 'Blackstone Institute MIS reports, 12/16/80.

e
New prograiris are defined as programs created by Youthwork, Inc. and programs defined as extensions
are programs which evolved from previous funding sources.

74



Sample

Five of the eleven ACWE projects composed the sample used in this report.

Of these projects, two were projects funded under monies before Youthwork,

Inc.,funding was received in the fall of 1978, and were located in alternative schools.

The other three pwjects were newly created under Youthwork, Inc.,funding,

Two of these were located in a Local Education Agency (LEA) school building and tHe

third was located off the LEA school grounds. All five projects served a

secondary-aged popula'tion, and one project in addition served a post-

secondary-aged population. On-site observers were active at these five

projects throughout winter-spring 1979-80. The other six ACWE projects

were not used in this study as they either did not receive continuation

funds for this fiscal year (n=3) or they lacked an on-site observer for

part or all of Fiscal Year 1980 (n=3)

Data Analysis Methodology
9

Tmmadifferent data collection methodologies were utilized at

the ACWE project sites to provide the information presented and analyzed

in this chapter.

Trained participant observers, located at five of the eleven: projects,

provided three forms of data for this report. The first method used by

the participant observers i4.4ras transcription of their program's operations

and interactiahs based on a focused analysis packet (see the nethodo-

logical chapter of this report). Over 800 pages of focused

on-site observation data were generated in the form of protocols by

means of this method. This information was crossvalidated through a

comparative analysis of several thousand pages of protocol data provided

by the on-site observers at tenof these projects during Fiscal Year 1979.

Thissecond historical data collection activity was used to obtain a longi-

tudinal perspective on project operation and as a means to triangulate the

research findings.
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The thirdi method employed by the five on-site observers was narrative

summaries of their perceptions of the characteristics of their project's

program organization. This third aata methodology was especially useful

as a means of triangulation of findings, as it provided a means.to cross-

validate the researchers' conclusions from the protocol data by comparison

with the on-site observers'impressions.

FINDINGS

I. Compliance Monitoring

Linkage description

Progtam monitoring of ehe ACWE projects was the responsibility of

three organizations,,the regional DOL representative, the CETA prime

sponsor,and Yauthwork, Inc. It was a formal linkage between the.projects

and these organizations and served as the means to assure compliance

. with funding source and federal regulations. The schematic diagram of

the linkage from the ACWE project perspective is as follows:

'Figure 2: ACWE Project Funding Source

Monitoring Linkages

DOL

DOL
Regional
Representative

CETA Prime
Sponsor

ACWE
Project

Xouthwork,
Inc.
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The purgose of these linkages was to monitor the project's fiscal

expenditures, client population CETA eligibilit3i and project enrollment

levels. It functioned to assure compliance with YETP federal rules and

regulations, project proposal specifications (which included client

tei-mination projections and services),and budget expenditures or modi-
,

fications.

The project fiscal monitoring linkage was closest between-t4e, CETA

prime sponsor and the project. From the project's perspective,4the

regional DOL representative and the federal DOL rarely, if ever, had

any direct contact with the ACWE projects. An observer at one project

reported:

In line with our focus on interagency cooperation or
lack thereof, I asked the project director about his
relations with the federal DOL representative. lie

said there really is no contact. The relationship
between.the federal rep and the prime sponsor was so
good that there was no need for the DOL federal
representative to get involved in specific local
programs (February, 1980).

Youthwork, Inc., was also involved in the compliance monitoring of

the'ACWE projects. Monthly reports and project information was sent

first to the CETA prime sponsor and then to Youthwork, Inc. Two client

and project information forms were required through this process. CETA

had developed one project monitoring form, whereas Youthwork, Inc, had

designed a similar, but distinct form. When special information was

requested by Youthwork, Inc, from the'project, the material was sent

directly to Youthwork, In.co., and bypassed the CETA prime sponsor. Such

requests werAor iniormation to use for the knowledge development

research endeavor.

In all, the ACWE project fiscal accountability linkage was complex,

e involved a number of different interest groups,and was often unclear as

7
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to who had final authority over the ACWE projects. As stated in a summation of a

third party final evaluation report verbally presented to ACWE project

and CETA personnel,

The third_party evaluator offered some ideas about the
overall administrationof the ojects nationally and"
raised some 'questions about whè really is in charge.
All of the projects seem to'hav the expected school
system and CETA political consi erations to contend
with which happens when co of bureaucracies get
together. The que tio of where Youthwork fits into
all this, however, r es. The city can be answerable
in terms of eitherc out or loyalty to the regional
labor representative and then on to the Department of
Labor in Washington or it can be answerable as prime
sponsors to Youthwork for the business of,knowledge
development and project administration. There are
many examples of directives from Youthwork which were
later withdrawn because the Department of Labor did
not want them for some reason. The whole question
comes down to who really calls the shots (January,
1980).

'Linkage functioning: com?liance monitoring.

The relationship ,between the prime sponsor's office and the ACWE

pkojects was critical to project administration. At all of the five;

ACWE projects,the linkage between the prime sponsOr's office was

continuous throughout their 18 months of operation and entailed paper-

work flow and feedback on fiscal monetary and project operations. On

this primary level of commUnication between the two parties, three of the five

the ACWE projects experienced diffiaulty maintaining the prescribed

level and quality of project reporting to the prime sponsor's and

Youthwork, Inc.'s offices. The amount of reporting required, the con-

stant change in forms (particularly Youthwork, Inc.'s),and project staff

frustration over duplication of information and the amount of time spent

on reporting all contributed to the problem of'difficulty with required

reporting. As noted in an earlier report (YNPS, 1978: 68) this has

been a problem for projects since implementatlon. An on-line ACWE staff
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person said two years ago:

There is too much time spent on paperwork. The program
is losing its 'focus as we spend hours on forms. When
can we see the kids? (Fall, 1978).

After two years of operation, one CETA prime sponsor expressed the

same frustration that projects had expressed over the project-required

papetwork. From this prime sponsor's perspective, the amount of paper-

work required detracted from his potential learning from the project's

service delivery experiences. He expressed his disappointment with his

linkage with the local ACWE project as follows:

There has just been so much involvement in nitty-gritty
detail. Just in counting pennies. We have never even
cleared up all tTt reporting problems. We could have
at least worked on that.

The observer contindes, "We talked about the complexities
of the reporting procesS, how much time is still spent on
reporting and how much of this time is spent on useless
duplication."

The solutions-,to the reporting problems worked out by, or for, the

three projects was important in easing paperwork flow and'adlinistration.

One ACWE project, after a year and a half of problems with the required

forms, reported:

When all those people were here for the new grant
negotiations one of:the staff from the local manpower
office said to me 'How do you do all these forms alone?
Why don't you get.some help?' She suggested I write
another person into the grant for part-time to help
me, and I did (February, 1980).

4

The two projects which were not experiencing problems, but which expressed

frustration with the reporting procedures and complexities, had also

alleviated the problem by having a person assigned to this job and

allotting enough time to the task. Of the three experiencing reporting

difficulties, two alleviated the paperwork problem during iheir first

year of operation (fall 1978), whereas

Th
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7

the third project.found this solution in January.1980.

'Therefore, after two years of operation, three projects were able to

take care of the reporting requirements by assigning and training

a person specifically to do project forms reporting.

4t the two other ACWE projects,a more unique solution was found.

One ACWE project staff person who was in charge of project reporting,

discussed the solution these two projects found. The on-site observer

summarizes his discussion:

He was explaining to me the different types of
terminations and that there were different'cagories
for CETA and for Youthwork. He is responsible for

4 these forms, and has found that the terminatidn 2ate-
gories are useless. According to.the Youthwork
there is really no way to'classify a negative client
termination; they are all positive terminations. He
explained that even an administrative termination where
the project throws the kid out can.be classified as
positive: What you have to do is wait a few Months
after,the kid is out, call his home, and if you find
that he has found a job: then give him a placement
category as a positive termination. Similarly, if
you have too many positive terminations in any'one
quarter, then you hold off a quarter on reporting.
(April, 1980).

Both of the projects which had begun to'Ere ti ly"work with their

reporting forms did so after much frustration. All the ACWE projects

'studied felt acutely that what they were asked to report was not what

was important &Litt the project. The difference between the project's,

Youthworkb,and CETA's ACWE program goals and concerns was perceived to

-

be quite large by the projects. The following synopsis of a conver-

sation between the observer and a project staff person clearly demon-

itrates the problems all the projects experienced with the reporting and

the monitoring of their programs. ci

80
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From the perspective of the CETA offices, three prime sponsors interviewed

on this subjact were also unhappy with the project monitoring process. All

felt they had expended more staff time on these projects than their other

youth programs and for fewer information returns. Similar to the projects
A

complaints, these prime sponsors had expected more recipocality and sharing

of information for their extra expenditure of iime on the projects. Speaking

to the pioject-CETA liaison person, the on-site observer summatized:

She emphasized again the point that had been made in
an earlier meeting with the project director, that there
had beep much more paperwork for this project than any
of their other projects,-although the ACWE project
represents only a small percentage oLtheir total funds
(February, 1980).

Although the CETA prime sponsors were provided administragive ove head'

costs for project monitoring, three of the primes had expected, in addition

to this money, knowledge development information. Two prime sponsors

specifically were unhappy that they did not receive any useable information

to,guide their planning for future fund4Ig of projects, One prime sponsor

discussed this I,asue with the ethnographer:

The project is doing things and getting responses and
reactions all of which seems natural to the project and
so they think there are no reasons to record what is
happening. But we would be better off if we had some
documentat'ion of all of this so we could all understand
whalt is going on out there. Like how they have worked
out the academic credit arrangements. There is just

a nothing in writing (April, 1980).

Beyond the different perceptions of project goals, and as a consequence

what projects should be held accountable
r
for, there has been little feedback

to the projects fróm the CETA and Youthwork offices.. This has been perceived

as a problem by the projects. With the amount of time the ACWE projects have

spent on reporting, four projects have felt they have received only minimal

respodse from the prime sponsor. One project director said:
9i3!,
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The amount of time ipent.on filling out forms has, been
overwhelming. Our main contact with the CETA office
has,usually been in regard tq paperwork. We would like
more direction and feedback from the 'county, but.the
CETA liaison person always seems to be too busy with
the administration and monitoring of other grants
(March, 1980).

The project staff person in charge of reporting went
into a lengthy discussion of the business of plan vs.1,
actual for the reporting process. He said in the
first place, the loCal CETA office had decided on the
numbers without consultihg them and now they find them-

selves stuck with those numbers. Worse.than that, he

found it difficult to understand why they considered it
bad if they went over the numbers in the plan, if it
meant, doing sOmething bet%pr for the kids; like finding .

more kids jobs in the private sector than they had
expected to find. He got called down to a meeting in
Washington and was cailed on the carpet for diverging

'from the project's'plan so much. He said he finally
came to understand that the-concern was not at all with
what this meant forthe project, but rather what it
meanwfor the,economic planners,at CETA who had set
thoar figures.- It was'really an'evaluation of their
predictive abilities and not what was going on with 4

the project. So although he thought it crazy, what
he had to do was change the numbers in their plan so
that the actual numbers would not diverge more than
10-15 percent. (Then of course, he became much more
astute about playing with the numbers so it would look

like they wefe tight on target,) (April, 41980). 1

After two years of a formal linkage between the local prime spOnsor

and the ACWE prZjects at four projects dut of five, there was concurrence

by both parties that there should have been more ciprocation and sharing

.of information'. The contact between the offices necessitated by project

xeporting requiremais affected program administration in terms of che
,

amount of time spent on these tasks, but program services'were not disrupted

1 Jr
by this process. Summarizing the prOject's compliance monitoring process,

one observer poteck: stabilization of the project occurred despite the

enforced (and consequently artificial) linkages the project was "stUck" with.

Accountability has to be basedlfirst on the parties agreeing to the side
. 0

objefitives for the Projects, and as it was, different int6rest,groups had

different definitions of what the projett was about.

84
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While project staff time was sometimes taken from the delivery of

services tó Complete paperwork, staff interviewed at all five projects

did not feel thia reporting linkage detracted from their program. This

was because all projects had worked out some kind of solution to the

overwhelming amount of required forms. It was only an administrative

problem. One on-*S'ite observer reports on a conversation she,overheard:

Both the project director and the staff person agreed
between themselves that the cooperation or noncooperation
on the part of other agencies with which they were
connected did not make any difference in w t they were
able to give students. It just made it mor pleasant
to them as administrators and professionals 7hen things
went 'smoothly (January, 1980).

Linkage description: Identification of Proiect_Service Modifications

While the enrollment, budget,and services information linkage was a

continuOus one between the project, CETA,and Youthwork,,- Inc.,

special chann4were'developed for project modifications. The first linkage

between the CETA prime sponsor's office and the project. Usually

e CETA person assigned to the project (either the CETA Youth Program

Coordinator, the YETP liaison appointeg,or another CETA person) was

first aPpro-ached by the project director. If arrangements satisfactory
r .

.to both pirtiea could be reached (i.e., 04 request was not in non-
_

coilpliance with CETA regulations) then the prime sponsor was notified

and the requested. changejmplemented. If there was

* 7
disagreement between.

,-,
the CETA person respbfisible fo th prOgTabi'and the project, then the

20TA.Jrime sponsor and his/her aide bet with.the project direCtor and

. discuSie-d the matte. If an agree ent stilLcould not be reiched
,-

_

----- - -,

X441104tIci TAc.,,wgs nta the project directo to mediate with
..

che a_tikAolimg-s ogluiPaiiiiiiona,1 DOL representative. At this point,
,- -,

16iiontUld be implemented depended on a number: ehera pri-.44-t:i6-
,.

.

N

e;

'
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of factors, such as the DOL regional representative's opinion (which the

CETA prime sponsor would usually solicit), the prime sponsor's inter-

pretation of the CETA rules, or the prime's position of authority vis a

vis joh security.

Linkage functioning: Proposed changes in ACWE projects

The quality and functioning of the relationship between the prime

sponsor and the projectswere most evident when the project requested

program modifications. While the biweekly, monthly, quarterly, and

annual reporting linkage between the prime's'office and the project

consumed time, it usually did not reflect on the quality of the linkage

or its functioning*ability. Project requests for enrollment level,

sector placement,or budget changes were one of the tests of the linkage,

and the results of the changes requested were idiosyncratic. Several

different factors impacted on the outcomes of a requested duration from

the project's plan, proposal,or CETA regulations. Three of the ACWE

projects requested major changes in their program plans,and each

encountered pfferent outcomes.

In all three cases, part of the prObleM' was a conflict between

their Yo;Ithwork, Inc.,program and CETA regulations. None of the

parties involved, the project, CETA,or regional DOL representative, either

understood what 'demonstration' project meant or had different definitions

of the term. Consequently, there wag ambiguity as to which, if all, CETA

regulations the projects should comply'. An on-site observer summarized a

CETA liaison person's discussion of the issue of demonstration status and

misunderstandings:

The CETA,liaison person said she did not think the

federal representative really understood Youthwork and

the meaning of being,a demonstration project. She said

ever time she talks to him she has to explain it all

over again. He recently suggested that if there wgs

money left over from the 'prbject they should spread it

around to other projects, or start a new project like .

84
,1
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the ACWE project., She.realized then-that he did not
understand agap what the award was all about
(March, 1980).1

At two of the ACWE projects there were budgetary problems because

of CETA regulations and processes being different from the uthwork,

*Inc.,funding and budget expectations. In both cases the regional fUnd-
w

ing DOL representative made the project(through the prime sponsor's *

office) conform to CETA regulations. A local CETA officer was observed

to say:

It is too bad that the project had to function under the
restrictions set by the federal rep, who he went on to
say, never really understood what the whole project
was all about from the beginning. One of the weaknesses
was that Youthwork had not laid the groundwork better
with the people from DOL and specifically the federal
regional representative who had so much power over.the
prime. Much of his complaints had to do with pointing
the finger at the DOL representative, at that level of
the bureaucracy and their lack of flexibility (March,

1980).

Other factors, beyond CETA regulation inflexibility or interpreta-
.

tion by the DOL regional representative,influenced program modification

outcomes. In one instance, severe personality clashes between the

project director and the CETA prime sponsor representative curtailed

program operation. The observer on one site summed up the results of

the relationship as gollows:

In any case it seemed clear from early on that given
its best interpretatiOn, the prime was not going to
allow any degree of flexibility in interpretation of
the grant and the CETA regulations. For example, the
project director argued for a few weeks time to assess
the students being enrolled before placing them on a
job. Thelprime insisted that a student was not cqn-
sidered enrolled until he/she was placed on a job.
This.in itself might not have been a problem if the
prime had not demanded that the project live up to
expectations of enrollment figures,as described in
the original proposal. The original proposal, however,
was predicated on a beginning date of July. As it
turned out, the director was not hired until mid-
October and a full staff mas not on board until the
end of November. The prime's position was 'you con-
tracted to do this by this date in your proposal.'

/NOTE: At one ACWE pxoject the money left over from FY 79 was distributed
to Other local CITA projects.
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There was also confusion at this time over which intake
forms should be used, the regular CETA forms or the new
Youthwork forms. When the project director noted that
mucht,of the enrollment problem was the result of the .

4 late start-up date, which put them in a position to heed
certain modifications onlhe original proposal, the CETA
director wrote on the project's monthly report."The DOL
allows no modifications during the first quarter of any'
plan. The prime sponsor will be unable to allow the
modification of enrollment as requested by the school
district." (January, 1979).

, ,
The result of this relationship was near.defunding pf the project owing

tg start-up first quarter low enrollment figures in the winter of

1979. A change in. the'project/CETA liaison person-has helped the ongoing

project CETA relationship, but the project-in its second year was still

operating under some of the earlier CETA person'srestrictions, such as taking

county holidays instead of school.holidays (which means a fullTstaff

turnout and rio students). This was enforced becausethe project was on

the countyher than the school district's payroll.

At the second Of the three projects that requedted program

modifications, the problems caused by lack of flexibility by the prime sponsor

(Under the regional DOL's auspices) also impacted on program services.

Because of unique city funding procedures, one project\did,not receive

its continuation funds for over four months after their YOuthwork, Inc.,

award.
2

Again, thiskas attributed in part to Youthwork's misperception

of local funding regulations and rule inflexibility. Summarizing the

prime sponsor's description of the problem, the observer's notes read:

Although Youthwork thought they were funding the
project they were in fact funding the city to fund
the project. So once the award notice came from Youth-
work (and he said altliough theY had been told over the

4

2
NOTE: This was the second year in'a row that funds were held up for
the same reason.

86
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phone of the contract award, could not go to the board
with just a phone call message),then the city had to put
out a competitive bid notice and this process takes two

_months. Youthwork does not seem sensitive to this kind
of local level problem at all. Then they,hid a problem
wiiting up a new contract for money left over from,the

:first year under Youthwork continuation funds. The city
'does not write contracts for.mord than one year, even

. though Youthwork had funded the 'project for eighteen
months. It had to go through the competitive.bid process
again and the money was held up again (February, 1980).

The result of this process was that student ACWE participants

were not paid for their work placement time for over four months.

The students were unhappy about this, and the employers complained that

it was unfair to the youth, since they continued to work without receiving

their weekly pay- As was recorded:

The private sector employer wanted to pay the youth directly
since they were not getting their pay because of the problem
of CETA releasing project funds. The job developer said
he spoke-to the employer and tried to explain the situation,
but the man was angry because the youth 'was not performing
well because he was mad about not getting his pay
(February, 1980).

Another aspect of the problem concerning difficulties in obtaining

project modification's was that prime sponsors at these three projects

were sensitive and responsive to political pressures. Being closely

monitored by the DOL federal representative and local politicians, the

4 prime sponsors were loath to allow less stringent interpretation of the

CETA rules anliregulations as they feared,loss of their job or public

humiliation. One observer relited the problem that applies to these

three cities:

The project director explained a bit more about the
political connections of the CETA director and how he
thought everyone was 'coveing their -- ' at a time of
closer fiscal scrutiny (January, 1980).

Indeed, the politics of the CETA system played a major role in the

decision-making process, 'at all three projects trying to renegotiate their

-1 '87
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contracts. At the third project, program services wa-e only temporarily

interrupted because the projeCt director did not attempt to posh his

modifications. A politically astute administrator, the project director

circumvented a potentially large start-up problem by accepting CETA

regulations and assaying CETA by turning over complete budget control to

t'heir liaison person. In turn, aside from routine monitoring, the

director maintained control over Iaily program operation'and services.

In summary of the relationshi between the ACWE projects, and the

prime sponsors' offices, excepting program modification requests, the

linkage was formal and involved mainly routine projecereporting. One
1

prime sponsor said:

The county takes pride in having two national demonstra-
tion projects. They command attention by their nature.
However, many other youth projects are monitored through
this office and the unit has been understaffed for some
time. Personal contact with the projects is minimal,
psually restricted to reporting concerns and problem .
solving which results in a somewhat formal administrative
relationship. We do provide technical assistance on
request (March, 1980).

Service Delivery

Enrollment of Target Population: Linkage Description

The linkages developed for the identification and enrollment of the

target population- (CETA income eligible youth 14 to 21 years old)

depended on the length of time the ACWE projects had been in existence

previous to Youthwork, Inc.lfunding and on where the.projects were located.
.

-Of thefive projects studied, three were newly created through Youthwork funds,

and two had been in existence under other funding sources for a.number

of years prior to Youthwork, Inc.,funding. Both the new and old projects

came to rely on similar sourc4 for youth referral, but older

projects initially had many more local contacts and sources of'student referral

than did the new projects. During the first year of operation (fall

e

8c;
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1978) the older projects did not engage in as many outreach activities

as did the newly Created projects.

Project location also affected program enrollment activities. Projects

physistally located outside or in an LEA school building (n=3) also engaged

in more ouireach activities than did projects located within an

alternative school. The effects of project location on enrollment

"erf--
activities were difficult to analyze as the alterna-

tive school projects were also the older programs. With these differences

in mind, a flow chart (figure 3) summarizes all five project's client

referral linkages.

Figure 3; ACWE Project Target

1.

Fopulatien Enrbllment Linkages

CETA
Prime Sponsor
Office

Other Local CETA LEA'
YdUth Programs Schools

ACWE

Project "kp

Local' Jus Local Community
System (Co ts) Agencies

Self-Referrals(

./)
Overall, the LEA school syste was the largest source of ACWE client

,

referrals. Initially, for three dew projects, contact was initiated by

ro ect staff, who approaqhea im g4dance counselors for potential

youth clients. By the pi0e.64'wecond year of operation, the referral
t

4

process was reciprocal, the LEA guidance counselors initiating

Contact to discuss a potential client they had identified.
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At the other two ACWE projects, wfiich were located in-alternative

schools and had'been operating for a number of years before receivirig

Youthwork, Inc. funds, the referral process relied on fewer project

outreach activities. The outreach linkages developed by the older

projects we're similar to-the ones used by the new projects. Referrals

to the older -as well as second year projects came from a diverse number

of sources, such as local sociaf service agencies, the courts, friends

of enrollees, and the LEA. The CETA offices responsible for these programs

rarely referred youth to the projects, although they did help determine

eligibility and :sometimes a local CETA youth project would refer youth

applicants to the ACWE programs.

Enrollment nf'Target Population: Linkage Functioning

,To identify.and enroll the'target population, ACWE projects relied

on both the LEA and CETA institution.The CETA linkage was cseated for

and maintdened by the five projects for certification and processing of

youth participanis. This was CETA central office activity. As described

by an ACWE director:

We have a close working relationship with the local
, manpower office. They certify all our studenta. We give
the students an application to fill out and then the
student arid parent -must appest at Manpowr. Then Man-
power hand-carries the.form"back to us. We fill it out
and mail it back'to the Manpower office (April, 1980).

This project's CETA office COntact is not usual in that the other four

projects determine eligibility themselves and mail in the forms. Man-.

power then either signs off on the forms, helps the project correct

them, or denies certification. The CETA prime sponsors office does

not make many, if any, referrals.

90
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For referrals of potential youth clients, other locll youth manpower

programs began referring youth to the ACWE projects when they had too

many applicants or felt the services offered by the AQWE project would

better serve a particular youth. So other CETA projects, rather than

the prime sponsor's offices, did make ACWE project referrals. One ACWE

staff person explained why another CETA youth program person referred

some youth for the ACWE project:

It has been useful to her to hava,another program to
which she can refer students, especially one where they
can make more money. The 4udents she refers are often
those most in need of more money. (March, 1980)

Help with enrollment of the target population did not initially come

from other CETA youth programs. This was a link established after the

program had been in operation for at leadt six months. For the three

new ACWE projects, the first linkage,established was with the LEAs.

Identificaiion of potential enrollees was sought'initially through

contacting the LEA guidance counselva and asking for referrals through

,

obtaining names of pOtentia1 clients.
3

School guidance counselors were

the fi'rst LEA persons contacted by- ACWE personnel to-find potential

participants. These,LEA personnel are the ones respons41e for and in

possession of complete records on LEA youth. LEA teachers were not

contacted, nor were the school principals contacted. The school principals

were involved only togive permission for the ACWE projects to Contact

the guidance counselors.. One staff'person, reapondlag to a request

,by the ethnographer to have Utes of teachers so as to discuss the

project, stated:

3
See YNPS 1979: 35-38 for referral sources from the participant's perspec-
tive, where( ACWE participants were found to have used LEA guidance
counselors as their main source of referral.

A
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Why would you want to see the teacher? I really do not
have any contact-with the teachers as the guidance
counselors take care of everything. They work out which
courses the students will be released from and make
arrangements with the teachers. .(March, 1980)

The contact and support of the LEA guidance counselors was importent

as a referral source. According to the observer, for one ACWE staff person,
-

'Her contact at the schOol is with the guidance counselor.

. The school did not participate last year in the project
and this year they have a new guidance counselor who is
really supportive of the project. There was_just a
pioject vacancy and there were fifteen applicants this

time. /astSeptember we only had three apply from this
school and we had to take-them all. (March, 1980)

SN
The reaction of the LEAs and their guidance counselor staff was

different at each of the three projects. At one project, the ACWE

director was well known in the school district and had the power and

authority to get quick compliance and help from the LEAs. At another

project, the director of the ACWE project was also a well-known LEA

affiliate, who solicited school support from principals, but referrals

were 'made by project staff initiating contact with the LEA guidance

colinselors. The ACWE director at this project did not engage in as

much LEA public relations as did the first ACWE project's director.

Possibly as a consequence of this, the latter project'had more difficulty

in getting help and referrals from the LEA guidance counselors. The on-

dite obseryer explained:

Another major barrier to cooperation with schools was'
the lack of commitment from those who were to implement

the program. When the graht was awarded, the director
solicited commitment from the principals, and expected
that the rest.of their staff would fall in line. (Apr

1980)

Enrollment levels were obtained differently at the second project

'Ahar': at the first in-school project, as local conditions were different.
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This second project was able to find participants relatiVely quickly

Abecause of the extreme poverty in the area. Through word of mouth and

community contacts, this project located more eligible youth than they

could serve. Consequentlyalthough'this project initially tried to

get referrals mainly through the schools without getting much entry

support, they were able to identify potential clients through the
. .

community. his project, like the third new ACWE project, had diffi-

i-
culty gaining support of the LEA gdidance counselors during the

first year of operation. An on-site observer summarized a director's

comments on the referral process:.

In the beginning when the project was hurting for kids
to recruit, some of the agencies under CETA had drawers
full of names of kids mho needed help. Similarly, the
school personnel and guidance counselors knew of poten-
tial youth. Yet no one went out of their way to introduce
the director and the program so'that others could refer
students to her. Consequently, any connections the
director made were made by herself. The principal of
the school could have taken her around and introduced
her to the faculty but he did not. This year she is
on the school's mailing list and attends school meetings
and this had helped because new people who did noIp-know about
the ACWE project last year are now referring kids. She
also contacted the local coalition of youth programs and
made good connections there. Now she is getting referrals
through people she met. (February, March, 1980)

While community visibility through the ACWE directors' personal

contacts and program advertising has helped the three projects obtain

full enrollment levels, at two projects 'an additional referral incentive

has been program "success." Again, referrals were from the LEA guidance

counselors after tIbp Projects first year of operation. As one ACWE

staff member discussed feedback to her-from the LEAs:'

The single thing I hear most from'teachers and guidance
counselors is how much,the students have blossomed and
they really have, too. It is just jng. (April, 1980)

A

>
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Now that the three projects created in the fall of 1978 have been

operating for almost two years, their referral linkages are similar to

the 4fo programs that had been in existence much longer. Outreach

activitiqs and word-of-mouth advertising has put all five projects in

the position whpre they receive referrals from a,number of sources.

One ACWE staff member described the sources.of their enrollee4t

We just took a youth referred by the police chief. He

has been so fantastic that we took his recommendation
on'a-student. And some job sites recommend
pebple too. And Occasio ally we get a walk-in. (March,

1980)

Identification of Work Sites: Linkage Description

The interinstitutional linkages establisked,by the five ACWE projects

Pi entify and place youth participants at a work site were similar,

nsp te of differences.as to where the projects were allowed

ce youth. Two projects weie restricted by CETA regulations to

placement in the public sector, whereas the remaining three ACWE

projec could plate participants in either the public or private

the

job Market. (Originally only two projects could place youth in

vate se

sector pl

.Education

sector plac

but before start-up a third was also allowed private

t . This ACWE project contacted the State Department of

btained a waiver from the state restrictions on private

ents. They were granted this waiver based on their experi-

mental status.)

Ale linkages created by the proje 'o develo job slots for work
O

placement of youth were established by project outreach nd public

relatitns activities. The.CETA prime sponsor's office erated -to

monitor the placement of youths in the appropriate 4ob sector and make
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sure the,projects were followingtheirproposed plans.
4

Conformance to

federal childlabor laws was also monitored for one project by the State

'...Department of Voltional Education. The other four ACWE projects were

not observed to be monitored by any other institutions to assure com-

plirce with child labor laws, although project directors teire cognizant

of Ihe laws and regulations.

Advisory.boards were either created by the projects or utilized

by the projects if a local youth board was already in existence. Two

ACWE projects created a youth advisory board, and three made

use of pre-existing local youth manpower planning boards. In all cases,

the advisory boards operated to sanction project activities or to

"sign off" on project plans and were not involved in creating job slots.

One board create&by 'an'ACWE project-to-helP-Wiih 'community

employment contacts and community visibility,never met. These boards

were composed of employers, local politicians, manpower planners, and

school system personnel. While boards were approached or created by the ACWE

projects to increase local visibility and recruit businesspersons to

obtain job slots, only the former activity was accomplished. New job

slots were created through the advisory boards.

The two projects that p1a9iith in the Ablic sector only-

developed slightly differ,Y linkages, although the-Tesults of their

activities were the same as those projects who could develop private

.st

sector job slots. For the projects limited to the public sector, there

was some communicatiOn with other local CETA programs on available public

sector job slots. In both cases, although for,dlfferent reasons, this

4
NOTE: ACWE plans specified what percentage of youth placements would be .

in the private or public job sector.
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linkage did not create job openings for the ACWE participants. At one

project all the CETA-developed job slots were tieini utilized, but

in file other coMmunity the CETA program directors fwed placeMtnt

competition and-would not share their job slots. Therefore, the public

sector ACWE projects developed outreach activities to obtain job slots

similar in design to the three projects that could place

youth in either job sector.

The diagram in figure 4 details the interinstitutional

linkages created by the ACWE projects

to develop job slots.

Figure 4: ACWE Projects Wokk Sites Linkages
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Identificatiorf of Work Sites: Linkage Functioning
/

The five ACWE.projects used the personnel of fouvorganizations to develop

work placements for thlir participants. These were public.and private% .

sector'employers, local advisory board; and, for two ACWE projects, other

local CETA project personnel. The'CETA'priaregNsponsor's office and, in

two cases, the Stare,Department of'Education, monitOred project activities,'r
to assure compliance with CETA regulations, *WE pfrojeC't plans,and, for

Ar
the State'Vocational Education Department, -compli nce with federal child

labor laws at one project And waivers for p'rivaCeseor placements at

another. CEgA art4 the/State Department of Education did not help with

the-development of work,sites for the ACWE projects, but rather monitored.
) . 4

their activities.

OW-
''.-,--4- dnly, two of the linkages.sough by the ACWE proSects functioned ro

develop job sfots. These were the public and'priva;e sector employer .'
- .

-,

linkagesideveloped'hy that projects n a one:-to-one basis" All of,the
. -

/ . . ... ,

five pro4ects assigned,certain staff the responsibility ot,contacting a40

initiating coma? cations with potential employers. ACWE directors
0

acted carried odt public relations by creAiiig or attending pre-

-

existing youth .fidvisory boards. Depending on the ACWE director' ersonal

;friends 'and contacts, the directors.also-appmached potential

employers to develop ACWE,progiam work siots and employer cooperation.

The main responsiBility'for creating and sustaining employer coopeption

and work sites Wasyith ACWE project op-line staff..

ALWE.projeA directors either created'or joined i,

local youth advisory board'in'reaponse to funding source's RFT guidelines.
.

7
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lilthough directors may have hoped for employers' job slot commitments from

these boards, in practice the boards served to sanction the ACWE projects'

activitiesana goals. They also served to increase community or other

. .

youth program awareness of the projects, but tangible results of advisoyy

boards in terms of jobehas not been in evidence. One observer reports:

I asked the dixector about his governing board. He

sort of laughed and said in effect that they were taken
and created to satisfy funding agencies who felt there
should bp such a board. The director said he probably
should be happy that they are not involved in making
policy. The board meets every
month, and its'members are community people', previous
students, old project staff members, community agency
people, and some parent& of students. I aSked if they
helped with findinglobs or other funding sources, and
he said no, but he wishes they would . (february, 1980)

Acting as'social organizers and community change agents, the

project staff worked to solicit local business support. initially, the

three new projects had to spend more staff time in linding job placements

for their students than did the two older programs. But fOr all,the ACWE

projects this has Veen an ongoing activity as more sites are needed

to meet increased enrollment levels, different interests of youth, and

loss of oild work sites.

'The d'sincentives for employer participation appear to be more

numerous than are the incentives. Included among the employer dis-

incentives reported by on-site obArvers forvlacing YETP youth partici-

pants at their place el business are the following:

-Negative image/of jETA program (reported at three

projects).

-Negative past experiences with CETA participants
(reporid at two.pNjects).

-Not'enough time for supervision (reportea at four
projects).
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/
Fear of federal scrutiny of bus iness practices
(reported at two projects).

General problems with economy (rdported at tWo
rojects).

oo much paperwOrk (reported at three projects).

.Prefer adult CETA workers (reported at one project).

-

These disiri\ ntives occurred idiosyncratically for both public ana

private sector emp oyers, although the public settoAjob market had had'

1 ,

more previous CETA program experience...-.
\

Public sector employers( c-enrefuseito particiWebtcause past experience
A

with the CETA participants had made them feel they c ld not adequately

supervise the youth Oarticipants. Private sector employerg would find

this out and then withdraw their job slots. Also, public sector,empioyers

reported more negative past CETA experiences than did the private sector

employers. A po*ible explanation for private sector emprrs'having more

r---

positive experiences with the YETP youth is that the three'projects which ,

used both sectors placed tkeir best participants in the private sector slotg.
N

More caution and careful matching between youth an0 job,s occurred for private

sectOr placements than for public sector Jcib plots..

Twb different st egies were employe,d to overcome both the.private

and public sector's hesitation t8 partidipate.in the AC14E project. /The

most commqn stiategy, employed by all five ACWE.projects, was public

relatiOns *id appealing to employers' sense of altruism and humanitarism.

This and the<financial subsidy of youth wa the two largest incen-

tive for employers to participate.. Publii relations includea calling

empib§trs and disakssing what the emplpyer could offer tIr participant

in.terms of learning and experidnce.' Along with this was discusi' of

how/the employer would be helping the,youth an& contributing sOmething
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good to society.' One project made a point of trying rer to'tell the '

potential employer that the program was affiliated with CETA. All projects

eitber iried to dispel employer& notions.of CETA programs or to downplay

this aspect of the program.

;Once a job site was secured and a youth placed at the business or

organization, contintked support of the program by the employer was

accomplished by ACWE staff Monitoring of the placement. This was not

always successful, but where a placement was maae that was satisfactory

to the employer and the youth a further incentive was created to maintain

employer program participation. .Positive placements, whefe the youth
4

1 .

showed u for work on time, dressed appropriately, and were able to accom-

plish (at least minimally) the assigned tasks were incentives,for'the

employer to continue participation.

Identification of Youth Academic Credit NeedS: Linkage Description

The linkages developed by the AdWE projects to determine the academic

credit needs of their youth participantswere similar to the interinstitutional

linkage'developed by the projects to identify potential project enrollees.

'LEA guidance counselors were the 'persona first approached by ACWE project

personnel to determineboth potential enrollees and their academic credit

needs. At the two alternative school projecta, transcripts of youth were

obtained from the LEAs for new enrollees.; and for past program partici-

.

/- pants, state guidelines were followed to design their credit programs. At

of the alternative schools, the linkage with,the LEA was only

porary while a studenCt was simultaneously enrolled in the ACWE and school's
4

\

prRgram. For the three new projects, LEA contact was an ongoing 'process__
-el

'as these projects had to coordinate their programs with the LEAs. This

occurred because the ACWE participants,with few exceptions, were enrolled

inAnd taking credit cOurses at both the LEA schools and AQWE prOjectS.

/
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At one new ACWE project, a second linkage was established during

their second year of operation. This.was the incluslon Of LEA teachers

at three of'their target schools becoming aware of the ACWE projyt.

Initially, the LEA guidance couvelors arranged the academic credit

services for youth with the ACWE-project without consulting teachers. By

the second year of operation, at least one school out of five at this
sw

project was knowledgeable about their students ACWE participation. At the

. other two new programs, the teachers were made aware of the project

from the outset,,hut never were as supportive of or cogn zant of what was

taught to their-students as was the first described hgol district.

into the school dIstrict, as discussed under the, enroliSnt section,

was thr.ough LEA principals being contacted by the ACWE directors.

The state annually monitored the two alternative schools.' They

,were noi involved in ascertaining the academic credit needs of particular

students, but did check on the overall school's credit offerings. ""Ohly

one of the alternative schools had actual contact with the State Depart-
*

ment of Education over the past year. The other alternative school was

monitored by its LEA affiliate or parent organization. For both schools,

the design of credit arrangements fox ACWE youth,participants was a

project internal affair. The state, although the sanctioning authority

for the LEAs at the three other ACWE projects, left program design and

control to the LEAs.

T14linkages developed by the five ACWE projects for the determina-

tion of 3outh academic credit needs are as follows:
k
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figure 5: ACWE Project 'Academic Credit Determination linkages-

State Department
of Education,

LEA
Principal

I ACWE
Project

LEA Guidance
Counselors

LEA
Teachers

-

Identification of Youths' Academic Credit N d : ge Functioning

The linkage of the five ACWE projeCts with the accreditation authori-

ties varied by with whom the project wag.affiliated. The three projects .

affiliated with an LEA used different

linkages than lid !he two alternative school projects. Although one of )

the alternative school projects was affiliated with an LEA rather than

the state, this program operated similarly to the other alternative

*aphool. For bafth alternative school ACWE prograMs, there was little or

no input from the LEA or SEete Department of Education on their credit
A

<

services. Evidence of the "sign-off" quality-Of this relationship

occurred at one of the alternative school, projects when the regular

State Department of Vocational Educatl.oh monitor was sick for 'a day. As

0

tht onsite observer explains:

The ACWE staff person told me ahout a problem with ihe.

State Vocational Education people. Apparently the pro-

gram had not been complying with the law about 14 and

15 year olds working at certain job sites. Certain

placements were not allowed, and the program had gotten

away with it for years because the State Voc Ed people

had just routihely filled out the worlang papers. It

seemed the clerk at the-State Department Of Education
knew about the program but was sick lOr one day sb the
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new clerk assigned to the project called the State Vocational-
Education Department'to get an answer to a question and

'-blew the whistle on Oem. So the State people came to :the
project and the project had to take somekids off their job
sites because they were too yoting. Another requirement vs
that one,of their staff be a certified teacher. Only one
of the staff persons was certified as a vocational education
teacher and had taken a course in career educaaon. So they
gave this teacher a probatipnary status. He did not know
how much they woUld push for accreditation for the staff, so
he thought he would just wait and see. The more serious pro-
blem was that,..the Voc Ed people want the project to assign
grades to the ghtdents-for their work which tht project staff,
are vehemently opposed to. The project is just concerned
with credit and'time (February, 1980).

At the three new ACWE projects the determination of participants'

credit needs.was a more complicated process. Arrangements forthe

amount and type of credit to be awarded ACWE'participanes were made by

negotiations between the LEA guidance counselors and ACWE project staff.

This occurred when youth referred to the ACWE projects by the LEA

guidance counselors were determined eligible and in the process of.

being enrolled in ACWE. One partiLpating LEA guidance counselor

disqgssed how she determined potential ACWE candidates and why she cir-

cumvented a linkage with the itA teachers:

I always look at the student's permanent records, their .

aptitudes, things like that and see what they need. And,,

if they do not need required courses, then they can.take
career education through the project. ; think career
educanon is great, but the teachers do not always under-
stand. No one could explain this prbgram to all sixty
teachers. They could not understand themselves without
going through the program,themselves. (April, 1980)

For pFogram operation, circumventing a.linkage with the LEA

teachers did not affect what credits ACWE participants receive. 'me

effect, rather, waS a polftical one as the teachers resented being left,out of

something they felt was within their jurisdicEion. An'observer asked

an LEA.guidance counselor what the LEA teachers thought of the program:

10 3
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Some of the teachers resent it,. They are afraid the
students will not get as much from the program as in

class. You _know, that could-not be further from the

truth. The kids in this program have already shown that
the only thing they get out of school classes is F's.
The teachers do qot want to admit that someone else could
succeed with these kids where they have failed. (April,

1980)

Acceptance and support of alternative experiential educaftion pro-

gramc was why LEA guidanae counselors would refer youth to the programs,
,

and make credit arrangements. The incentives to the LEA teachers, after

the program's.first year of operation, was based on partial acceptance

of alternative education, and mot% importantly, relief at getting

"troublemakerf out of their classrooms. An LEA guidance counselor, when

asked the teachers' opinion of tta ACWE program said:

At first they were skeptical,/ 'Why should a person

work and get academic credif?' But after*they understand

it, they like it1 Sometimes they like,it because they

are able to get rid of certain students this way. They

can use the program to get these students out of their
, classroom.. "(April, 1980)

The political climate created by not initially linking ACWE stUdents'

credit plans with the LEA teachers was the main reason teachers began to

be contacted more often by the LEA guidance counselorg'.during the second

year of operation. The LEA,teachers were contacted by the ACWE staff to

"design ACWE students' curriculum. This occurred most often'khen ACWE

participants were taking required courses through *the projedt,. But this

contact occurred after the student and project l'ere given permission by

the LEA guidance counselors to Teceive credit in a certain area. The

change in operating style by including teachers in students' ACWE program

plans helped the project's linkage with the LEA. One LEA guidance

counselor explalned:

The program is definitely.much smoother, more accepted

this year,. We sat,the teachers down and assured them

it was not the same as a past experiential learning
pragram which was disliked. We like this program and

halie pushed it. (April, 1980)

104
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LEA teacher proghm Tolvement was thus a linkage important to tO

project's acceptdnce at the LEA. For ACWE participants to receive

academic credit for project participation, the important linkage was

support from the LEA principals. As described in the enrollment section,

the LEA principal was the project's entry pLnt,and cooperation from LEA

guidance counselors, who were the staff persons responsible for the

youths overall academic experience, was the most important linkage for

the designing and accessing of the youths' credit needs. LEA guidance

counsdlor project support came as a result of directives from the LEA

principal. -Further, the) were not adverse, as were fele LEA teachers,.to

this linkage because they supported experiential learning programs and

were not threatened professionally by sUch a program. They were also

asked by the principal to participate and had discussed the program fully

with them, whereas the teachers were not involved in ACWE program discussions.

After two years of operation, teachers were not as opposed to the ACWE.

programs as they came more fully to understand the program, and had the

added advantage of having disruptive students removed from the class4
1 0

4

Identification of Community Resource Persons: Linkage Description'

All five ACWE projects developed informal linkages with community

persons as part of their service delivery design. Persons knowledgeable

about different careers, work hablts, interpersonal skills, or other

employment skill areas were sought by'the projects to giVe seminars to

4
or field trips for the youth participants. The linkage was established

on an informal basis by the pujects staff persons. An informal network

of friends and acquaintances were used by the staff to contact and

solicit persons to help with the career exploration component of their

program. In some instances, the contact was formal, being initiated by

1,Th
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1, 1

project staff-when they heard of a potential resource person. The

advisory boards ,at three of.the ACWE 'projects,helped locate'resource

persons or volunteered themselves. 'Aside from these instances, the contact

was based on the community's informal network of friends and professionals.

Guest speakers and/or field trips were initiated by the4ACWE

project, staff and relied on community fiiendships. All different types

of community resource persona participated, ranging from military per-

4

sonnel, college staff, and big business to veterinarigNs and small

businesspersons.

Most of the services requested or offered were free to the projects.

Thus, the linkage worked well as the project and the resource person

could work out a satisfaictory schedule based on friendship or altruism.

The only difficulties experienced by the projects were when transportation

was needed for field trips or when payment of the resource person was requesed. In

both instances, the problem involved releasing budget funds for,these

endeavors, as happened atthreeprojects. One project had transportation

problems because the LEA bus they were loaned for these activities only

.operated during certain hours. This scheduling problem was circumvented by

staff volunteering to drive the youth themselves. At another project, which

did not have a LEA bus, for loan, the original field trips were cancelled and

possibilities no longer explored because of lack of funds for transportation

costs. At ttie third project, the'kchange,in budget items has not yet been

requested from.the prime sponsor as of May 1980.
5 These two problems to

some extent did affect all the projects, as their career exploration

5Two of these projects had surplus funds after their FY 78-79 operation

period. For these two projects the problem was obtaining the release of,

funds through a project plan modification (via the CETA prime sponsor).

The third project had transportation arrangements through the LEA, but

had not forseen the scheduling problem.

11)0
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activities had not been budgeted as a line item, or the costs were not

.correctly projected. Hence, when a community resource person was identified

who charged a fee or necessitated transportation costs, the projects, which

did not identify these costs in their proposal, would not have the

necessary funds.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter were presented and 'discussed two different types of

linkages the ACWE projects created or had created for them. Both of these

linkages were designed to facilitate the delivery of services. The first

set of'linkages developed by the ACWE project's funding sources was,created

and sustained to obtain service delivery accountability: The other set"of
---

linkages, developed by the projwts*to enable them to act as Social inter-

vention programs through the delivery of services to youth, was created to

identify community resources to fulfill participant and program needs.

Based on an anlysis of the functionivg of these two tmes of inter-

institutional linkages, the following conclusions applicable to the ACWE

programs are drawn:

Compliance Monitoring

Bo A6WE project personnel and their sponsoring CFA
org nization staff experienced routine paperwork flow problems.

From the project perspective, the re'porting problem was

i alleviated by two different means: 1) assignment of a
trained person for project reporting, and 2) becoming
insensitive to reporting requests through reporting whatever
the funding source seemed to want to hear. In this latter

situation, the phenomena of too much funding source
administrative concern for case reporting and product
oriented goals resulted in alienation of the project from

their funding source and consequently, intentionally faulty
reporting (see Spencer, 1970: 150 and the National
Commission for Manpower Policy, 1978: 26 for a discussion I

lu
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of the problem of accountabilit ocedures predicted on
program inputs rather than prog outcomes in terns of a

.

disjunction between the means and the ends. The result ok
such a process, as discussed by the above authors, is
hindrance in program operation and service delivery).

Because so much paperwork was involved in routine project
reporting to funding sources, both th4 projects and the
funding sources had expectations on.returns for their
extra work. As there was little or no reciprocal feedback,
both the projects and their CETA prime sponsors were
disappointed with their interaction. Both parties expected
feedback on program operations and service delivery techniques.

The ACWE projects and CETA personnel responsible for the
programs were unclear As to the program.designation of-
"demonstration status." "This created two problems: 1)

program modifications requested by the projects were diffi-
cult to obtain as CETA personnel held the projects responsible
to YETP regulations, and 2) both parties.had raised
expectations for feedback, on "program succesS." In the
former situation, innovative changes deemed necessary for s

the-success of the project were either not requested or
implementation of requested changes took months. Even
when requested changes were implemented, they went through
regular CETA channelVand were in compliance with'YETP
regulations. CETA political considerations arid accountability
pressures took precedence over innovation beCkluse'the ACWE
projects, status as "demonstration" was not undeistook by
eithef party.

Service Delivery

r All service delivery operations Kere implemented through the
ACWE projects operating as community change agents. Programs
which had Been in operation forseveral years had an easier
time with entry into the community than did new ACWE programs,.
After two years of`operation, the three new ACWEoprojects had
integrated into the local community'Vtwork in a similar
fashion to the older programs.

Entry into the LEA-institution was'ipitiated by ACWE program
directors. The more responsibility the directors (particularly
of new programs) took in obtaining LEA support through school
principals,,the faster target population enrollment.levels
could be reached.

LEA guidance counselors,'after being giiien the initiative by their
LEA school principal, were the main source of ACWE program .
refeirals and determination of student academic credit needs.\

The prograi advocacy role of the ACWE project director and
staff was responsible for the development and subtenAnce
of youth work sites., Pre-existing. friendships and the
ability to act as an advocate resulted in faster,and easier

r-

entry into the job market and,the development of yout work
sites.
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Advisory boards functioned to.sanction project activities
but did not result in better servite delivery or yelp with
progrAm'Irperations:

Comprehensive servIce delivery was the result in,part of ,

'the development of informal linkages witi community human
service organizations.

Tlie interinstitutional linkages established by.the CETA
primp sponsor and the LEA functioned to sanction pro3ecti
operations, whereas the informal linkages ,established by
the projects with community resource persons and human .

service organizations were developed to imptaVe services.
The latter linkages resulted in modleffective and
comprehensive service delivery

titl

I`
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CHAPTER FOUR

*

EXE4NDED PRIVATE'SECTOR INVOLVEMENT

lIntroduction

In the fall of 1978, Youthwork, Inc.,funded twelve prdgrams within

the focus area entitled "ExpanLd Private Sector Involvement". As with

k

the other three programmatic models, this one was to:

Learn more about in-school programs and their effectiveness
and to promote cooperation between the 'education and training
and tmployment systems (Youthwork, Inc., 1978:2).

The linking of organizations to address the training and employment needs

.of the youth is the focus of this chaptdr. How are lipkages between a

h program and other community organizations initiated? What are the

functions of these linkages and how are they main6ined? As suggested

by ihe National Manpower Institute,we,are, at present, quite naive w

it comes to understanding these.processes.

Thia new emphasis on community involvement is not really new.
The concept of allowing more local cantrol over the federal
programs is one of the characteristiaa,that distinggishes
CETA cum MDTA. Yet it is ironic that so little research
has been done to find out whether local leaders are able to
run'Programs better thanifederal administrators can. More

(
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importantly, almost no reseparch has been financed to discovq--

in those areas where local collaboratiqn seems to'be working-

what the cowmondenominators are. True, all communities are
different to some extent.. Yet little effort has been made to

104
analyze local conditions which make cooperation amonedfsparate

groups a working reality or merely an objective (National

Manpower Institute,01980:54).
- 1

That,,which we do know about the p eparation of youth by variouf organi-

zations was suggested by Wurzburg:

For years, education and employment and training institutions

have coexisted-at the local level. Since their client popu-

'lations are not mutually exclusive, there has been considerable

overlap in the populations the two institutions have served and

the services that Aave been provided. In some cases, the

overlAp.has produced productive parinerships and specific

strategieS for developing complementary services. More fre-

4Uently, the overlap has produced competition over turf and

occasional charges and counte-?charges of institutional failure

and incompetenee. The result has been dcollective inability

to service aame youth, adequately (Wurzburg,.1980!:3). ,

In light of these findings the YEDPA legislation established an

ideal gtarting point for a more orough investigation of the linkage

process. In particular, DPA rovided a mechanism through which CETA

and the schools could be linkt--(Wurzburg, 1980:3). The end result,

it was hoped, would be a joint effort to address the needs of specific

youth populations,as opposed to the mutual distrUst of the past.

Interim Report #1 the Youthwork National Policy Study provided

A.-4Ri glimpse at program 1 kages after approAimately nine months Of operation.

This present chapter explOres in zore depth program linkages at four privater

sector programs after approximately twenty months of operation. Each

of these programs has established an extensive network of links to other

community organizations. This chapter documents the purposes and functions

of certain linkages (e.g, program/CETA/LEA; program/social agencies)

and then proceeds to examine factors that influence the ability of these

programs to function within their communities.
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'4Program Charactfiristiee
.

The four programs discussed in this report represent attempts by a

rural and three urban organizations to address the school-to-work transition

, of youth. They,were located in two midwestern states and qne eastern

state (two programs). Only the rural programtrepresented a newly created

,progam. The remaining three were modifications of piior programs.

Three private non-profit organizations and a local education agency (LEA)

operated the programs,two of which were established as alternative
a

schools. The various programs'were designed to involve approximately

100-180 youth. Eaiokl has now bee in operation for approximately 20

.400)

mqnths and All are scheduled to stop receiving federal fundingby October 1, 1980.

Table l!graphicallv presents these data.

TABLE 1

CHARACTERISTIC§ OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR PROGRAMS

Alli
Area Population Where Program Actual/Planned

Range is , No. of Students Program Program

Program Operatqra (in thousands) Conducted to be Servedb Statusc Begand

Alternative
ite 1 LEA 50+ 134/140 95.7% ppansion 10/78

School ,,. .

Site 2 PrNP rural 'Schools . 108/118 91.5 New -10/78c

Sit 3 PrNP lopo+ Schools 161/185 82.0 Expansion 12/78

Alternative 104/96 108.0Site 4 .t PrNP 500+
School Expansion 11/78

i

aLEA = Local Education Agency; PrNP = Private Non-profit Organization

b
pate Source: Project Monthly RepoMfor April 180 (site 4: March 1980)

c %
Expansion of pre-existing program; newly create& program

i/All programs will cease to receive federal funding,by October 1, 1980

1 .P
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Basic to each of these kograms arecomponents such as classroom traini)ng,

career exploration, the awarding of academic credit, and vocational

exploratiton. The focus of each program is briefly presented below.

Site 1: An alternative sahool providing-basic academic skills,'

- job orientatibn classes,and vocational exploration.

'MO
-

Both public and private sector employers are utilized

for the work experience phase. Additional

"community partner" (mentorship) component ovides

students a one-to-one relationship with cociity

volunteers.

Site 2: A rural program providing classroom training in job

-'readiness skills. After"completion of that phne

.,)youth participate in vocational explOration in

private and public sector jobs.

Site 3: Youth canvass the lodalcommunity around their-schools

to identify potential work,sites and employers

interested in providing yarious services tO--the program and to the

schools (e.g.,.guest leCtures$, tours of businesses). During

phase two, youth are placed in vocational exploration

within the priva6 sector. Students spend one afternoon

per. week (of each program phase) learning about various

careers and developing job readiness skills.

Site,4: This
A

program provides basic skills development, job

preparation.skills,and vocational exposure in the

private sector. A mentor corps was to be developed for

one-to-one relations between the youths and community volunteers.

11 3
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it Data Collection/Analysis Procedures

4Data describ1rgprograin linkages Were collected periodically by

field otpservers at t ese four private sector programs for almost two

years. More recently (January41980) f1ei4 observers were instructed to

intensify their investigations of the issues surrounding.the linkage of

their respective programs to the social neSzork iii which they operate.

The Youthwork Na,tiprial Policy Study Analysis Pacet eni1ite4 "Inter-,

Institution:al Linkages" (see Appendix) prOvided guidelines for this

investigation. Further,,field.observers were instructed to refer back

to their earlier protocols and program reports as a means Of identifying

the various linkages developed to date. This'process produced a wide

range ofilinks at each private sector site. Given the time avSilable for

in-depth investigation (four months: Jandary-April 1980),,pt4vate sector
S. P

field observers were asked to focus their investigation on the CETA/LEA/

program link and,

studl.ed du'ring

Table 2.

i.crid permitting, two other linkages:tThe linkages

period and discussed in this Chapter are noted in

-
TABLE 2

LI;HeAGES EXAMINED IN THIS CHAPTER BY PROGRAM

Site 1: Program with: CETA/LEA; CBO's; Social Services I

Site 2: Program with: CETA/LEA; CBO's

Site 3: Program with: CETA/LEA;,Career Center

Site 4: Program.with: CETA/LEA,

.44
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FINDINGS

The development of linkages within the community is an importarit.

*process for any program. Failure to accomplish thiS linking may lead to

the inabidity to carry out planned program objectives as well as decrease

the likelihood of program continuation. The findings are presented in'

four brief, program7aPeCific synopses. Each synopsis details how the

1
program established and nurtured the CETA/LEA/Program linkage. At two

sites the program's linkage to CBO's is also presented. For each linkage,

its operation, incentives to participate,and focus of decision-making

auttority are presented.

A final section, after the Synopses, examines a number of questions

pertaining to the inter-rel tionships of programs And the network of

organiz 'ons within which they operate. As but one example, the need

for d_fferent linkages at different times ii discussed. Additional

site-specific data, relevant to these issues, are included in this

section.

Site 1

-.Overview of the Proram and its.Linkages: The program at this site .

established a small alternative School serving approximately 80 students.

As part of this schaeL'a job orientation course and follow-up-work

411

experience were provided 4s curriculum options. Those students choosing

this option had to successfully complete,the classroom phase'prior to

being given a work placement. In addition, students spent a portion of

their day in academic classes. A community partners component was

included to provide students with role' models.

1CETA4 as used in this chapter, refers to the local prime sponsors of

these programs.
1 1

..
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Linkages developed at this program included ones to: the CETA prime

sponsor, the,school district, public and private.sector employees,

Vsociel serxice agencies such as the Lions'and Rotary, and community-based

organizatiOns such as youth s,iVice programs.and a crisis center. For

each linkage an exchange of services occurs. For example, the program
4.

provided speakers to service agencies who in turn provide the program

with volunteer cc:immunity partners. In another instance the program

provided employers with employees, while the employers provide the program

worksites. In this way, the progiam-has linked into the overall system

providing and receiving needed services. The field observer identified

the program's need for these links as being greater than the needs of

other groups foithe other-groups could get along w4.thout

the program, but the program could not function without these links.

For the program these linkages are essential for meng program
goals. The program needs the organizations more th-ail the organi-
zations. need the progrim. Therefore, it is the employees of the
psograth who initiate the linkages :and cce4t theidesired cooperation.

anNote that the orgizations are linked o.each other forming a
"network". It appears that the program ha's liccessfully tapped
into the network. In one.case the program helped form a linkage .
between the school -and the prime (March, 1980).

In pursuing the establishment of linkages as suggested in the pre-

ceeding passage,.the field observer found that this-process wps contingent

'upon: (1) identifying a program goal; (2) identifying the appropriate

source"of help (link); and (3) delegating linkage respontibilities'co a'.

staff memberpreferably one with a background or familiarity with the

tion to be approadhed. These steps were further explained by

the field observer:

0.0k.

flu 4
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Based on the program's experience it 4ppears that a necessary'4on-

dition for an establishment of a linkage with other organizations
is the identification of a person or a position-as responsible for

the development of such a linkage....The characteristic that
seems common to all of these individuals andlitheir establishment

of a linkage is that they have had same prior experience within

qr dealing with organizations,to which 'they have linked....So

based on the observations ye this site, it appears that it is

elpful in the establishment of linkages-the the_individual who

dèsXj3e actual linking with other organizations either have

had prior experience, and identifies with the philosophies'and

goals of that orwization, or the individual has the necessaiY

'adthority, "pull", to make her requests for linkage legitimate.

I am not suggesting if these conditions areenotamtt that

aAinkage cannot be built; but perhaps it will fake longer to

establish a linkage when thege conditions aAnot present

because prior to establishing a linkage they must make themselves

legitimate to the organization that they attempt to link to.

Individuals who have already dealt with these organizations4

and who can and aq share in certain key.values and philosopht

should be able to link easier than individuals who lack theSe

characteristics and'experiences (March 1980). . r

Stemming from the program's need to meet program goals, the field

observer identified four phases through which this program passed in_the

development of ptogram/c. ommuni 14nkages. Stage 1, start-up, actualiy-

began prior to the'program with the .cquisition of letters of support

,

from, cotomunity-lianizations and the creation of formal linkages with the CETA

prime-sponsor and the LEA.. The outcomes of this phase were the establishment of
.

contractual agreementssand an-identification of operating procedures.

Stage 2 'was ciosely associated to stage 1. Where stage 1 laid the

groundwork for the program, stage 2 began to implement the program. At

this point daily operations began, students were identified, and

community contacts were more formally Initiated. At stage 3 the task of

11



meeting program goals was addresse . For Site 1 this meant identifying a

specific goal and then delegating r6sponsibility for meeting that goal to

a Teaff member. This stage was also a time during which program 'Modifications

occurred.; For example, one program goal was to place youth in private

sector work experiences. The modifications that transpired were noted'by

the field observer:

The job coordinators 'found very difficult to place students
on private sector jobs. 'They found the difficulty with the
14 and 15 year olds who, for the first part of the program,
accounted for a large part of the participants. Also the OJT
contract did notoattract as many private sector employers as
first thought. Therefore, the job coordinators began eo explore
the-possibility of using the public sector....A meeting was held
with the pri e to discuss that option. The program was later
modified to a low program funds up td 200 hours. After the 200
hours were use , the students would be transferred to regular CETA
rolls and be allowed to continue in the same job (April 1980).

)
01. (

The final stage, institutionalization, emphasized development of a

permanent position within the community. The major goal became one of

'program continuation and was approached through increased attention to
1

the operation of established linkages.

CETA/LEA/Program Linkages. The development of this linkage began

Tprior to the program's start-up. The proposed alternative school was

to be'an integral part of the school system. 'Interaction between CETA

and tIle sponsoring LEA: was precipitated by the need of the school diStrict

for technical assistance in-developing the proposal and by the fact that

the propo$al had to demonstrate a cooperative arrangeient between these

two systems. (After all, it was to be a CETA-funded In-School Project.)

Once intiated; the respective roles of CETA and the LEA to the program

were clearly defined. CETA functioned as'a source for regulation clari-

fication, aSsistance in writ'ing proposals (program modifications),

.
technical assistance, and fiscal matters. The LEA provided program

facilities and program staff and helped identify eligible students.
,

116
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The program's impact on the CETOLEA linka'ge was quite noticeable.

The key to collaboration.occuxed about five mont'hs inte program.

Personnel at the alternative school were reluctant to enroll more students

needed to meet P roposed service levels for fear of changing the nature,
. ,

of the school. CETA; LEA, and program personnel met to discuss what

actiops could be tayn. TA first step was'for the,CETA representative

to suggest a dual enrollment of youth. Through this process,youth in

another CETA program were provided the job orientation class of the

program. This effectively raised the enrollment figures ,thy..ough "satellite'

programs" without affecting the services being-offered the alternative

school youth. For the CETA,prime sponsor this agreement rep?esented the
/

,first.ti4 that CETA program Youth could rqceive academic,credit for

I,/
CETA program participation. Further, it fostered similar relationships

0,11 with econd schodl district. The field observer noted.in Nov ber 1979:

4

I had an opportunity to talk with the Youth Program Dirpctor at

the prime sponsor.< She reported that this is the largest school

4 district within their servis62a-area., She tad me that the second
largest school district is now more than ever willing to cooperate

.with the prime sponsor because they have learned of what this
school district id getting, and they feel like they are being

cheated out tf somethiLg. What the second district is planning'

to do is replicate the satellite component of the program. The

school district will provide a teacher,, and in the case of the
teacher's salary, half will be paid by the school district and .

half by CETA. Then, for a job orientation class, CETA will,

provide the jobs. The person speaking directly attributes is

development to the program. She was the one who suggest in

an interview last year [1978-79], that if one could get districts

competing against one another.for these benefits, CETA would gdin

more acceptance. Apparently that is what is going on now. -

More recently (February 1980) the field observer noted:

In an attempt to increase enrollment figures without increasing

the number of students it the alternative school, satellite

programs were established. ,This resulted in very.firm linkages

between the prime, the program,.-and the schools. This linkage

is still operating and seems to be strong. A second goal,

placing students at jobs, resulted in developing, again, a stronger

connection with the prime and with the schools.

4.
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A
The incentive for the CETA/LEA linkages shifted'somewhat during

thecoyrse of the progiam. Initially 'the empha4...s was on dual parti-

,cipation for grant writing. Later, the incentive shifted o 'beet program

modififations. Both systems received benefits throu0 this relationshiP'

1

in the form of academic credit and student.enrollment for CETA and the
;

LEA, respectively. llost recently there have been.joint planning efforts

for program.congpuation after federal'funds end.

.The CETA/LEA/Program linkage also benefited the youth participants. The CETA

prime sponsor through the satellite programs picked up youth-who had

0
earned the maximum income allowa4e,via the project. The youths were

then transferred onto CETA payrolls but retained the jobs they had when
-

with the program- This process reduced the.chance of youths'being without

a job and income. The youths also had the choice of remainelg in the tra-

ditional school system and taking part in the esatellite prOgrams or of

attending the alternative school.

,The decison-making authority for this linkage varied. For routine

daily decisions, the program director was in charge. The overall responsi-

bility for the program, however, rested with an assistant superintendent.

When major decisions had to be made, as in reducing the number of students

to be served within the alternative school, the program director relayed

such requests to this higher level of authority. The CETA prime sponsor

as the program'a monitor and funding source also particiiated in major

decisons that would necessitate modification of the proposal. As

previously noted in thp..cases of the satellite programs and the transfer

of students between programs:there existed a high degree of cooperation

.among the three parties in this linkage.
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CBO and Social Services Agencies/Program Linkages. The field

observer at this program suggested that linkages were directly related

to meeting program goals. She explained:

If it werenot rdentified that jobs were important, the
public sector may never have been tapped. If it were not
identified that the community partner program was,

important, then the recruitment of such partners from such,
organizations as the Lions Clilb or Rotary Club, colleges, and
Churches may not have been developed. And if it were not
identified that it was important to serve as many students as
possible; the cooperative effort between the prime sponsor and
the progtam would not have developed. If the goals were
maintained or identified aspmerely improving the academic
achievement level, self-concept, and value clarification, 'then
probably, these linkages would not be formed because those
goals would be met within the confines of program staff and
the school; there would be no need to go to other organizations
and seek their cooperation (April 1980).

Th\,i1entification of a goal and development of a linkage were repeated

time and again at this program. In contact with community-based organi-

zations, the emphasis was on fulfilling program components through the

exchange of services. A specific benefit of this relationship for

the program a514ts youth was the acquisition of community partners who

worked with the youth as role models. This also was a particularly good

example of the need to delegate goal attainment to a specific person.

During the program's first year (1978-79) this component was never,

\

operational as program personnel worked on it when there was extra time

available. Year two.(1979-80) found the responsibility for this component

given to the social worker and the assistant director. Under their

guidance the number of community partners increased and,the component'11/4

became functional.

The social service agency linkages differed from CBO linkages in that

they focused on the needs of mutual clients. This linkage was found

to have been initiated very early in the program. The field observer

noted:

121
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According to the project director, the development of this
linkage came -about early on. She said that initially the
program contacted many of the social agencies right at the
point of inception to determine what services were available
within the community and to attempt to avoid overlapping
services (April 1980).

The alternative school's zocial worker was the key person in

relations with social service agenCies including such,agencies as Children and

Family Services, Juvenile .probation and Parole, the County Association of

Alcohol and Drug Abuse, and two colleges. The program's social worker

felt that particularly strong relations existed wiA the first two agencies

as she knew the caseworkers quite well. The field observer Wentified

yr'

several reasons for these linkages:

First of all, such'a linkage can,piovide a cooperative effort
and the combining of services for/A-common client. Secondly,
it provides a means for sharing information and understanding
about a particular child, Thirdly, soctal service agencies
are a referral source, and fourthly, they can help provide
support withinThe service,network for the* program (April 1980).

The social service agency linkages provided professional support

for the program, referral's, and through cooperation with the program,

a much less fragmented approach to service delivery for mutual clients.

However, while cooperation existed, the field observer also identified a

desire by social service workers to have greater input into the decisions

made about services for mutual clients. As far as educational decisions

were conerned,the authority was cleaily in the hands of the educators.

The field observer explained the situation as follows:

The social service people are allowed to provide input and
make suggestions specifically when you are dealing about an
individual student, but theyido not attempt, nor act to give
input into the running of the program, the development
of the program, br acceptance of the participants. I think the
social worker put her hand on it when she made the comment that
these workers, referring to so'cial service workers, are not in
education, so it would be inappropriate for them to come in here
and tell the staff how to educate these children (April 1980).
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Summary. A number'of important faCtors in the development and

maintenance of linkages occurred at this program. First, a three-step

lirocess,sin the development of a linkage existed. This included' iilenti--

ficatiOn of, a goal, an appropriate linkage, and, someone within the

-program to oversee attainment of the goal. Second, four phases that

the program passed through Were identified: start-up, intake, attainment

ofsgoals, and institutionalization. Third, not only were linkages

'developed, but'there was always a two-way exchange of services. This

giving as well as receiving acted as an incentive to comilunity organi-

,

zations. Fourth, the program was clearly located within the community's

A(
network of Organizations ana worked to foster linkages between organizations

(e.g., CETA/LEA).

The CETA4LEA/Pr

development of. this

linkage was strengthened by the jo// int CETA/LEA

. Both organizaions redeived incentives to main-

4

tain this linkage. ACI" for the CETA prime sponior it has also fostered linkaszes with

another school distrioj. The most'notable occurrence suggesting improved

A

cooperation between the CETA prime sponsor and the LEA was the'joint effort to examine

ways to maintain the program after federal funding ends. Planning for the

program's future further suggests the extent to which the program made

itself needed within the community.

DeNielopment of linkages to CBO's and social service igencies were

dependent on meeting goals. With CBOls the relationship was primarily

ane of exchange of servioes,..-whereas yith'social service agencies it

depended on the needs of shared clienta. While decision making in the
4

CETA/LEA/Program linkage was often shared, this was not the case

with other linkages. 'CBO's and social service agennies had no say in prograr
)

operation. These were supportive linkages. The CETA/LEA linkage was #

dlearly the most crucial to program success.

1 9
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Site 2

Overview of the Program and its Linkages. The aims of this program

were.to provide rural youth with classroom training in job acquisition

skills and career exploration and then provide brief work experience

with privateosector employers To accomplish the forMer, program

personnel operated the program in five rural schools after the school day.

For the latter, job specialists contacted employers and arranged for the program's

work phase. The program's linkages included ones to the schools,

employers, a tutorial program, the county action program,and CETA. The

program's emphasis was on developing linkages with the schools and

employers. These linkages helped meet the program's goals. Less extensive

contact with other community organizations bccurred.

CETA/LEA/Program Linkage. This program represents a rare case in

which a proyam sponsor did not enlist the participation of ihe local

CETA prime sponsor in the development and submission of a program proposal.

As a result, the link between the program and CETA was minimal at the

outset and remained so. The linking that did occur came through contact

between-program personnel and CETA program personnel at meetings to

discuss the various services available to youth in the county. Limited

effort to maintain linkages by personnel from these programs resulted

in little coordination of county-wide youth programs. The field observer,

noted:

1

As could be expected, with such a limited degree of joint
endeavor the decision-making authority has remainedfirmly
within each individual program in relation to recruitment,fr
solicitation of job placements, and similar program decision
making. The impact on service to enrollees has been minimal.
While the program has placed two students with a CETA-funded
tutorial program and has shown some students the County
Action Program's work module facility, these instances have
been so limited, the ippa

(
t on enrollees is almost non-exispnt (April 1980).

1
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The youth program successfully ohtained'letiers of endorsement for

program continuation from locaa CETA programs. There was, however, no

NN
, commitment by the CETA pripe sponsor to supply funds for the proposed

continuation.

The linkage to Ow LEA's of the county fared better. A number of

program Characteristics made it attractive to the .schools. They

included: (1) a lack of similar programs in the schools (there was no

extensive career education taking place); (2) a requirement that to be in the program

the student must remain in school; (3) no request for financial support of

the.program; and (4) limited time demands and lack,of paperwork for

school officials.

Acting in opposition to these factors was the operation of the program.

Administratively,it was housed at a location other than the schools being

served. Second, 'the classroom phase was conductek.after the end of the

regular school day by individuals who were not pari of the regular

staff. Consequently,one gUidance counselor labeled it a "ghost program"

as little was actually 'known about it.

Interim Report #3'of the Youthwork Nati;;nal Policy Study detailed

factors enhancing program administration (p. 131). Among hose factors

were: in-school programs should include the use of schod aoulty or

the regular presence of program personnel at the 'school during school

hours; the program should begin during school hours; and program operators

should be experienced with the systems encountered when conducting an

in-school program. The less these factors were adhered to, the more

difficult program conduct would be. Given that this was the program

sponsor's first in-school endeavor and that noneof the,other prerequksites

were met, it is not sugristng that same undertainty about the Vegram

existed among school Officials.
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Despite the obstacles faced by this program, including an almost

7entire chaage of staff, there was evidence of growing LEA support.

As but one example, all school districts were approached about the

awarding of academic credit at the program's outset (December 1978).

The response was reserved, there being concern that too many ways

already existezi for4Obuth to acquire academic credits. Once better

established, the program director again approached the school districts

with a clearly oqtlined request for academic ctedit. At that point

(Spring 1980),scItool representatives were quite receptive to this

process. The field observer noted that a program's cregibility became

a factor in the acceptance of a program modification:

It seems that, in the instance of a program, longevity equals
credibility. What a program may have difficulty accom-
plishing in its format* stages may be easier when it has
established itself in the ,community (April 1980).

A second instance of the growing support by LEAs occurred when officials from

tho participating.schools wrote letters supporting t ffogram's continuation.

The decision-making authority remained completely under the control

of the program's staff. The field observer noted that twibarriers,in

patticylar,reduced the po'ssibility of greater sharing of decisions

between the program and the schools. The first was the location of the

'program oytside the schools,and the second was a lack of lead time before

enrolling students. The former was an administrative problem mentioned

earlier. The latter tesulted from late program start-up and the sponsor's

hurry to get under way. The field observer further discussed.this problem:

Starting up in the middle of the school year also complicated
a cooperative arrangement such as this.. But, even if the
program had started in September without a sufficient lead
time to develop a cooperative agreement based an mutually
shared goals and LEA input into programming, it is unlikely
that cooperative efforts can be fostered during the first
year of program implementation (April 1980).

1 2 G
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ati

To date, the only decisions school representatives really participated

in were whether to participate in the program and whether tp award

academic credit.

,
The overall strengthof these two linkages (CETA and LEA to the program)

remains u clear. Certainly both CETA and the LEA provided 'verbal"

support fo the program. However, there exists no evidence to suggest .

that either system has offered any,assistance for program continuation afterc

federal funding ceases. For the CETA linkage it may be that the few

contacts bet5en the program and CETA programs were not sufficient to

warant CETA support. Perhaps more direct contact with CETA administrators

would have Veen the correct tack to take. A clearer relationship

between the proggam add.the schools occurred. Interaction to some

extent was necessary for conduct of.the'program, and there were same

clear incentives to encourage involvement. However, the direct link ta

the schools was not strong enough to have fostered among the schools the

kind of commitment to a program that was necessary for continuatidn

support. Finally; the CETA/LEA linkage cannot be said to have been

affected by_this program. A.key to this had to be the circumvention

of the CETA prime sponsor during the submission of theforiginal proposal.

CAO/Program Linkages. The linkages in this category were developed

primarily to exchange services and information on shared clients. The
,..

.
1

. )

program ac%ed as initiator in these contacts. 'Ealy in the

p.ogram (March 1979),staff arranged the meeting of individuals from

many of the county's programa for youth. At other times they contacted

programs.. Most notably, pr6gram staff were involved in the

conduct of two Planning meetings held prior to a regional hearing,by

the Natitnal Yduth Advocacy .Coalition (May 1980).- These meetings

,

were used to develop testimony.for presentation at the hearings.

,

1 2 ./
f
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The problem fated by program staff, and as yet unresolved, has

been a means to maintain the dialogue initiated between programs.

After fulfilling 'the need.for a contact, the principals have gone their

own waA with little further communication. As suggested by the field

observer,continuation of linkages was sporadic:

While it would seem that there would be many theoretical
advantages to close cooperation among the youEh
within the county, the sporadic contact between
and the fact that formal contacts were always
this program seems to indicate diet theletaff
programs do not perceive a cooperative Afort
goal in a generalized sense% However, when a
has arisen which required cooperation,
has been forthcoming, at least in the
by this program (April 1980).

programs
programs

initiated by
of various
as an important
specific instance

that cooperative effort
few inAtances initiated

Summary. This program fulfilled its goals through linkages to the

schools and employers. For the development of each, specific personnel

were responsible. The site provided evidence1that program longevity enhances

credibility which in turn enables a program to better meet.its goals.

In the long run this suggests fhat programs need be funded initially

for longer periods of time than were the Youthwork, Inc. programs (9-18

months). This may be especially true for newly.developed programs, such as

this one. After 18 months the program was just beginning to stabilize

and be viewed as a, valuable contribution to the schools. An additional

year may have provided further infbrmation about the processes a newly

created program must go through before becoming an integral part

of the community.

Certainly one thing we now know is that this program was not

located so as to facilitate its linkages with the schools. While it

did fill,an educational gap, it remained too detached from ehe schools

to ensure its position as a community program. Associated to this was the

fact that this was the eponsor's first attempt at serving in-school

126
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. .

youth. While the overall effort to serve these students succeeded, an

operator more experienced in school-oriented programs may have been more

cognizant of ways to foster this linkage.

Finally, the lack of a CETA/Program linkage must be noted. This

omission precluded the possibility of establishing and fostering-CETA/LEA

relations via the program: an originalrketntion of the exemplary

programs. More importantly, a key source of continuation funds, through

the YEDPA 22% set asipe or other means, was lost.

.Site 3

Overview of the Program and its Linkages. This urban program was

divided into two phases. During the first few weeks youth, in pairs,

ca sed the neighborhood surrounding their schoOls identifying and

soliciting participation of employers. Employers who agreed to participate

did so ALI....2everal ways including giving site tours, giving

-

presentatiorsabout their business, and providing a worksitt. During

the second phase of the program, youths' career interests were matched with

employers who had a comparable work experience available. One afternoon during

each phase the students met in a clasSroom setting.eo learn about various

careers and develop their job seeking and job keeping skills.

The focus'of investigation at 'this site was on the program's

linkages to the CETA and LEA systems. The purposes for these linkages

were brieflY described b'y the fielsd observer:

Department of Employment (CETA)--As a cofunder of the second
year'S program, the DOE has been closely involved in defining
the bases for the project and in handling fiscal matters.
Close working relationships are necessary to aasure the
flow of funding relative to program expenses, student payrolls,
etc. The DOE is responsible for the resolution to the Board
of EstiMate mandated for program approval.

123
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The National Alliance of Business is the sponsoring -organi-
zation and brings to the program the resources of its
affiliated organizations.

Board of Education--an important reason for this linkage is
the requirement of a Board Resolution enabling the toard
to accept funds for the part-time involvement-of school staff
on the project. Further, this linkage is necessary for involvement
of indiviaual high schools.

Division of High Schools=-A critical linkage as activities
with and in the high schools came under the Division, its
Executive Director,and the Regional High School Superintendents.
Linkages are required in setting up the in-school programs.in
future Years.

Participating High Schoole--One of the most critical set of
linkages in that working relationships need to be established
with the school's administration prior to initiating any
school programs involving school staff and students. While
initial contacts were through the appropriate superintendents,
subsequent contacts have beep with the school principals and
with program staff located at the schools. Through the high
school administration and project staff, linkaget have been
-established with community organizations and governmental
offices, priyate industry establishments,and the project/school
advisory committee.

Center for Career and Occupational Education (CCOE)--
linkages with this organization have been critical in pro-
viding resources of CCOEs Career Experience Center and its
staff for student in-take, testing, etc. Through the 'MOE,

/, linkages are also maintained with the YETP program. Central
administration of 'MOE may well play a crit4.cal role in the

ccontinuation of this type of program in the school system after
discontinuation of Youthwork funding. Not only does the CCOg
haye responsibility for the Board's YETP projedt hut it is
also responsible for other programs involving CETA funding (March 1980).

CETA/LEA/Program Linkage. The non-profit organization that operated

this program had had prior contacts witli CETA and the schools. The pro-

posal received tkp support Of both systems,'with the CETA prime sponsor assisting in,

regulation clarification and fiscal matters while the LEA provided

facilities, staff,and students. The intial relationship was much

the same as at Site 1. The'main goals of this program, student"

preparation for employment and work experiences, were met through

linkageswith the LEes and employers, as was the case at Site 2.

1 3
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As with Site 1, Site 3 enhanced the CETA/LEA linkage. However,the

nature of this relationship differed from that encountered at Site 1,

where the link was strengthened via efforts to meet program goals.

In contrast, Site 3's linkage was Centered more ar.ound the continuation

of the program and how each party could contribute to. this process.

Actual program operations were faciliated,by avoidance of the

CETA and LEA bureaucracies. The program director suggested that success

came withtly direct linking with school personnel as opposed *going

through the "political system". Be noted:

We are talking about what m ces this programsuccessful. From

the standpoint of management and working With people, we work
directly with the people in the schools and we avoid the
linkages with the political system of the high schools an4 the

prime sponsor. For example, if we had to run the program, from
its Outset, through the Bureau of Cooperative Education, the
Career Center, the high school system's admini.stration, the YETP,

and try to coordinate that'with the sponsoring agencies and the
prime sponsor, we never would have gotten it off the ground.
We say we have worked with these groups, and in a sense we -

have. But in reality, we have circumvented all of these groups

and have gone directly to the high_sA40Sis...

I think one Of the major Weaknesses of the sponsoring agencies

is that they 4y to implement and bring about change in the
school System through the politidal structure of the high

schools. That is impcissible to do for as soon as they link

up with the people of the organiAttion, the program gets sub-

merged in bureaucratic snarls and rhetoric. But as soon as

you linkup with people in the schools, and maintain liaison

with them, you have.a good.basis for success and involvement

with ongoing ftograms (March 1980).

'As suggested, the critical linkage for operation of the program was

atthe individual high school level. However, the ultimate fate of the

program ley in the liureaucracy. Financial support for this linkage.was not

likely to be forthcoming from the school system, as the field observer

noted:
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4

The Superintendent 's interested in the program and its
extension intb other high schools. He does feel that the
-high school,system will be in a tight financial situation
this coming year and that,it will be virtually impossAle
to provide staffing for a program of this type (April 1980).

Fortunately, the CETA Prime Sponsor also found tilis eo be a

promising program. As a result,'the second year of the program (1979 8 )

was funded to a greater extent by local CETA funds than by Youthwor

Inc. This included an expansion from two to three schools. Currently,

negotiations are taking place for continued CETA support for 1980-84-

including a fourth site.
1

The program'q future appears linked to the school system's Centei

for Career and Occupational Education, one of whose functions is the

oversight of CETA-funded programs: The program's relationship to this

center was established during the firsttwo years ofthe program (1978-80).

Initially, use of the CETA-funded Career Experience Center was contested

by CETA as it would result in a comingling of CETA and Youthwork, Inc.

funds, During the second year (1979-80) CETA's cosponsoring of the

program eliminated this problem. As a fesult, students have made

extensive use of this facility. This linkage was further'facilitated,

by the initial contacts made during year one and by the program's provision

of additional staff to help oversee the programs usgof the

Career Experience Center during year two.

Two significant developments have recently ogcurred in the fUrthering

of the CETA/LEA linkage. First was the creation of a commission to study

ways to improve this linkage. Initially, the programls director served as acting

head of this project, whose purpose,is to "develop linkages that wih expedite

work between the two institutions." The second process involves

linking the program'a youth with youth from another CETA,program in an

effort to help locate jobs for-'thq summer (1980) months. The program

'-
132
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director explained:

The program students are presently scheduled to end their
vocational eXploration.experiences on June 6. A plan is now
under way to extend the'program an additional three weeks so
that program students, the experts in job development, may
pair off with other LEA YETP students in an attempt to
develop jobs for themselves and/or other staents in the six
schools desiring summer employment. The sVu4ents at six
schools, three program and three other YETP schools, wi11
attend joint workshops prior to outreach into the private
sector community (May 1980).

this program modification would be

approved by CETA, provided the necessary paperwork was completed by June 6, 1980.

Decisions regarding the operations of this pr
togram ronained the

domain of the private non-profit operator. Hbwever, extensive contact

with the individual schools was maktained via a ptogram coordinatoi at

each school. Decisions at individual schools were made by this individual.

A strong bond developed between the program and each school. This was

fostered by continuing efforts to involve school personnel through

yorking part-time gor the program and by keeping the adiintatration ingormed

of the program's activities. Decisions,concerning program continuation

prompted.the program's operatortto solicit the assistance of other organi-

zations (e.g., CETA, LEA).

Summary. An important factor suggested by this site was the

necessity to goster linkages to different levels within the LEA system.

For'the.actual conduct of this program, firm linkages to the schools

served were,of paramount importance. However, where the program's

future was concerned, the district-wide administrators had to be

'involved. Second, the program director as well as the sponsoring -

organization had extensive backgrounds in and prior experience with
,

,

programs of this liature. Prior experience in operating youth programs,
.
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combined with a familiarity with how to negotiate the var ious systems

(e.g., CETA, LEA) facilitated program conduct. Finally, although

operated by an outside/agency, the program was linked directly to the

schools through its location, staffing,and continued efforis to keep

administrators aware of program activities.

Site 4

Overview of the Prokram ari
,

d its Linkages. This alternative schoOl

berated duting the afternoon hours of the schOol day. During,this time

youth must take courses in reading and math, as well as a job orientation

class. Work.experience with private sector employers were provided

students and a mentor corps was to have been.developed.

The linkage developed.by the prograt included ones to the schools,

CETA, colleges, employers, childrenb'court, and a group of youth

serving agencies. The linkages to CETA and the LEA and their-purposes

were 'noted by the field observer:

Linkage: CETA office
Time relationship began: November 1978/start up
Nature of relationship: file reports, forms, occasional site
yisits, monitor, minor technical assistance

Linkage: LEA (Special Programs. Guidance, Reading Department,
Math Department)
'Time: November 1978/start up
Nature: cooperate in the awarding of academic-credit, refer
students, provide feedback to project through guidance cdunselors,t,
advise education component teachers.

This private non-profit progran had,difficulties in establishing

linkages to meet goals. Both a mentor corps and an advisory council

remained undeveloped after a year of program operation (January 1980).
-

'Two factors entered into this situation. First,there was a large

f-
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staff turnover within the first year. Second, no one was assigned to carry

out these components. Fortunately,program components more'crucial to

program conduct, e.g., the tiaining phase and the acquisition of work

experiences, were more carefully overseen.

CETA/LEA/Program Linkages. The program's linkage to CETA remained one

N,

focusing on monitoring and technical assistance. This occurred because

the CETA office had many programs to oversee and was understaffed.

The CETA rewesenative described the relationship as "a somewhat formal

administrative relationship."

The LEA/Program linkage is clearly one that has developed over

time. Initial contact between the sponsor and the LEA centered on

,LEA input into the educational component of the origlinal proposal.

Once initiated,.bhg program faced difficulties broUght on by late start-up

and the system established for identifying eligible youth. The former

made it difficult to synchronize the program components to the school's
.44

schedule. Mid-semester was too late for the school system to rearrange

student schedules. The latter found the program relying heavily upon

referrals from a coalition of youth-serving organizations rather than

the schools, thereby reducing anticipated enrollment. This referral

process further complicated the LEA/Program relationship as noted by the

field observer:

The school representative said that he had no problem with the
agencies referring most of the students to the program. He

expected that the agencies knew the students and their families
iTery well because they had worked with them for long periods of
time.- However, they did not know the siplation the students
i)ere in at the school and expected the 6learing process to take
place'through the school before placemnt in the program. He said,

."No agency, no matter who they are, can pull these kids ouf of ,

school without our permission." He gave an example of one student
who was,doing well in school and was a senior who had been referredt
by an agency and placed in the program. The school was unaware
of his enrollment for quite a while, and his mother thought he
had been assigned to the program. It was decided that the student

would dp better to.staY, in school full-time and graduate through
the school system rather than the program (May, 1979)-

. ,

13b



High staff turnover and administrative problems were additional factors that

impinged upon program operation. By the beginning of the new school

year (September 1979), school gUidance counselors were becoming unsure

of the program. Contact with the program and its ending in mid-'

semester were concerns expressed.44 Counselors were reassured by program

staff that there would be improved communication and that a program--

extension to the end of the school year was being sought.

Shortly after the beginning of the school year_kNovember 1979),,

the program's administrative problems were resolved. The private non-

profit sponsor took over the overseeing of the prOgram. (Formerly this

authority had been delegated to another organization.) Also a new

program direc\tor was hired. Since that tPle the program's relations

with'the LEA luorished. A waiting list for entrants into the

program began to develop. Most referrals were coming from the LEA.

Additional improvements were noted by the field observer:
,

The relaaonship with the LEA has become quite firm. They
now have formal agreement with the administration covering '.

such thin s as referrals, amount of credit, and communication
channels. In particular, the communication between the schools
dfid the p

truancy...
at school,
ever expec

administra
the project\

feel that t
supportive,
1-mentioned
between the
the last yea
due to. Bot
coordination
instrumental
Also cited b
initiated by
and frequent

ject has improved in the area of attendance and
In developing this new program to deal with truants
there_has been "more cooperation from the LEA than
ed. Guidance-counselors, social workers and
rs of particular schools are involved closely with
to monitor attendance." The two program counselors
e LEA and the project are "providing a network of
ervices for students" that were not there before....
some instances in the past where this cooperation
chools and the project was not taking place ovet
. I asked them What they felt the changes were
agreed that one of the major factors was the
of the program with the school year that was
in producing more coop6ration with the school.
them as a factor wasthe continual contact

project staff with the schools on an individual
asis (March 19$0).
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Corroboration of linkage strengthening was recently made by the LEA

liaison (April 1980). Particular mention was given to,the efforts by

program personnel to better understand the operation of the school sys-

tem add the-affect of time on program development.

He said the project had come a long way in understanding the
constraints under which the LEA operates. Teachercontract
agreaments, department and interdepartmental procedures,
accountability to many levels'of administration have all
presented grounds for misunderstanding between parties in the

past. Thes(misunderstanangs,have slowed down the develop-
ment of agreements. He considered the quickness and ease
with which this agreement had been made as a reflection of the
growihg stability.and trust that has developed over a period

of time. The project's director has been, "a very, easy

person to work with." Request; to him are met pr6mptly,

reports are shared, meetings are frequent. The relationship

has changed over time and overall is "improving steadily".
One recent development is that project counselors have )t
established consistent working relationships with partici-

Pants' school counselors. He suggested that the LEA "would

be sensitive to suggestions of a continued relationship."

The continued relationship alluded to was pursued. The program's

director requested letters of sUpPort for program continuation from

the schools served. One proposed funding source would be through a Law Enforcement

Administration Agency (LEAA) grant. Suppprt for the program was forthcomini,

from the school representative as he realized the programs value to the

schools lay in its provision of services otherwise unavailable:
+Or

Summary. As with the other three sites, this program went through a

period of maturation. During this time seVeral

problems (e.g., staff turnover, aate start-up) impinged on the LEA/

Program linkage. Just as relationships were stabilizing the program

it

faced termination. Support for continuation was forthcoming from the
4

LEA as the program provided needed services.

13./0
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The linkage to CETA remained.one focusing on, acOinistrative matters

normally associated with CETA: fiscal oversight, program compliance,
lat

and technical assistance. There was no evidence, as in Sites 1 and 3,

to suggest that the program had any impact on the CETA prime sponsor or

CETA's linkage to the LEA.

The operation of this program fell somewhere between the experiences

at Site 2 and Site 3. It was not as isolated as at Site 2 where the

program was located outside the schools and operated in the schools after

the school day. Nor was it developed as an integral part of the schools

served as at Site 3. Instead it was located at a site separate from
0*

the schools but operated during the school day. The latter required

that a linkage be dflveloped.

Program ImplementatiOn and.Institutionalization: A Discussion

As a program runs its,course it comes in contact with many other

- organizations. At its outset there are organizations which give assistance

in the development of the proposal. Later the program needs specific

linkages as a means to carry out program,components. Even later, as

,the program is maturing, there is.the need to establish links which 14111-

,help sustain the program over.time. This process occurred at each of

the private sector programs. The cooperation amidst CETA, LE3is, and

ipogratioi representatives was necessary for the initiation of the programs.

7(ht Site 2 CETA waa not involved.) Once begun, program operators began

creating linkages that would assist in the meeting of program goals.

For example, the need/to adquire work placements necessitated contact

with employers. The extensiveness of thase linkages variedwith the

number of services or breadth of A. program. One field observer noted:

13a
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Programs with goals' re/uiring little cooperation frOM other

organizations Will have fewer linkages than programs with

goals demanding input and cooperation from many organizationi (April 1980).

For the reporting programs, this observation has been quiteaccurate.

As an example of this, one can contrast the linkages developed at Site 2

with those of Site 1. At Site 2 only two linkages, to the schools and

to employers, were crucial to program success. In achieving these

linkages all major program components could be addressed.. In contrast,

Site 1,asan alternative school, needed those two linkages plus ones to

social service agencies (for shared clients) and to CBO's (for the
a

oommunity partner component). Therefore, as program goals increased and

as the clientele served changed, for example, from in-school youth to drop-

outs or luvenile delinquents, more extensive linkages were required.

In all cases when linkages were formed, an exchange-of services occurred.

The final stage for these programs, and undoubtedly the most

difficult, was the development of linkages that could be use& to help

sustain the program,after federal support ended. Through the development

of CETA and LEA linkages, Sites 1 and 3 have received a clear commitment

for program continuation. In fact,at Site 3 much of the program's second

year costs (1979-80) were picked.up by CETA. Both site synopses reflect

the extensive cooperation and mutuaf benefits that have occurred. Strong

liniages exist'. Site 2 has fared'less well in its creation of linkages

that tgould insure institutionalization. While the schools verbally

.support it, they have'nO funds-available for its perpetuation. Contact

with CETA, the most likely source for continUation funding, was

minimal. .The continuation possibilities at Site 4 remain unclear.

LEA support has grown as the program has stabilized and matured. School

l3tj



representatives are anxious for its continuation. However, CETA was

not identified as ape of the possible funding sources being considered.

The effect of positioning a program within the community's

organizational network can clearly be seen at the four private sector

programs. For eachthe emphasis was on serving in-school youth. Sites

l'end 3 took the most direct approach to this and located their programs

within the physical facilties of the choolt. Staff were drawn from

these schools and students were easily ideniified. Site 2 was hampered

in the development of community recognition by its location outside

both the school systems served and the CETA system. For the4schools,

each of which was anxious to have the program, contact was limited to

late afternoons after the school day. Failure to involve CETA at the

planning stage was never rectified. As a result, a key source of future

funding was lost. Site 4, while located separate from the schools served,

had the advantage over Site 2 in that it operated during the school-day

z) afternoon. This necessitated greater LEA/program cooperation. It was

also initiated by a consortium of youth-serving agencies which provided

a broad community base upon which to function.

Each of these programs has addressed its goals and_served approxi

mately its projected number of clients. What the data suggest is that

the stronger the initial linkage built between the program and the

school systems being served, the more easily the program can serve

in-school youth. The most efficient means of accomplishing this appears

to be through direct connections between the school and the program, such

as through shared teachers and facilities and through operation during school,time.

Interestingly, the program that appeared to have the most difficult
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time strengthening school linkages, Site 2, was a newly conceived program

Operated by an organization that had never before conducted an in-school

program. .This suggests that prior experience pgay be a valuable asset in

the conduct Of programs of thiS nature.
4

As outlined in Interim Report #3, a number of factors may

influence program administration (p. 131). The data discussed here suggest that

these factors also impact upon Lhe ability of programs to form linkages

to LEA's. The linkage process to

LEA's may be enhanced by: 1) development from pre-existing programs;

2) minimal of turnover among staff; 3) location within the schools whose

youth are being served; 4) staff members who are either members of the

school's faculty or are on the premises daily; 5) operators who are experienced

in working with the systems, encouriilled when conducting an in-schoo140

youth program; and 6) a program that begins during the schoot.day. Points

one, two, and five suggest experience to be a useful, if not requisite,

quality to possess. The remaining three factors take a ,somewhat different

approach to linkage formation. By their very nature they force LEA/Program

cooperation. As adherence to these factors diminishes, so too does the

ease of linkage formation.

One aspect of these programs that may be overlooked,when reviewing

the linkages of these programswas their role in the legislative plan

to link CETA prime sponsors and LEAs. These programs, were to be cooperative

ventures. In one sense, three were. These thr4 each-used CETA in its tra-

ditional role of monitor and technical ass nce source and the LEAs

as the source of students. (The fourth site was never linked to CETA.)

This,form of linkage was a very narrow,traditional use of these institutions

1 ,1
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and did not ieflect the actual intent of the legislationimproved

relations. Interim Report #1 noted that after nine months this linkage had

not appeared.to have progressed beyond traditional CETA/LEA roles (p. 23). Since

that time, however, data from Sites 1 and 3 suggest that these sites

have moved b the status quo and acted as catalysts for greater

CETA/LEA linkage. At Site 1 extensive modifications necessitated joint

agreements. These, in turn, fostered further joint ventures. At Site

3,the tremendous success of the program led to joint efforts to continue

it. Both situations led to cooperation beyond the scope of the iumediate

program. This was evidenced by the request of other school districts near

Site 1 to develop working relationships with the CETA prime sponsor and

the creation at Site 3 of a commission to study ways to strengthen the

CETA/LEA linkage.

SUccessful attainment of goals at these programs hinged on establishing

a clear responsibility for their accomplishment. This was substantiated

at each site. Each program placed youth in work experiences and at

each site someone was given the task of identifyingwork sites. The work

sites were found. Two programs proposed the development of mentor corps

to assist youth. Neither program delegated the responsibilitY and neither

had mentor corps. Only after a year of operation was someone specifically

assigned this task at Site 1. The "community partners" component now

exists. It remains undeveloped at Site 4.

An important distinction must be made among program goals. Some

goals were crucial to program operation,such as the acquisition of work

sites. Others,such as mentor corps, were like window dressing, nice but

not essential. It was along this line that attention to goals by program

142
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personnel changed. All programs made extensive efforts to address crucial

components such as classroom training and work placements. The let-down

came with the non-essential goals. One scenario would suggest that these

non-essential-goals were frills added to a proposal to attract attention.

The reality of actually achieving them may well have been extremely remote.

The extent of program linkages hinged to some degree on the program's

goals and its need for assistance in meeting these goals. A possible con-

tinuum would have programs running from being completely self-sufficient

to those in need of extensive community support. Each of the four private

sector sites falls at a slightly different point an such a coAtinuum.

Sites 2 and 3 fall near the self-sufficient end. Only two major linkages,

to the schools and employers, were essential to program condUct. Site 4,

having been developed by a consortium of youth-serving agencies and serving

a clientele that includes juvenile delinquents, r.equired a broader net-

work of linkages. Site 1, an alternative school serving youth with a

number of different problems, had the most,.extensive network. These latter

two programs also had additional goals,such as remedial education, which

were not present in the first two sites. Linkages varied as programs

became more dependent on community assistance. Overly simplified, it

would appear that gaining entry into various community networks was

dependent on the need for those linkages.

It is significant that the feedback on linkages from projects emphasized

the absolute necessity of starting in-school programs in coincidence with the

schoo 'terms. Schools were not recepti've to changing their schedules mid-

stream to accommodate a new program. This has been a criticism mentioned

many timei and documented in prior YNTS reports.. In the discussion of linkages

the issue surfaced once again at Sites 2 and 4.

/.
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41.

A maturation process occurred at all four programs. Early diffi-

culties (e.g., late start-up) were overcome as staff became more sure

of their roles and procedures were clarified. As programs settled

into a routine, linkages were stabilized and strengthened. Unfortunately)

this process was rather long for some.programs (e.g., 11 months of a

-15-month grant at one site). The result was the demonstration of program

worth and the garnering of support just prior to program termination.

The bottom line for these programs was that longevity yielded credibility.

The problem was that by the time this statns in the community was achieved,

the program was nearly over.

4.

4
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Pbstscript

The data has provided a glimpse at the impact of linkages upon pro-

grams and vice versa. For theseyrograms, their links to CETA and the

schools were crucial to their existence and to their future. AS each ii

faced with termination of federal support by October 1, 1980, it is

appropriate to note the fate that awaits them.

Site 1 established itself as a needed part of the school system.

It was the catalyst for extensive cooperation between CETA and the

schools. Its future; however, is unc tain. While needed, it is

expensive to operate at a time of budgetary cutbacks. Exploration for

funds has been initiated by the school district with the assistance of

the CETA prime sponsor. It is anticipated that some form of the program

will be in operationinext year (1980-81)--perhaps ai a reduced size.

Site '2's linkage to the schools has improved with time,,but the

schools cannot afford io support the program. The,linfcage to CETA is

weak. The CETA links that do exist are among programs and not with the

administrators controlling functg. Iropically, the, private non-profit

sponsor is not seriously pursuing funds. -It appears to have been a

proposed program that was accepted, funded, and allowed to-run its

course. The program will end sho ly.

Site 3 has achieved a le el of success probably quite unanticipated

e
at its outset. Tbe first year s'success led to extensive second year

funding by CETA--of an expanded pro

the school system was being discuss

expansion of the program appears a

ram. Institutionalization within

d.and CETA/LEA funding for a further

ured. Beyond its local success,

info4nation about the program has been requested by numerous cities and

146
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anizations. A replication is planned for the fall dn another city and

extensive efforts are being made for,national dIssemination of the

program.

Site 4 has used CETA in its traditional ways as a site-moniior and

technical adviser. The program's relationship with the LEA clearly

improved over time in part because of its need to comply with LEA regu-

lationi. There was no data provided suggesting that the program.in

any way strengthened the CETA/LEA relationship. Presently, the Chamber of

Commerce has agreed to sponsor the program beginning October 1, 1980.

A ditionally, LEAA and the Governor's 5% program funds are being sought

for program continuation.



CHAPTERgIVE

Al

CAREER AWARENESS

The Youthwork contract ieferred to the career awareness focus area

as "Career Information, Guidance, and Job-Seeking Skills". A shared

goal of the twelve projects funded in f scal 1979 was to improve the

transition of youth from school to work by providing youth with career

information, job-seeking skills, and coun elin.g. The intent of this

chapter is to describe the institutional linkages that occurred during

the implementation 'of three projects.

Youthwork framed several questions about institutional linkages for

the career awareness focus area relevant to this chapter in the Knowledge

Development Plan (1978). They were:

1. How actions can be taken for *roved coordination and
dinkages among separate occupational and educational
information services, systems, and resources.

2. How youth can serve to aid other youth in career planning, and

3. How employers can Participate with schools to improve
efforts in youth career planning%

-121-
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This paper will examine the various roles of the institutions inv8lved

in project implementation. The focus will be on the process of imple-

mentation, in an effort to understand unanticipated obstacles surfacing

during ths life of the project. Pressman and Wildavsky (1979) stated

/hat it is not suprising that implementation of new programs is difficult,

ut that the more interesting and useful questions focus on understanding

why it is difficult:

Implementation is evolution. Since it takes place in alworld
we never made, we are usually right in the middle of the pro-
cess with events having occurred before and (we hope) continuing
afterword. 'At each point we must cope with new circumstances
that allow us to actualize different potentials in whatever
policy ideas we are implementing. When we act to implement a
policy, we change it (pp. 190-191).

Yet while the policy and programs may change, they are being implemented

by institutions that have histories, together or separately, and by people

with histories in those institutions. The questions that will interest us

will focus on the actions taken by those inititutions to facilitate

implementation, especially as daily problems arose for project imPlementation.
-$11

Project Characteristics. The three projects included in this case

study began in Fiscal 1979 as part of the initial 48 Exemplary In-School

Demonstration Projects. Project funding for the three projects ended by

September, 1980. (See` Table 1. )

kABLE' 1

CAREER AWARENESS PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS

Pro ect' Operator
a

Population Services Dates

1 LEA 50-100,000 Alternative School 10/78-9/80

2' NPR 100-500,000 Career Awareness, Work Experience 8/78-6/80

3 CONS 500,000+ Peer Counselors, Work Experience 1/79-6/80

aLEA = Local Education Agency; NPR = Non-profit Organization; CONS 7 Consortium
b
Source: 1970 U.S.'Census Data
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The projects varied considerably along the dimensions o program

operator, population of the geographic region, and the services provided.

Projeci 1 was an alternative school operated by a Local Education Agency,

an LEA, in a region of 50,000 to 100,000 people. A non-profit organization

(NPR) operated project 2 in an area of 100,000 to 500,000 people. The

serVices included career awareness sessions for over 1,000 youth and

work experience for under 100 youth, each of the project's two years.

iiroject 3 united a community college and an LEA through its peer counseling

and work experience components. The project operated in a large metro-

politan area.

The Study. Data for this study were provided by three on-site

observers who worked at the sites for two years. They reported observations

of project linkages and interviewed the project participants and key

informants about those linkages,. Of particular interest for this

report are the summary protocols that these observers provided. Summary

comments and reflections provided the analySis team at Cornell with a syn-

thesis of their observations and interview data about linkages. In addition,

the on-site observers received a draft of the case study.of their site,

and were asked to supplementcorrections, and additional insights or data.

Each case study will describe the key institutional linkages for

the particular..project. The roles of the institutions as they relate to

the project are disussed, as are the incentives for their roles and the
-

"decisionAmaking authority of each institution.

A discussion section follows the three case studies. The impact

of the institutional position of the project vis-a-vis the project's

ability to implement different types of services will be reviewed.

The relationship between comprehensive servic s for youth and the kind of
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\linkages for thos relationships will be examined. Also,the impact of

the links on the uture of services provided by the institutions will be

reviewed.

INSTITUTIONAL LI KAGES FOR P OJECT IMPLEMENTATION: THREE CASE STUDIES

Project 1

Project 1 as an alternative junior and senior high school located in a

population area of 50,000 to 100,000. The school was Operated for two-years by a

school district (the LEA). It offered a full-day program to a maximuip,
,

of 50 students and counseling services to an.additional 100 students

affiliattd wit an extended day program located within the same school

building.

The majo inst-itutiohal linkages were between: (1) the project and

the LEA;'(2) the project, the LEA and CETA; anale(3) e pro'ect and other

human servic agencies within the community. The linkages serv d to

strengthen he program;s services to the targeted youth and to w n

acceptance and LEA.financial support for the school that will enab it to

continue n xt year when Youthwork funding ends.

1. LEA, Project Linkages: Multi-level Inter-Institutional Involvement.

The project developed relationships with the,LEA at various inter-institu-

tional levels. These included: the school board and the superintendent;

the middle level LEA administrators; and the secondary school staff.

School Board and the Superintendent. The school board and the

superintendent supported the establishment of the school. The on-site
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observer reported in a summary protocol: "The elected school board and

the administration the city schools have publicly supported this

project from its b nning. The need for such a program had been shown.

as a result of school surveys, city wide surveys, and an assessment of

needs,of the schooitpresented by a citizen's task orce. The cential

110

administration proposed the alternative school project and continued

to be closely involved With the project."

During the project's two years the school board and superintendent

have continued to keep thtmselves informed ti the school's efforts. The

superintendent and the associate superintendent of schools acted as the

project operator on alternate years. Tiley visited the school regularly,

attended most of its functions, and worked closely with the principal/

director of the school.

The an-site observer summarized this involvement of the school

board:

--TherachooI-board had three-of its-members on the-alternative
school advisory committee which met at least once each

semester. Several of the school board members visited the
school to acquaint themselves with it, and one member served

as a volunteer at the school. After the first year, the

advisory board voted unan1mous4orMtammend that the Board
of Education adopt a resolution commending the principal,
teachers, and staff for their 'outstanding work in implementing
the alternative school program in philosophy, and for the

services rendered to students during the school year'. ibe

board of education passed the resolution.

Middle Level Administrators. Linkagei developed between the

project and middle-level LEA adminiatators included directors of

vocational education, psychological services, attendance, testing,

secondary schools, p nel, and community-school relations. The

director of personnel he recruit stfs!......::r the school, noting in an
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interview that the type of teacher differed from that of the regular

schools.

The nature of the relationship of these directors most often consisted 6

of authoritative support, their belief being that the school was fulfilling a need

within the school system. One director acknowledged this and then

described how other directors also shared this perception at n adminis-

trative me ting where budgetary plans were being approved for the following

school ye :
.

She mentioned that last week when the ropoed budget for the
city schools was presented, it include monies for the operation
of the alternative school, and permanent faculty positions for
the teachers. Usually, she pointed out, when a federal grant
is terminated, the school program it funded is also terminated.
Therefore,,she sees this inclusion in the budget as an acknow-
ledgement by the school system of the value and,worth of con-
tinuing the alternative school.

Secondary School Staff: Legitimacy of the Alternative School.

Students enrolled in the alternative school because they had disciplinary

or academic problems in the ttaditional school. Students completed work

similak tb what would be accomplished at the three rIgular junior and two senior

high schools in the district. The alteinative school featured smaller

classes and individualized instruction, along with counseling and career

Information classes.

Nine of eleven student interviewed in the spring of the school's

first year (1979) indicated that they had entered the alternative program

becuase they were doing poorly.within a traditional school. Excerpts

from interview protocols explain five particular student cases:

...Ed* had failed ninth grade and last fall had begun to
fall behind again at the junior high. There were "always
hassles and fights" and he was not getting along with the
other students or the teachers. The guidance counselor
recommended that he transfer to the alternative school.
He went to visit the school, "saw it, liked it, and decided
to go there...at least, it would be better .than where I was".

*All names of people and places used in text are pseUdonyms:'.

ew*
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,..Mary said that she had been expelled from the junior high,

and was out of school for a few days before coming to the

alternative school. She and her mother had heard about the
alternative school and came to inquire about it and was

accepted.

...Kenneth said he was "sick of" the junior high he was

attending and "couldn't adjust there".

...During the interview Dan sucked
slumped in his chair. He would

seconds after each question and
few words. When asked why he c

"I had no choice--it was either
He didn't have any expectations
know anything about it.

on a lollypop, while
bf silent for several
lfien answer usually in very

e to Glenwood, he replied,
training school or here".

about Glenwood and didn't

...Mark said he had been "thrown out of school for getting

into some trouble". He had not gotten a job, and he had

"hung 4round the house most of the time". He would read

the paper each day, and one day in early October he read

an article about the alternative school that would soon

open for students. It announced that the principal would

be Mrs. Dates. Mark recognized her name and picture--she
had been administrative assistant at the junior high he

had attended and had worked with him there. He called

Mrs. Dates at the school, told her he wanted to return to

school, and asked if it would be possible to get into the

alternative schooi...She told him a little about. the p aaLLe

program and said if he was StilI-interested he should come

with his mother for an interview,-: Mark-and-his-mother_ _ _ _

promptly made an appointment and as a result;,he was the

first student enrolled.

J

The perceptions of these youth about the choice to enroll in the

alternative junior high school illustrated the importance of the school

as a'viable alternative to a conventional junior or senior high school. It was

within this context that the links with the LEA, with the human service

agencies in the community, with the local CETA offices, a the

business community began to take shape during the two-year N.fe of the

program.
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Most students were referred to the school by principals and gui-

dance counselors of the home school. After acceptance, the student

records were forwarded to the alternative school. The principal t the

home school also signed an agreement of support for'and cooperation with

thesrogram and the student.
+Co.

Interviews with two principals of the junior high schools indicated

support for the school. The on-site observer noted the following conver-

sation with one principal:

She has been most supporfive of the school and spoke posi-
tively about it. She said: "lit has filled a great need in
the school system." She continues to be pleased and impressed
with the school and gives much credit to,the staff.

When asked tiow others connected with the school system felt
about the alternative school she remarked that she had "heard
nothing negative about it". In fact, she mentioned that lastweek when the proposed budget for the pity schools was pre-
sented it included monies for the operation of the alternativeschool and permanent faculty positions for the Glenwood teaehers.

This continued support of the school by the different layers of the

school di-Stact's administration resulted in fhe decision of the district

to finance the school in its third year. The project achieved acceptance

by the administration in that_they will now make a financial investment

in the school. The project always had encouragement, trust, and

support by the administration. The actual operation convinced them of

its merits and feasibility as a programmatic alternative-to meet the

needs of these youth.
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Secondary School Staff: Follow-up and Role Change in the Traditional

School. The LEA school administrators and staff expressed concern about

the educational future of these youth after their stay at the alternative

school. During the second semester of the school's second year, the

guidance counselor initiated visits with youth who returned to their home

schools. Because of other demands on her time she expressed: "I do

not know if I can keep it up."

The question of a needed follow-up on students who reenter the tra-

ditional school brought up two crucial issues concerning the role of the

alternative school in relation to the traditional schools. First, it

appeared in interviews that administrators supported the temporary shelter

for students at the alternative school, be it several months or two years.

One administrator noted:

"They cannot live in a dream world forever. They have to

return and cope in the real world...the real world will

u ' u a love and attention they got----at--tite--

alternative school."

the second issue concerned the role of teachers in the traditional

school who will come into contact with those students. The on-site

observer described the following comments by administrators to illustrate

the dilemmas their teachers experienced; dilemmas between time and

willingness to help, and between cooperation and know-how.

#1. A program should be designed to aid in the transition
back to school so there is not an abrupt separation
from Glenwood where the students have had a warm
laving atmosphere and experience a sense of belonging.
While she feels the teachers at the home school should
have an active part in the re-entry program, and
acknowledges that it "*ill be difficult" to get the
teachers to cooperate with their already busy schedules.

"This is an area that needs furthet study."
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#2. "I am sorry to say...the tatiren are happy there is an
alternative schoOl so that they don't have to deal with
those kids." He described how one student reentered and
was eXpelled for behavior problems. He said that there
were no plans made for re-entry adjustment. There is a
need, he feels, for a "half-way house"---possibly temporary
placement in a special skills olass at the home school
before the student is put back into the regular classes.

He added: "The teachers need to be supportive and pect
success. Too often a teacher remembers the stu t and
has the same negative expectations concerning him/her.
We need teacher cooperation here to aid in successful
return of our students."

He then spoke positively about the alternative school and
its program. However he lamented the need for it.
"Those students should be able to do as well right here,
and we need to find out how that can be done.

'One key certainly is teacher attitude and cooperation.
Right now that is definitely lacking here. We are
working on it, but we have a long way to go."

#3. This principal felt that students should tot return to
their junior high home school, but to the senior high after
completing ninth grade at the alternate school.

.I . 'I during the summer 1980 served a

'twofold purpose, according to the associate superintendent: (1) dissemination

of information about the project,-and (2) workshops for regular and alternative

school teachers about the content and methodp used in the alternative school

that could be adapted to the traditional school. The on-site observer reported

that these meetings also helped make teachers more aware of the "personal,

family, and financial problems that many of the youth face in this school

district."

2. LEA, CETA, Project Linkages:. A Natural Bridge. The CETA-LEA

relationships had been excellent before the project. The associate super-

intendent reported:

They need to spend money and we are able to use that money in,
legitimate ways.
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The prime_sponsor reported tha't 80 percent of the YETP funds were being

spent on in-school programs, and that the schools have become more aware

of the role they could play in programs to train and employ youth:

It is becoming more clear that CETA_can be a natural bridge

or transition between school and work and that the two can

work well together for youth.

This spirit of cooperation and vision of using CETA money to create more

in-school programs for youth characterized the CETA-LEA relationships

during the two years'of the alternative school project.

The principal/direcior of the alternative school served as the

mediator between the project and CETA. Responsibilities included filing

\.)
reports, questionnaires, surveys, etc., that were requested by CETA.

also attende occasional meetings with the CETA office and the LEA

project operat o air opinions, to answer questions, and to resolve

problems.

Two problems that arose centered on CETA paperwork and eligibility

Qt_the_target_groth cases CETA facilitated resolution:

First, record keeping and report filing took considerable

staff,time. This lessened as personnel became more familiar

with guidelines and requirements. Also', as a result of open

communication and cooperation, the local Youth Employment
Training (YET) office started to certify all youth partici-
pants enrolled in the program for eligibility. It was felt that

YET was More familiar with the procedure and in this way could

relieve the school of one aspect of record keeping and reporting.
Also, the YET was conveniently located in the same building as

the alternative school.

A second example of problem solving involved the question of

allowing students to participate although they did not need the

eligibility requirements based on family income. A compromise

was reached which allowed for 10 percent of the participants to

be above the income level. The school system agreed to provide

evaluative information to demonstrate that the inclusion of these

students would not adversely affect the objectives to be met by

the project.

3. Human Service Agencies, Project Linkages: Comprehensive Services.

Links with human service agencies in the community existed throughout the

life of the program, mainly as a means of sharing information that might
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help the school or agencies provide services tO the youth. The principal

of the alternative school outlined these functions as follows during an

interview.

(1) Department of Social Services--many of tile students and
their families qualify-for services from DSS. Some are in
foster homes, some are eligible because of income level.
These stUdents continue to be served by DSS.- DSS and the
administration at Glenwood share information that might be
appropriate and helpful for the total well-Isving of the student.
DSS, for instance is more apt to have information concerning
the home life than Glenwood. Glenwood, on the other hand, can
tell more of the day-to-day attitudes, health, behavior and
achievement.

(2) Youth Court Counselors: These counselors work very closely
with the students inyolved with the courts due to infractions of
one or more laws. They keep the.administration of Glenwood
infot4 Glenwood provides necessary information to them.
Often, for ih,stance, a stipulation of probation is attendance
at school. 1so court counselors gave a two-week mini course
on the Juvenile Justice System recently.

(3) Youth Unlimited: This is a
works with and counsels troubled
This has been a "tremendous help
and get more in-depth counseling

private non-profit group that
youth in a "Christian atmosphere".

for some of our students who need
than we can provide."

(4) City Museum: A member of the staff has given talks and
demonstrations to the social-studies classes last year 'and
this year.

(5) City PTA Council: Worked with Glenwood parents and
administr4tion in helping,establish the Glenwood PTA.

(6) City Parks and Recreation Department: Provided facility
for Glenwood students to have physical education classes. Also
provided facility and instruCtors for bread-making classes and
ceramics classes offered as electives to the Glenwood students.

(7) County Technical Institute: Has accepted students referred
by Glenwood to work toward their high school equivalency exA.
Also, a course in commercial art was taught by one of the.instructors
who volunteered his time.

(8) County Health Department: Has piovided workshops for the
students.

(9) Drug Action Counsel: Has worked closely with a group of
Glenwood students. A person from the council comes to Glenwood
once each week and meets with this group on a "comPletely
confidential basis".

,(10) A Y-teens group was formed here at Glenwood last fall
and has become a very active group at the school. The girls
have become involved in some interesting and enjoyable projects.

15 cs
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The on-site observer noted that incentives for colYaboration with

the human service agencies were reciprocal. The project could increase

services to the youth and avoid duplication of those services, while the

human iervice agencies benefitted

identified. The observer reported:

During'the project's first year, a university graduate
student served her internship at the YWCA. She wanted to
work with a group of "troubled girls". _She was able to do
this throligh contact with the alternative school and came

on a.regular basis. The YWCA has provided personnel since

then. A Y teen group was formed during the project's second
year to add community and statewide activities fdr the young
people.

by easy access to a target group already

Through this collaboration the YWCA was able to make contact with a new

target group. The project-inc.reased the aMount of services available

by allowing the YWCA access to the students.

Summary, The alternative school project was tiltcessfully implemented

foi tWo years in that it delivered services as pioposed to the target

nuMber_of_yquth. The Rositive collaboration between CETA and the LEA

operator contiihuted in part to the supportive relationship between the

project and CETA. The prime sponsor helped ease certificati .
cif

paperwork

by allowing the YET office to handle 'student forns and by red ning terms

of eligibility.

Both the LEA and CETA shared a commitment to serve the CETA'eligible

target group through in-school programs. The LEA at all staff levels

recognized that the schools were not proyiding adequate programs for these

youth and were eager to have the proposal for this special school .

funded through CETA funding.,

The spirit of serving the special needs of this target group also

explains the extensive collaboration with the other human service
4

agencies in the community. Services were available through these groups
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that could not be prov.ided by t1 16. small staff of the alternative school.

The human service agencies also bengfitted by the easY access to a

target group in one location.

The impacts on the LEA of such close collaboration were several.

First, the LEA agreed to continue the alternative school after Youthwork

proiect funding ended in June 1980. The project had kept the LEA informed

of the school program and progress throughout qs two years. When the

decision for continuing the school was made in the.spring of the second

year, the school board, administrators and superintendent all saw the

school as a viable and worthwhile venture.

The second impact of the alternative school on the .LEA was intra-

institutional. The presence of the alternative schooyiight have heightened

the level of consciousness of the teachers and principals to the fact

that this target group of 'students was not being adequately served by

the traditional schools, and that sepel_a_quateaLsentice.s_wereZnot

justifiable. Many principals and administrators agreed that 'the _youth

needed to be integrated back into the traditional school, but that the

services in those schools needed also to be changed in same way. The

project served as a catalyst in bringing the secondary school to reassess

its ability to serve these youth and to consider ways in which this

might be done.

Project 2

A non-profit career guidance agency operated project 2 for two years

in a metropolitan area with a population .between 100,000 and 500,000. The

project consisted of several components designed to impact upon the career

awareness of.low-incame youth. These components included:

1 G
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1. Youth advisory.boa0.
2. Work experience for 100 youth the first

3. Career guidance support centers in five

first year, four the second. ,

4; Classroom inftsion of career awarenese

lar high school teachers.

5. Elimination of sex-role stereotyping through training of

staff and high school teachers.

6. Junior-high school career awareness in project's second year.

7. Inservice training for project staff and high school teachers

'year, 85 the second.
high schools the

into classes of regu-

The major institutional linkages'developed and/or continued during

the two years of this exemplary project were between (1) the project,

the nqn-profit operator and the schools (LEA); (2) the project and the

operator; (3) the project, the operator, and CETA; and (4) the project,

the operator, And the public sector. 'These linkages resulted in project

implementation for the proposed target number of students. The linkages

also impaCted trpon the service delivery of the non-profit operator and the

schools.

1. LEA 0 erator Pro ect in es:
It

project hacr a iii-e-t-city -of sprinaoring-proj-ecta related-to-careerawarene_ss___

through the schools. The new project built upon those linkages and

established new ones, which in turn impacted upon inter-institutional

arrangements within the schools.

History of Linkages. The components of the new project resulted

from an expansion of activities that the non-profit operator already

offered in the schools. During the previous seven years, the "parent"

project had established linkages with the LEA central administration, the

individual school principals, and the teachers. The county schOol super-

intendent was also on the board of directors of the parent>project..

41
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The original project proposal planned to target career.awareness

sessions to the CETA eligible group. Previously, the "parent" project had

delivered such services primarily to middle class students. Concurrent With this

proposal, the county superintendent's office drafted a separate proposal

to fund a work exieriewsprogram already in existence. At the suggestion

of the local prime sponsor, the proposals from the "parent" project and

the superintendent's office were merged into one proposal and submitted to

Youthwork. The hon-profit agency would operate the total project to the

satisfation of the superintendent's office.

The operator depended upon good working relationships with the LEA

as a vital part of service delivery. The links gave the operator access/

to clients, clients being both students and teachers in the schools. One

"parent" project administrator said:

"We probably would not have secured any building space. Algo,
teachers and counselors would not have beefi as cooperative."
-She continued that tfie success of the parent project-really was,
related to the administrators and how supportive'they were, and

--their-willingness-to-take time-to-endorse id ger- behlbt the
project.

New Linkages. The exemplary.project placed career specAelist teams

into the schools towork with the target teachers and the target youth. One

project administrator stated thatthe project would not have been implemented

with,,nt contact,previously established by the parent project.

During the first year the career special st teams consisted of three

persons. Two team members at one.schobl describe hoW they made contact with

I
the targpt youth and how they established their roles within the school.
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They described.a situation where a business man

had been visiting their portable classroom behind the school doing a

presentation for them, and ran into tht football coach. They

discovered that the football coach and the businessman were
good friends.

After this experience, the football coach wan4ered into their
portable classroom one day and said that he just had not been by, hut

wanted to check in and said that he had some seniors that'
really needed some work on goals and wanted someone to work
wixh them. They then set up a series of two-day events specifically

..knforebese youth. They also did a computer run for getting
'infOftation on different colleges and universities, given certain

specifications. The coach had checked with them to see if these

youth .had followed through.

They agked the principal what would be good time for training,

rather than fixing a schedule without his input.

The career specialist teams also organizeespeakers for classes or

assemblies and arranged career carnivals or festivals.

The on-site observer deduced that the role of "expert on site" has

evolved in importance as the career specialists have become more familiar

in the schools. The on-site observer reported on the interpersonal and

_

professional competeneies of the career specialists:

These individuals are known perso
known to be valuable resources.and
tion as a sympathetic ear to the
been able to reach a certain se
class. Theylave abundant i
to use, and just being ar

) have seen it happening.

ally to the teachers and are
experts on site. They'func-
strated'teacher who has not

ent of students in his or her
s and materials for these teachers

nd the schools at different times I

I think one of the more ular resources provided by ,the

career centers has been t arranging of speakers, drawing

upon a pool already in operatio under the parent project.

Another important resource is the computer service that provides

printouts describing Occupations in detail.

Another link with the teachers was through the work experience

component,. Teachers, the career specialistyam, and the student negotiate

a work 4XPerience contract for grantIng extra credit for keeping a log,

giving a pres ation about the work experience, or some other arrangement.
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Impact of linkages:, Intra-institutionalchanges, The English

curriculum at one high school was altered,partly because of the activities

of the areer specialist team at that high school during the'project's first

year. ne team member reported:

As a result of the project's experience last year, the Enklish
teachers are,doing the tracking system again. They had been
mainstreaming all the youth. Now the whole English department
got together this year and they changed their curriculum to
provide a lower track. This stresses self-confidence, telephone

, interviewing gkills, and job applications;

The career specialist continued to describe how the English teachers came

to acknowledge thaPstudents lacked some basic skills and

that they needed to teach them. Many of the skills, such as those listed

by the team specialist were similar-to skills taught by the career team

during the projects first year in 10 of the 20 English classe
s;1-4

One frus-

tration expressed by the target teachers during, the first year was the,

impossibility of much follow-through by career team members who were trying_ro
,

ach a large number of students and tNchers. ,Durirks, the first year the_English_

curr culum change was implemented, the dropout.rate-Uom fTeshman English clgsses N

was reduced by,50 percent.

One of the high schools which housed a career team decided that they

needed to finance a career guidance specialist. The $arene'project helped

the LEA set up a new career center and the project shared thths space during

its secoad year. The "parent" project "provided money for kits and paid

a seCretary for the computer termiral and materiafcl,"

At another school, the career specialist from the projecC received multiple

career placement groups expressing a desire for entreerequests from

f/

into the chool. These requests were channeled to her by the principal.

In turn, she reque )ted a work aide from the principal.. The specialist felt

sure that.her services would be.funded by the sdhool should the federal

project end.

1i)%4
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2. Operator, Project Linkages: Intra-institutional Changes. The

non-profit operator underwent changes due in part to its involvement with th:

exemplary project. These included: 1) service delivery for the CETA

eligible; 2) administrative reorganization; and 3) growth in self-esteem.

The exemplary project Was the operator's first experience'with

service del4 targeted,primarily toward the 'disadvantaged. The on-site

observer reported these reflections,

During the project's two years the operator has made dramatic

contacts, dramatic inroads toward working with disadvantaged .

youth, using a model that had heretofore been primarily
targeted at middle class youth.

I think it has been necessary for the operator and the
project staff, who have been very middle class and whose
experience has been middle class, to learn to deal more

effectively with the disadvantaged population.

I have seen them struggle with this last year. I think they.

have come a long way from last year to this year. I think

they are far more able (1) to describe the,needs of these
youth; a5id (2) to provide more relevant services to theM.

The on-site observer described an in-service program for target ,teache'rs

entitled "Building Suécess" that reflected,this growth in understanding:

I do not believe that they ever dealt wfth the issues of

alienated youth quite as in-depth as they did in this session.

Another impact on the operator was adminidi\rative reorganization.

The project's visibility, paperwork, and size,said the top adminis-

trative staff of the project operator to experience great pressures

.
that removed them to some extent frcmj the workings a'the project

staff at the service,delivery level: The project hired a consultarkt' to

help them plan a reorganization. The plan incldded poaitiods for a business

manager and a director of research, planhing, aad analysis. Athese changes

,
would help the project handle the administrative paper:VOrk rid-Eessafy for

Ok
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federal projects, engage in more long-term planning, and handle large

grants more easily. Two directors would work on instruction and school

relations.

A third impact of the exemplary project an the operator was the

growth in self-esteem. The operator had previously achieved national

recognition by a guidance'review panel for developing an exemplary

career, awareness model. The exemplary project brought recognition,also,

in the form of many references to Washington, D.C., and the prestige

that could be associated with those linkages. References to such linkages

were made during staff development meetings. Included also in this

linkage were trips and meetings that made people.feel that they were

important and doing o,s'--1----Imthing worthwhile.

3. Operator, CETA, Project Linkages: A Be4pning. The operator

formed its first linkages with CETA through the exemplary project. Prior

to this project, the operator had failed to compete successfully with CBOs in securing

grants for federal projects. The prime sponsor explained that he con-

sidered it easier for this operator to continue links with the schools

in the exemplary project grant competition than for the CBOs to initiate those link§.

Following the creation of this new linkage, the operator experienced

further success in subsequent grant competitions with the CB0s. The operator

secured a Follow Through grant to provide work experience and academic

credit to CETA county employees. The project experienced great frustrations

becoming accustomed to the DOL guidelines, regulations, and time lines

that were not in accord with school schedules and school policies

respecting student anonymity.

16ti
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4. Operator, Public Sector, Project Linkages: A Beginning. The

project placed students inpublic sector work experience jobs. Although

the job developers had had extensive contacts previous to the DOL

project with theprivate sector, the grant specified that job placements

for youth be in the public sector. Work was 100 p cent subsidized.

They'were able to secUre placements, often creatively, such as in cosmetology

though a state-operated.company.

.The on-side observer reported that the work

experience employers showed great appreciation of the program. The

.project produced a supervisors manual to help them in working with the

disadvantaged student. Several employers commented that they would use t 40n)
...

manuel with their regular employees.

Summary. The institutional linkages that took place during the

implementation of project 2 were between the project and the non-profit

operator, the LEA, CETA, and the public sector. The linkages worked to

promote project implementation as planned in the proposal.

The projeces entry into the schools benefitted from past LEA

linkages with the operator. New linkages centered on contact between

the career specialist teams in the high schools 'and junior high schools and the

target teachers and students. The specialists sometimes became recognized experts on
#

site. They had contacts with the target group in classes or in the

4

career center, often when providing a career information service or

negotiating a work experience contract. One school decided to offer a

lower track basic skills English course, with a curriculum inCluding content similar

to that offered by the career specialist team. Another school hired a

career guidanCe specialist.

The project impacted upon service delivery of the operator; the

operator learned to tailor their career awareness sessions to the

1 i
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disadvantaged students. The large size of the project also contributed to adminis-

trative reorganization of the operator, increasing their ability to

administer budgets, paperwork, and research, 5nd keep in touch with s,,,aff

in the field.
t

The projectsalso increased their self-esteem and naticl

redOgnition as an operator.

The operator formed a new link with CETA through the project and

also received approval of anOther large follow through grant the second

year. The exemplary project opdned the door to other government grants

through CETA. The operator secured placements for the youth in the public

sector, with 100 percent government subsidizatio%

The on-site observer speculated that the incentives for the

linkages could be attributed to "community consciousness and good will",

"professionallsm" of the non-profit operator, and "fiscal incentives".

(1) All linking institutions felt some obligation to provide different

or more successful services to the CETA target group. (2) The non-profit

operator had an established its reputation for career awareness during

the past seven years. The observer reported: "They presented themselves

well. The); were skillful, 'articulate, competent people. In addition,

they presented things in writing.." (3) The.public sector accepted students,

par.tlY because the work experience component mas 100 percent subsidized

end part/y for,good wil1. The project operator sought the grant as

an attractive OppOrtunity or their organization, gilen that funding

from previous sources was e s aVailable.' It seemed as though this grant

provided,the entree to succea fully:compete, for funds for the disadvantaged.
t,

The on-site observer reflected: "I think that the operator now will compete

Eofto-
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for those funds for disadvantaged youth, but it is obvious that if they

are not successful in competing, the operator will not focus its

activities on disadvantaged youth." In essence, the observer concluded that

availability of funds would dictate the target audience for career services

Project 3

Project 3 formed a consortium between a bovd of education (an LEA)

and a community college. The consortium operated the project in a highly

populated metropolitan area for almost two years. Ninety high school stUdents

participated in work experience, and eleven college students were hired

as paraprofessionals to assist the project staff with recruitment and

processing of high school students.

The major linkages formed for project implementation were between the

lEA, the college, and CETA. Each bureaucracy had multiple and sometimes

overlapping roles in programmatic and'administrative decisions. This

resulted in extended project negotiations that caused delayed implementation,

fewerstudents served vilan originally projected, and fewer services for

the students. The programmaiic and administrative decisions centered

on (1) the peer counselors component, and (2) the work experience

component.

1. Peei Counselors: LEA, 4MA, College, Ppject. The peer coun-

selor component of the project was considered by Youthwork as a unique

feature of the project. In fact, this component embodied the major'

linkage between the community college and the LEA, as the college stUdents

would counsel high school Students involved in the work experience

component of the project. Problems of coordination and decision

making surfaced as unexpected obstacles to implementation 9f this

/Ye

component.
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1.

Coordination problems first involved training of the peer counselors.

The LEA had processed 200 student applications for work slots in

spring 1979. Since the college peer counselors had not yet been

trained, the project came to a standstill and did not place the high

school students.

A second stage of difficulties with project implementation occurred in the

late spring and early summer. The inavailability of job developers, peer counselors

and students presented the development of a summer component. Peer counselors not

selected for the project were paid from project funds for work with incoming

Freshmen. The college claimed that their work was therefore associated with the

project. Youthwork however took a different view, placed thd project on

probation for this activity, and the expended funds were subsequently returned

to the project budget. -The third stage occurred in late fall and winter of the

project's second year. Student recruiting began again in the fall and students

were placed in work experience situations even before the selection and traininkof

the peer counselors, who were not given school assignments until December. Peer

counselors had to travel to the LEA high schools and meet with students who were

not in Classes. The LEA coordinator explained the logistics of this operation

to the on-site observer:

The LEA coordinator will develop time schedules when students
can be available in the sdhools. The college staff will attempt
to develop schedules for the peer counselors to watch the
students' schedules.

This now poses a difficult p/me problem, both with respect to
finding a period when the student will be free, and in allowing
the peer counselors as much as two hours for travel for a one
hour (or one period) meeting with a student.

All this assumes that the peer counselors can meet with the
students in the absence of the school liaison person who,
presumably, will arrange for the "interfacing".

While the schedules were being coordinated; the LEA, the Lllege

17o
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and CETA had shared concerns about the role of peer counselors vis-a-vis

the students. An unanticipated number of concerns surfaced from all

fronts, resultingin a lengthy decision-making process about peer

counselor roles and eligibility. These concerns included:

...CETA wanted assurance that peer.counselors who were
acadgmically acceptable were also CETA eligible.

...A college student group wanted assurance that minorities
were included.

...The LEA, including guidance counselors, wanted assurance
that peer counselors were qualified.

The discussions led to several changes in the peer counselor role descriptions.

First, it was planned that they would counsel high school students in career

plans. Next, they would dosporadic counseling and file applications.

Finally, all parties agreed that the peer counselors, now called para-

professional aides or "paras", would help with recruitment and intake

of high school studentsat the school sites.

CETA's participation in the decision-making process went beylind vocal

advocacy of adhering to guidelines, such as the eligibility of peer counselors.

CETA also played a part in approval of budget modification, and that proceis

proved to be lengthy. After the project was placed on probation in the

summer of 1979, CETA monitored the project closely and would not advance

staff and peer counselor pay before budget modifications were approved.

Staff and peer counselors consequently had to,deal with the troublesome

problem of "no pay" for five months, receiving their checks in February

1980 when the budget modification was finally approved. The observer

reported: "Having gone several months without a reimbursement, the on-site

observer was completely sympathetic with these people about their situation."

Inter-institutional support from the college for their project staff

was not forthcoming, mainly because the college administration had under-

gone staffing changes of a new president and dean, The,exemplary project
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was apparently not high on their list of priorities for needed at-e&ition. Another

natural suppprt factor from the college that was lacking was the charac-

teristics of the college population. Most students were over 21 and

therefore not.eligible for paid participation in employment sites..

The on-site observer noted:

The proposal called for a sizeable number of college students,
aside from the peer counselors who were considered part of the
project staff, to be involved in workshop training programs.
Nine of these students were to be placed in work situations.
Several of the workshops were held but the attendance was poor
and aiothis time it was "discovered" that few, if any, of the
college students were under 21.

In mid-January of the project's second year ads part of,the
college program was deleted and no college students were placed
in employment situations. At this time the college part of the
program was reorganized, the college coordinator dismissed, and
the college-related effort :Ws focused on the in-school work cif
six to seven peer counselori: The remaining four peer counselors
worked at the college for the balance of the program.

The coordination of schedules and decision-making process involved in

role definition resulted in a more precise and perhaps operational definition

of what the peer counselors would do vis-a-vis the students, as well as a

less ambitious and responsible role.

The requirement that the institutions lorm linkages to coordinate this

project appeared after the two organizations had filed the proposal. In other

words, the plan tha the two organizations work closely together on this pro-

ject was ndt a part of either organization's proposal. But rather, the plan

was a requirement by'Youthwork imposed upon them as a condition for receiving

the grant,

2. Work Experience: LEA, CETA,'Private, and Public Sector Project.

Ninety high school students mainly worked in public sector placements after

school hours. The program had originally included plans for career awareness

workshops to be conducted by the college guidance counselor and peer counselors,

but these were never effected.. Near, the end of the program some efforts were

made in this direCtion. The-on-site observer described what happened in these

sessions,: 172
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:'Specifically, groups of students were brought tothe educational

center. In group sessiOns, the students completed a questionnaire

that involved statements (checks) about their interests,

preferences, etc. This information was fed into a computer that

returned information regardink-types of occupations that might fit

their interests, etc.

The questionnaire was completed by at least half of the students

and the print-out results were discussed with most of them. The

type of feed-back was informative but time'did not permit

discussion of the results with individual students.

The bn-site observer commented about the progiemmatic consequences of

depending on this linkage which did not occu:
fot

In general there have been no in-depth linkage& established

with the students. There have been contacts with all of the

students, but these have been brief and served no major

counselinK purpose. The students have entered employment

without fob readiness preparation and there have been few

opportunities for the staff to hold in-depth discussion with

students since that time.

There has been same follow-up with students, but this has been

indirect, 'Le., through conversations with their employers

when the latter are contacted for time sheets.

Staff contact with students centered in intake and placement activities.

The gn-site observer reported that contact with students after placement

was.limited:

Contacts with the students thereafter were limited to

brief conversations when the students cane to pick up their

paychecks. Since large,numbers of students came at the same

time snd had to be processed in a matter of an hour or two,

there was no opportunity for individual converSation.

There were some exceptions, e.g., when a student had 4

particular employment-related problem.

The project ataff did make contact with the employers about student--,

performance near the enci.of the program. The results were documented on a

form prepared for this purpose, and it is expected that this information

shOuld become part of the student's school record.
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Another instance-of contact occurred.at,the work site between the

supervisor and the student. 'The following comments by supervisors helps

00.

ascertain the nature of the relationship.

Day Care Center il. The director yvery pleased with OA
grk performances of the three stud nts. He felt that they
re interested and cektainly helpfil. They were working at

tasks that needed to be done and it was not a "make work"
)situation. The director fel -thatJthe students were a great
help to the program an he as of the firm opinion that the

4 .
program and its staff r providing assistance and experience
that were valuable to t students. They were treated as regular
employees and they participated in all the activities of the
school that were being carried out at the time of day (3-6 p.m.)
when the students were present.

The director felt that the program was,very much worthwhile,
but he felt that they could be of greatest service to students
when they are held accountable for quality work and are trained
to handle their work in a responsible manner. The students
seem to be eaglE.r participants, they are always on time and
they do their work under the supervisor of program,teachers
and staff.

The director indicated that the staff, on m'ariy occasions,
discuss with the students the work of the,day care centers,
teaching, career possibilities, etc.

Department of Health. ksupervisor reported that the staff
of the facility are interested in the four sttidents and often
discuss work-related matters with the stpdents, the importance
of continuing their education, etc.

The students work at a number of types of
for example, they act as messengers, they
serve as file clerks, assist in packaging
etc. The students have an opportunity to

jobs in the facility,
handle the telephone,
school materials,
become involved in

all the departments of the facility, such as dental, child
care, eye, immunization, working papers, etc.

Day Care Center #2. Two teachers and the director partici-
pated in the interview about two students. Jean-works well
with tfie children in 1/1 situations but has some difficulties
in adjusting to group situations. Although she came to the
program _without prior experience in this area, she apparently
brought several ideas that she felt the school should carry
out. This could not be done, according £0 one of.the teachers,
and Jean seemed to lose same of her enthusiasm.

Emily is also working out well although,according to the
director, she has more personal problems than a sixteen year
old should have to bear. The staff discuss her problems with
her and attempt to help her as much as they can.

17



The diFector indicated thit they kept some type of record of
job performance and would be willing to feed back information
of this type to the program staff. Apparently, no provisions
have been made, as of January 1980, forsuch,feedhack, although
this is obviously important to both the program and to the
student.

As indicated by the comments of the observer and the work site

supervisors, decisions about work and interaction with students were

left io the employers once the plaCements occurred. Incentives for the

linkl)etween employers and youth were largely financial. The placement&

were mostly in the public sector, at worksites much as day care centers,

that were anxious to have fully subsidized personnel. One employer

did 'mention that she felt that students, such as Emily at day care center

in, did need such a program:

She (the worksite supervisor) is concerned about the welfare of
the youth and feels that work at the school provides a support
for Emily. Obviously,'she hopes that the program can continue
and that Emily can'continue to work at the school during the

summer. As with other day care centers, city and state
guidelines prevent the employtent of youths under 18 or
without their high school diploma.

Another factor 'llat simplified the public sector placement was that 'the

certification and payroll processing were handled by a department within

the LEA that was very familiar with YETP procedures,

,Originally t e project planned to place two-thirds of the students in

'privae sector placements.., The project would reimburse the employer

for one-half of their wages. The project placed four students in private

sector slots. The on-site observer reported that the placement process

was slow, due to a slow certification procedure at CETA, to difficulty '

in locating employers to pay 50 percent of student's salary, and to

.employers being more selective than in the public sector. The final straw came

when the LEA had difficulty budgeting in funds to'reimburse the employers.

The LEA coordinator reported to the on-site observer that this became

a rather time-consuming problem:

1:7
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'The coordinator indicated that:-the funds had not yet been
made available for payment to the private sector employersand he hears.from_them often (March 1980). -He indicates
that i great deai of'his time is consumed in responding
to their inquiries and complaints. It is-not anticipated,
that additional private

sector .wrk assignments will be made.

linkages established between the LEA coordinator and another CETA funded

project made it possible for the Aigh school work experience students to be

placed in subsidized summer employment of the,CETA project. The on-site

observer reported that a phone call to the director indicated that at wai

likely that most, or all, of the students were working. The observer's

random check with Awo students,indicated this to be the case. le LEA

coordinator had facilitated the placements by submitting che student appli-

cationiprior to the end of the school year..

Summary. Project 3 depended upon the cooperation of three large

bureaucracies for implementation. The peer counselor component of the

project depended upon schedule coordination of* staff and students

within the three bureaucracies as well as input into the role definitions

of the peer counselors. The result of the lengthy negotiations was

delayed.implementation and a limited use of the peer counselors. The

failure of tha peer counselor component becomes more understandable

when viewing this component as a expostfacto feature tacked to two

proposals submitted.independently by two institutions.

Failure of the peer counselor component also affected plans for

the work experience component targeted toward high school students.

The career awareness sessions for the work experience students as originally

planned were never effected, but near the end of the program some efforts

were made in this direction. However, interview and observation data

indicate that the interactions between the work site supervisorsfand the



students served this function to some extent. It is ironic that this

linkage between the public sector employers and the students proved to

be the most successful linkage, as it did not depend upon "institttional

linking", but rather.upon one-on-one relationships. On the One hand, the

LEA did facilitate 'this xelation6hip, simply by noninterference., That ib,.

the LEA allowed students to be cpntacted through the schools, but students

worked after school and did-riot rtceive any academic credit. On the other

hand, the LEA had a separate department-that was attuned to processing

youth credentials for YETP grants, and this department serviCed the -

exemplary project in an expeditious manner. ,The private sector linkage

failed because of CETA's slow credentialing process, and because of the

LEA's problem with reimbursing the employers. In conclus1(on, one must

ask of this project whether the linkages were really necessnry.

z
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DISCUSSION; INSTITUTIONAL'LINKAGES

The three case studies of.the exemplary in-school career awareness

projects demonstrated three distinct roles of the project,operators. The

three project operators each assumed roles vis-a-vis the LEA, CftA, the'

public sector, and the other human service agencies that impacteirupon

implementation, the types of services delivered, and consequent institu-

tionalization of,the project ideas and programs.

Operator Roles'in,the Linkages. Project i was operated by an LEA

and was closely linked to multiple administrative and delivery levels of

the LEA. The ielationship of the project A the LEA, CETA, and the

human service agencies had been chara.cterized as cooperative, in that

these organizations were supportive. The operator served as an engineer

who designed plans for implementation'of a program's idea deemed Arth.1

while by CETA'and the LEA.

Project 2 was operated by a non-profit organization that had a

history of good working relationships implementing ca*er awareness projects in

LEAs.: The non-profit operator's linIcages with CETA and the public employment

sector, commenced with the in-school project and grew quickly. ,The

'relationships with these organizations resulted f the operator's

A
ability as an entrepreneur, that is, its, abliity to a apt servIces and

administration to a changing marketplacs for,career awareness

7-
activities.

An LEA and a community college collaborated together ;sir

consortium to operate project 3. Project implementation depended upon

shared decision Making by both bureaucracies. CETA alsO took an

active role-in decision making. To the extent that the three bureaucracies

176
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could agree on schedules and roles Qf peer counselors, the extent of services

decrsased and implementation was slow. All bureaucracies were ina sense gate-

keepers of theiT institutional norms and culture.

The three roles of engineer, entrepreneur, and gatekeeper each

. impacted upon (1) the project's ability to be implemented; (2) the

es of services delivered; and (3) the institutionalization of the

4013ect ideas and programs. t

1. Project Implementation. The LEA's role as engineer in project

-.,

I helped gain acC' ptance for the project from the s r . The project

idea bad beeri wit the community for several years, but without funding

until the Youthwork pr jects. The LEA designed plans for the alternative

school and provided ports at multiple levels of the schools to staff

the project, provide stud s, and maintain services. In addition, the

operator ha4history.of Ialthy working relationships with CETA. By

supplying the project with.a cess to these'eupports, impleMentation of

Lee project tckthe targeted umber stude s with services as planned
-.-

was enhanced.

The non-profit operator's le in project 2 as entrepreneur also
, :,,,

e,CETA grant foxmed a ntw link forpnhanced prCaect implementation.

this operator. The'operator's cepa ity to deal with paperwork,

fun howed a great ability to-absorlichanging regulationd and s

pressures and be ,klexibId.

ko,yleet ,the needs of a new

. deblOnStrated, a wialingness

- the -con s each bad inatitutiOna/_norma'anda culture
-

!

rolede4 alteration of former services'

clien ele--the CETA disadvantaged.
,

ttr,m et new dstands.-,

thatlmpS447:441ahoratiOn on.the project. The program operators became

---.7 _z------
:

4

- . /
-, ,-----------:,=-,;,...,....

4--1,-,_,,_

<3
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gatekeepers. It has been noted that thridea of,collaboration appearedc

expostfacto of the proposals from both institutiona. One may speculate

that the idea of collaboration was incompatible with counseling standards

of the LEA and was impractical from a practical standpoint of the age and

physical locatipn of the community college. It appears that the most

successful link of the project was between the individual students and

their work site supervisors in the public sector--in effect, a non-insti-

tutional linkage. The activities of the student's at the work sites and

their interactions with the supervisors were not planned or monitored by

the operators and did'not happen during LEA time.

2. Types of Service Delivery. Project 1 created an intensive

service, an alternative school, closely linked to the traditional public

schools. This close coordination and supervision of the school may be

partly explained by the role of,the LEA,as engineer, taking care to

design the services as part of the total system.

Project 2 offered several components. Among them were the

wOrk experience, the career awareness sessions for students, training
, .

sessions for teachers, and career centers. The entrepreneur was able

to tailor some services they had previously delivered to the new project,

as well as create new ones. The services took place in the high schoolgt

during and after class time.

Project 3 was successful in placing'students in work experlence

after school time. This did not interfere with the gatekeeping functions

1
of the operators, but in fact, worked around them. Unsuccessful components(---.

feli victim to institutional norms and the cultures of both institutions.

3. Insiitutionalization of Project Ideas and Programs. One

ofthe most importat questions relating to project linkages is: What

e"
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happens to the programs after the Youthwork.money ends?
6

Project I will continue as an alternative school funded by the

LEA operator. The exemplary in-school project provided the LEA engineer

..an opportunity to test its plan for feasibility. Success meant that it

4.1110100
decided to integrate it into its total program with financial support.

LEA administrators continued to question the principle involved

in creating separate services for the CETA-eligible target group. On the

one hand, they recognized that the needs of this group were not presently

being met by their schools. On the other hand, they.feared that

isolation from their peers who were successful in the traditional

schools could have long-range impacts on their ability to deal with the

real-world, not only in school but out of school. This recognition

of the dangers inherent in creating separate services made the project

staff at the.alternative school insist upon maintaining standards,but

through intensive individualized instruction. The central administrators

and high school administrators stressed that re-entry into the traditional

schools was necessary, even if perhaps not until high school. But they felt that

re-entry sHou happen and that the schools would have to consider

changing thei programs and what people did in the programs to better

meet the needs o roup. One might speculate that the second

impact of the project was to bking this agenda to the forefront and to

start people talking about it.

Project 2 will end with the funding. However, several impacts

, were felt ty the schools and by the operator. One school altered its

curriculum for English, instituting a lower track for.youth needing

skills similar to those offered through the project. The value of such

18,
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an impact needs to be considered seriously, as such a curriculum lessens

the opportunities for advancement of some youth, particularly if they

cannot move outside of such a track. On the other hand, this reform did

lessen the dropout rate of English students, so its merits cannot be

easily dismissed. The important factor is that the entrepreneur having

both interpersonal and professional competencies introduced new methods

and content into the curriculum that appealed to the youth aqd to teachers.

However, the innovation was not of a structural nature to change the school

day for the youth, nor.to change the classes for the year. fihe innovation

did impact upon the structure of English classea for some students.

Other program components jrcim the entrepreneur may or may not continue.

One school decided to buy the time for'a career guidance, specialist and to

start a center. Personnel at another school thought that'the principal

might be similarly inclined if project monies ran out.

It is difficult to speculate about the impact of project 3 on the

institution as significant. The work experience component, the most

successful component, was implemented with little involvement on the part

of the Schools. It appears that if the LEA and the collegereceived another

grant, _they too would hire special project staff to implement the project

.with little or no input f.dpm the on-going LEAlstaff. Hopefully, the

experiences of this project could be used in designing and implementing a

more effective project, if another grant were received.

4
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CHAPTER SIX .

JOB CREATION THROUGH YOUTH-OPERATED PROJECTS'

\
i

Introductibb

, Job creation through youth-operated projects was selected as a

program focus for Youthwork, Inc., because the area raised important

issues

sumers

in national policy toward youth. Youth

of employment/training services and are

are normally

not involved

decision-making arenas. As consumers only, youth have been

important experiencds and skills that could be gained from

the con-

in the

denied

being

actively involved from the'planning stage through the creation, imple-

mentation, and completion of the project effort% The Department of

111 .Labor and Youthwork, Inc.,'(DOL Application Guidelines--Exemplary

Program, 1978) have considered this involvement of youth the primary

distinction between exemplary programth chosen for this area and programs

supported under the other focal areas.

In its design of a pilot Youth Enterprises Development Corporation,

the Wotk Institute of America cited the "need to find ways tticreate
1
Special thanks go to Pam Dickey, Patti. De Largy, Tim Hatfield, Sharon

Levine, ana Ruth Morgenson. Extensive use of summaries provided by
them have Veen used in the preparation 'of this chapter.

,
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youtil-operated enterprises to: (1) increase opportunities, (2) provide.

outlets for youthleadership abilities, and (3) provide training in

management and entrepreneurship." Youth-operated projects were

established to give youth a chance to manage their own affairs. In

clarifying its aims, the Institute stated (1979:31):

The solution of the youth employment problem has become
synonymous with the de elopment of programs to prepare
youth for employment in institutional settings and in
activities planned and o erated by adults. In most

respects., this is as it hould be because (1) large

.
numbers of youth will be helped in this fashion, and
(2) most will eventually have to work in large insti-

, tutional settings.

But not all are best helped by "enrollment" in such
organized activities, and not all Eave to work for

large organizations. An unknown but significant number
of youth in the inner city have leadership ability and
no way in which to exercise it. It is a mistaken
assumption that all youth who live in. the inner city
and are without jobs are unpracticed in organizing,
Tersuading, identifying opportunity, and taken advan-
tage of it. Street life and a wide range of economic
activities that, if hot extralegal, are not advertised
in the Yellow Pages, have given some youth in slums
opportunities to develop these talents. They are a
base an which to build.

Youth-operated projects are en example of a federal program

1

tr;ing to capitalize on skills youth have already developed. Using

skilled community persons as advisers; youth are allowed to participate

in the an-going econorilic life of
y
the Community in a meaningful way.

The,goal of this effort is to enable increasing numbers of poor youth

t6 participate in.the labor market successfully.

PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

The Youthwork graritiprocess selected 12 projects for funding

within the youth-operated category. The sites are both ruralYand

18q
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urban and have served anywhere from 30 to 300 economically disadvantaged

youth. The total number expected to be involved in the projects is approxi-

mately 1,750 youth. Three projects are located in major cities with

populations exceeding one million people. Four are located in cities

with popuiations between 100,000 and 500,000 people. Three are in

cities not quite large enough to qualify as prime sponsors but with

populations over 50,000, and two projects are in very remote rural areas.

Each of the twelve youth-operated projects are described below:

Site 1: A student-operated planning, management, supervision,

and personnel office.

Site 2: An alternative learning center that, will provide

opportunities for careet.education through work,

experience.

Site 3: A careerrplanning and youth employment and

placement service.

Site 4: A center providing carter counseling, remedial'

instruction-in basic skills, andkiwork experience.

Site A youth-operated recycling center accompanied by

career guidance and.counseling.

Site 6: A youth-operated business ith academic credit

offered through several alternative schools.

Site 7: A'school-sponsored program offering training in

agricultural swine production, child development

and care, constructions skills, and business office

skills.

Site 8: Youth-operated businesses giving academic-credit

for wt.A young people learn.
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gite 9: A schOol-sponsored program Onting academic

crectit for competencies aéquired through

work experience.

, Site 10: A youth-operated print shop and newspaper.

Site 11: A-youth-operated business leading to academic

credit.

Site 12: A youth-operated project that provides work

experiences, counseling, academic credit for

basic skills attainment.

Of the twelve sites, four provided data for this report. ,The other

eight projects have either ceased functioning or no longer have on-site

observers as a part of their research strategy. Each project has

operated, at least in part, from local school facilities. The sites

have been in operation for.up to 21 months. Table l'presents a summary

of program characteristics for youth7operated projects.

FINDINGS

CASE STUDY #1

This project proposed to create fourteen youth-run Youth-Site corn-
,

mittees to "brOker" youth services to the community. Ninety youth were

to be hired.and were to work a makinium of 15 hours per week over a 78-week

period. An additional 60 youth were to participate,allowing for turnoVer.

A central youth committee' was to be created to oversee the work of the

14 site committees. Through this model, youth were to be encouraged

to contact whatever agency, business, or individualwho could most

effectively Assist them in the development of iddividual'projects.

.18
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TABLE 1

Characteristics of Youth-Operated.Sites

programa operator
b

population
range (in
'thousands)

where
program

is

conducted
c

_date of
program

initiation

A CBO 50-250 training
center

Feb. 1979

LEA 1000+ school Dec. 1978'

C.* CONSORTIUM 0-50 training
center

Oct. 1978

LEA, 1000+ '. trainin
center

Mar. 1979

CONSORTIUM 0-50 ' school Oct. 19/\\,.._

LEA 50-250 school

Tribe 0-50 training
cefter

CBO 100G+

\\*ONSORTIUM 50-250 school Jan. 1979

J* LEA 50-250 school Dec. 1978.

K* LEA 0-50 school Nov. 1978

LEA .250-500 school Sep. 1978

a
Programs with an a'aterisk,prcilesided data for this

4
report.

V de

LEA = local education agency
CONSORTIUM = combination of

A

; CBO = community based organization;
agencies come together to foster youth programs.

c
Training centers are located at facilities owned by these organizations.

1$7 t
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Specific Linkages and How They Worked

The internal linkages at this projeCt have been primarily among

the various service efforts,adviser's and agencies. Inter-institutianal

linkages were limited to those with the larger CETA network. The lack of

inter-institutional linkages at this project was all the mite interesting

in that the project was developed as a result of linkages among several

youth-serving agencies in the community. This group was called the

youth consortium.

The Consortium

The consortium wrote the proposal for this project. It was organized

as a response to a federal dictum that agencies'could not submit another

Title VI (CETA PSE) proposal in the same form as the previous proposal.

Ve.

The consortium was organized-to write a joint proposal. As this effort

was cOming to an end, the application guidelines for the Youthwork

programs were,published. The members of the consortium felt that the

consortium would be a good vehicle for coordinating a project such as that

outlined in the Youthwork proposal guidelines.

The original intent of the program was that the consortium would be

the program operator. However, the consortium never was the program

operator because it lacked the administrative and technical facilities

to take on such a task. A CETA employee was hired to%head the.project,

and control was shifted fram the consortium to CETA. Various'inter-

pretations_have been suggested for this shift of responsibility. One

former Youth Consortium official felt that:

...it was always assumed that CETA would administer the project
since the youth consortium was not a legally incorporated body
and none of the individual agencies had the facilities to run a
large county-wide rather than city-wide program (1/80).
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Another participant suggested th.at:

...one reason was that the director chosen for the program
happened to be a CETA employee. She pointed out that any
other agency could have suggested an employee for the director
position and thus, retain control over the project (1/80).

Tbe major linkage between the consortium and the project was through the

"advisory committee" set up by the consortium to help run the project.

This Committee elped the project director over some early rough spots

and provide echnital expertise to 1.te various individual projects by

screening'preliminary proposals of the youth. In thilL manner, the

committee could exercise veto power over the project's activities.

However, the observer suggests that on closer scrutiny:

...it seems apparent that the members of the e&mittee were''
not representatives of the youth consortium as...much as they

were representatives of their specific agencies. This was
obvious during committee meetings tahen one committee member
very clearly demonstrated in his questioning of youth who had
yritten the proposal that he had loyalties to other "competing"
sites (5/80).

The Youth Consortium ceased to Trate during the spring of 1979 for

a variety of reasons that were not connected with the exemplary project.

*

A major reason was.that CETA monitors found serious problems with the
-

Title VI project. The basic problem was that people were'not doing

what their job description called for. These kroblems soon monopolized

the monthly meetings,which led to organizations (that did not have a

Title VI project) losin-g interest in the consortium.

The demise of the consortium brought to an end any hope that the

6
project would be able to become linked with the wider community. When

the consortium folded, most agencies lost interest in the exemplary

project and instead of being activelY involved with the youth project

at their site as waslproposed, their only role was that of landlord.
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The agencies where youth were involved in a service efofirt were

11,

orioinally to provide an adviser from its own professional staff. This

person would serve as a lfnk between the service efforeand ale agency and

facilitate the sharing of services both With the host agency and other

agencies.

The motivation for the adviser was to have been his/her concern for

the welfare of youth plus an intere t in participating in an exciting,

experimental program. It was êsied that a person of some responsibility

at the agency would choose to rve as group adviser. This assumption

was unrealistic. Agency staff were simply not willing to undertake anqther

de4nding commitment.

As a result of the failure to recruit professional staff from the

agencies, all of the service efforts were headed either by'persons who

a had no formal affiliation with the host agency or else by persons of fairly

low rank in the organization. This xesulted in the planned host/exemplary

relatltonship becoming a "landlord/tenant relationship" where the host

agency-had little interaction with the youth project. A second consequence

was the diminished ability of the youth project to draw-on services from

other agencies in the community.

The adviser situation changed in later stages of the project as

the students began to choose their own advisers. This Asulted in the

further limiting of the conta between the youth since effort and the

Post agency. Supposedly, this lac or contact between the adviser and

the service agencies yas to be balanced by the new dviser's experience

in an area related to the kind of work that the you project was involved.

vs,
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mitto

in. This too did not work as anticipated. The adviser to the new

restaurant was hired supposedly because he had business and bookkeeping

experience. AS far as the observer could determine:

...his only related experience was a bookkeeping course in
high school and art experience which helped considerably in
the decoration of the new store. He had no restaurant experienct

, 7

The,Prime Sponsor

The CETA piime sponsor adopted the project after it became apparent

that the Youth Consortium could not operate it. The observer at the

project felt that CETA was given control for the following reasons:

(l)tthe ability to handle the massive amounts of paperwork; (2) the

presence of an employee who was suitable for the position of project

director; and (3) the factthat it was an agency that could request funds.

Its exercise of control over the program, however, fluctuated. The

assistant director of CETA had veto power and used it at all times. The

observer provides an example:

The assistant director visited one project, a novelty shop,
and was not pleased by either the goods or the services. He saw
the project as selling- aatgrials that were offensive to the
community and he ordered the store closed (3/80).

CETA's internal problems ,also affected the proieot. Political

47

problems inETA led at one o a demand Mincreased publicity,

accountability, and paperw rk. One member of th advisory committee

felt that the internal needs of CETA affected the project in a deeper,

more long lasting way. The roiedTId had minimal links the'blocal

educational establishment. This informant thought that one r ason for

this was what he saw as the major goal of CETA--to put as many people

to work as possible. In his opinion, the project sacrificed quality for

quantity, dealing with many youth supeAicially rather than giving
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fewer youth a more intensive educational experience. This informant

summarized his feelings as follows: "The learning process was secondary

to getting people jobs."

Synopsis' and Discussion.for Case,Study #1

The earliest linkage established at this project was the one that

eventually.led to the creation of the project itself. The youth consortium

was made up of a group of agencies that ierved youth in the.local

community. According to the on-site observer:

...The youth consortium was to provide many of the ties between
the exemplary program and other non-profit agencies in the local
community (5/80).

The consortium had not functioned since June 1979,and with its demise

cam thate the severing of most of the linkages had been oriOnAlly

established through this grouP. One reason for the demise of the youth

consortium Was its failure to become institutionalized. When individual

members changed jobs or,lost interest in the affairs of the group, the

agency thai had orignally appointed this person did not bring someone

else on board as a replacement. This, perhaps, was related to the

initial task the youth consortium was created to perform.

The consortium was originally created to apply for Title V/ (CETA)

funds. The individual agencies had been told-by the federal government

that they could not apply for these funds with *the same proposal as the \

previous year. The agencies came together and wrote a joint proposal.

The'proposal was subsequently accepted.

About the timomphat the joint.proposal was accepted, the announcement
0

for the Youthwork Exemplary Demonsiration Project had become public

and members of the consortium
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saw this as an opportunitY to bring more money into.their agencies to

serve needy youth. The exemplary project stressed linkage and c ordinati n'

/
among the various groups,and the youth consortium proved 'to be an ideal

vehicle through which to submit a grant application. Once the grant

was-Pccepted, it becathe immediately apparent that the consortium did

not have the administrative means or know-how to run the' program. It

was subsequently decided that the prime sponsor would act as operator and

that each of the local.agenciewwould have s awn project to conduct

under the auspices of the CETA-operated project.

The other major linkage between the t:roject and the host agency

invo;ved the selection of an adviser for each group. Theoretically, the

adviser was to be a professional staff person of the agency and was to
2

act as adviser because of his.or her active interest,in having youtb involved

in community affairs. However, the idea nevet became reality. Many of

the advisers turned out to be college students or ather people in the

community who had little or no relationship to the organization which

was supposed 4o be sponsoring the project. pe failure to link with

the proposed apOsoring agency through the adviser position posed

problems for_ithe various youth

was requiredoe the inexperience advisers to create relationship

service efforts. The extra effort-that

with other agencies took bath time and energy away,fram the primary

task of developing a,youth-operated business.

1

,4ncentive for Linkage

The-incentives evolved over time. In the proposal, profesbional

people and experts were expected to become involved as advisers because,
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of the experimental nature of the program and because of their interest

in seeing youth involved. This did not work. Subsequently, monetary

incentives had,to be devised to attract a cd visers. Because of the low

wage eventually offered, the persons attracted were not what the

original proposal had envisioned. Further complications arose when cell-
.

tain landlords insisted upon greater incentives to allow the youth to

rent their property.

There has been very little organized private:sector involvement at

this project. In gpring 1980:the project had attempted to link with r
the local Private Industry Councll (pm to garner more private sector'

participation and expertise The results of this effort have yet to

.become visible.

-Decision-Making Authority

Decision-making authority at this project has been vested in the

project director and her employer, the CETA prime sponsor. In the beginning,

the youth consortium acted as an advisory board and helpd the project

director to work dIrough many of the problems associated with implementation

1:

of the p ject. When the youtA c nsortium disbanded,much of the shared
--,

1
.

,

decfsion aking that had previo sly occurred ceased.

CASE STUDY #2
(

The goal of this project was to establNh a solar energy cooperative

with youth learning all-of the skills related to solar technology and
.

providing the skilled ldorli
i

or the cooperative. A non-profit organization

with a strong b14kground in-solar energy was to act as sponsor for the
t

project. As makingtheTProject achieved its goal of becoming a profit-/

1 1.4
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business,-Tt would spin.off from its non-profit sponsor and incorporate

into a separate enelty. The 'project is adult operated but has youth

who are trained in the various jobs that the business requires.

Academic credit for the experience was not a primary concern.

Specific Linkages and How They Worked

This project was developed.out of a relationship between two non-

profit organizations interested in supporting the dellelopment of higher'

technology in energy fields. A Washington-based group was instrumental

in writing the initial prosal and in selecting theloarent group to
A

organize the project. Once underway, the Washington group has had only

peripheral contact with the on-going4roject.

The project director was*hired by the)parent organization in June

1979. InitW communications between the parent organization staff and

the new director were strained. The second on-site observer noted that
4

the first observer (a member of parent organization taff) saw the

direttor as "not communicatinewell with the parent organization staff."

The new abserver felt that this feeling was related toliow the Project

had been presented to the parent organizatlon staff in the beginning

and to the inexperience of the parent organization staff with business
A

and educational jargon. For examiale, they weFe not familiar with product

contracts which,were to be the new direcrWs primary mode of task

completion.?

. In spite of the initial reaction by paren ization staff, the

current observer, describeS*-the new director as hdving "done a.

fantastic job,getting refunding and perhaps even starting a new school

which will be related to the project." The observer goes on to note
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that the director seems to hip.re good relations with most.p ople .a.nd tha(

she. (the observer) has'no problem communicating with the dire

on the work of the new director and the project there is talk of

Based

replicating*this project nationwide.

The parent organization and staff were of little help to the new
0

project dector. When the,director asked for feedbagic on spedific

proposals, he received little help from the parent group. According to

the observer, the director's attitude about it was.that he was hired to

do a job and he would do it with or without their help.

One point where the parent organization was valuable was aftAr the,

students joined t e program eill6"em1er 1979). The parent organization

became involved when its technicians helped students as instructors for

101 on-the-job training. The role of the parent organization was brief

since a special JT instruCtor was hired soon afterward.

By March 198 , he board of dire9tors of the parent organization

had decided to let the projict spin off from the parent group. This

wasnot a major shift since the parent organization had had little

interaction with the project since its inceptiorL., As the observer

noted in a recent protocol:

...The linkage betweea the parent organiption And the project

has been severed almost completel4p. The break will be complete

when the project moves to new quarters soon (3/80).

4

Further examples of the nature of the split illustrate the overt reason

for the decision. The observer notes:

...On March 3lst the iirector of the Parent organization told
me that he did not want his group to be Connected with the

\

A project in any publicity. I (thlobserver) was astonished

(3/80). 1
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Subsequent investigation by the observer discovered that one ofthe'

reasons' for this decision was td protect the non-Brofit s4tus of the

parent organization. Since theiprojecx had been envisioned as.profit-

.

making from the beginning, ie was natural fo;,the proiec: to become

independent of the non-profit organization. The project director provided

a concise description of the decision to split and its effect on the

1 kage between the two groups.. The director of the project explained:

...This would probably happen to any project which
I became self-sustaining in a profit-making form (4/80).

The observer noted that, according tp the died'Etor,

...Thete had not been much of a linkaie anyway because the
decision making had been all his from the beginniu. He
simply -save a report of what had been done either to the

fr. board of the project or to the direceor_of.the parent
organizatiog (4/80).

/-
The project moved to new quarters on June 1, 1980,and officially

t. ended the linkage between the project and the parent group. The new

quarters are more spacious and include classrooms, wofkshops, and

offices. This move,cilincides 1.7.t.h the refunding grant from 1.1shington;

which will make the project independent of the parent organization.

Foremost among the other linkagest for tttproject was the local

vocational high school.. This linkage began in the spring of 1979 when

the former director of the parent organization went k

tell the principal of the high school about the new project. The

principal seemed agreeable and euwediately included the project on the

school's schedule for the folowing fall. The principal was very

disappointed when the.project was not ready to begip when hfs school,

began M., After the failu of the project to begin an time?, he ls,no
I

no longer very cooperative. The project has used a classroom J.11 his

. 1 9

C.
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school %and made contracts with the drafting, carpentry, and marketing

instructors to teach students'in the project after school. The incentive

I/

isltor the instructors to become invoiVed waspthat they have been paid over

and above tiv4r high school alaries.

The obserVer at this rject described the linka:ge with the vocational
4

high school as "not great--but okay". The project, as a result of the

condition of the linkage, is looking intarting its own 'school next

year. A person-hae been hired to do the feasibility study for the school,

which matt be'-able to give academit-cTedit for the training. A meeting
A

a

was to be,held With the city zioning.au9prity if a school

could be located near the new headquarters ( The observer cites this .

l
,as another example of the project director's ability "to get things done

II

.

4

There ha4s been one example linking project activity directly to
-

what hapens in thr vocational high school. One student's English teacher.
A

A

said that she would give the student extra credit in her course, for work

he does for the project. No other teacher has done this. A a rule,

1P\students do not get academic credit for their project training,although

they do considerable readihg and some wiiting as a result of the project.

An alternative high school (different from the vocational high

school) gives credit for Tk dane by their students a ject.

There are only two students from this gchddi working t the project.

The observer, in describing alis linkage suggest-4:

...The linkage at Alternative High School should have been ,

built up. I guess it was notbuilt because of the lacic of time on

the part of the instructors and the director. A/so, the fact
that the school is brand new this year may have had an effect

(4/80).

At the end of the school year (May 1980), the linkage.with the

vocational high school was terminate-6. The feeling by 'the.observer was

rep.
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N4:

that the project "may not have made much of an impression on the principal,

but there was interest in the project from students and at least5fwo

instructors."

The Prime Sponsor

Linkage with the CETA prime sponsor has been virtually nonexistent.

This was to be expected given the nature of the funding for this project

(bypissing the prime sTsor). The project has followed CETA guidelines

for in2o9 level but that is about all. The prime sponsor has planned

to study this project to see.if it could be replicated.

Other Linkages

By the first of July 1980, the project will have ken incorporated

with its own board of directors. This advisory board is a goid linkage

to the private sector both in the surrounding community and nationally.

The board vas appointed by the project director and includes represeneatives

,from Youthwork, the Washingtón-ba ed non-profit group which was instru-

mental in proposing the project in the beginning, the State Housing

Authorityl a contractor, and several representatives from other interest

groups. The positions that these people hold are seen as valuable assets',

to the project and will be instrumental in the,efforts to secure

contracts and become a successful profit-making business. Several

members of the board have already Included the project in proposals for

4-

funding and other members have helped to pulicize the project's work.

All other linkages of the project have been made through formal

contracts with individuals or organizations to produce specific

products. An example of this is a contract with a-doCumentary

maker who h taught piudents how to make photos and process black and white

1 &
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pictures as well as make movies. Two other examples include che following: 1) an

artist was commissioned to design a logo for the project and then taught the

students how to silkscreen the logo on tee-shirts;, and 2) a contract for

publicity that has already produced c4lls for energy audfts on sitolle-,

family dwellings. This gave students more an-the-job trainiiig and may

yet develop into additional contracts for the buginass.

A critical aspect of this project, frampthe observer's perspective,

was the granting of product contracts The observer felt that these cfn-

tracts, which spey, out duties, responsibilities, and areas of decision

making, went a long ways toward solving many potential problems-in getting

0

the work done. In the observer's opilion, the successful development of

thiSe linkages depended upon clear definition of the tasks au ined by

the contracts and tfie professidkal attitudes of'all involved. More

discussion o4 this aspect Of the project is presented at the beginning

of the next section.

Synopsis and Discussion fiir Case #2

Almost al14TZ;ea through this project seem to be initiated thrOugh

or by the project director. His method of creating these lInks was
;

thibugh a system of fOrmal contracts for specified products. This method

of operation was also instlruted as a way to gauge stUdent performance.

,)

However, this method imslediately created problems for the

project with the,parent orgar4zation. The on-site observer char cterized

the
\
parent Organization's modus operandi:

...In the past, the parent organization has functioned on an"

Anformal, casual manner (leadingttperhaps to disorganization").

When the project director appeared with contracts which had to

be signed before anyone could give technl.cal assistance, the'

staff of the parent organization was" incensed. They did not

see-the need for_anything pf this sort (1/80).

I.
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This method of operatil reflects the project diiector's backgroupti

as a colltractor and systems analyst. His experience had taught him that,

"When what was expected of a person and what his renumeration would be

for that task were spelled out, confusion did not result" (1/80).

The relationship between the parent organization and the Youthwork

project has been cool.almost from the beginning. One of the persons

involved in\the initial development of the project placed the blame on

the way the project had been presented to the organization at the first

meeting. There is no data confirming this report or providing more

specificity as to the initial incident. By the firh*of the year (Janury

1980) relations were less than cooperative.

Another major linkage for the project has been with the local vocational

technical high school. had initially made contact with the

school in the spring of 1979. At this time, the project had expected

to be operational by September and had hoped to include both students

and siaff of the school in the project. Initially, the principal of the

school had shown enthusiasm for the project and was encouraging as to

the possibality of a major linkage with the school. A major stumblihg

block occUrredhen the project was not ready to begin in September.

When it took longer and longer to get started, enthusiasm for the project

dwindled. The principal of the high school was moved to suggest that

it (the project) was only a passing fad. When thedon-site observer

was introduced to the'principal, his first comment was '14bat are you

watc ...a snail?"

The vocational high school has remained linked to..the project thr9ugh

use of some school staff to teach classes for project youth and through
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the use,of some classroom facilities at the school. As a result of the

late start by the project (November 1979), a full scale link-up with

the school y#s impbssible. Because of the failure of this 114 to

A develop more fully, the project is now looking into the possibility of

,opening its own-school. Tkis proposal is in the early stages and as yet,

'no decision has been made.

Several other linkages have been initiated to help promote the project.

An Outward Bound type program has been developed to provide some services
4

for the project youth. The state housing authority has been asked to

certify the proleCt to do certain kinds of work an housing problems.

The project hopes in these ways to improve law-income housing and to

.also provide educati9a1 resources for state officials to draw upon when

making future decisions.

The linkage to the prime sponsor has been verycloose and had dealt

primarily with eligibility issues. The prime has ultimate'decision-making

authority in this area and the project staff's role has been to do the

necessary paper work. The prime had no role in the substantive operation

of the project.

A local neighborhood organization has also been contacted which may

offer support through the project to poor people to help make improvements

on their homes. Members of the organization will have work done ori their

homes first. In this way, the project has hoped to build some community

credibility and to reciprocate for the'help the organization is giving

to the project. The goal of the project

Incentives for Linkage

There were few incentives for the parent organization to become'

involved in the new projec't.
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(to become independent) and the very different style of operating by the

project director seem to,preclude close relations with the parent

organization. There was litti incentive foC the prime sponsor to

become involved-since the method used to fund this project bypassed

the prime sponsor.

With the other linkages, different factors provided incentivesfor

jto utilize the expertise developed at the project to further

coogeration. For example, the state housing authority saw an opportunity

some of its own goals. A ranking member of the housing authority has

also been chosen to serve on the board of direttors of the project. This

was a major link for the future. The local neighborhood organization

has received special housing services in return for their support of

the project. The project has gaind4p.valuable on-the-job training

experience as a result of the work provided by the organization.

CASE STUDY #3

This project created a personnel office run by secondary school

students to receive real-work, jobs-for-pay requests for in-school tasks.

The four program components were (1) a graphic arts media production

studio that would, produce recruiting materials and training aids and

disseminate them, \2) a student food service that would plan and

operate an alternative lunch program, (3) a consumer action service to

assist consumers, and (4) a maintenance and repair service for school

repair tasks. Students who met inlome guidelines, handicapped and

special problem students, and other disadvantaged students were eligible

to participate in the program,but only income-eligible students were

trained on the in-school jobs and helped on the basic skills by a

specially trained project staff.

2
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Specific Linkages and How They Worked

The project has operated from a base within a metropolitan,school

district. -It has operated-as a semi-autonomous alternative school

drawing students from other schools for half-day or full-day semesters.

The project was one of.the original 48 funded b'y Youthwork in

the fall of 1978 and has been in continuous operation since then, except for

the summer of 1979.

Public and Private Sector Linkages

The most importafit aspect of the process of establishing linkages

at this project, according to the obsetver, has been the prOject-

director's approach to representatives of business, government, and,

industry. This approach is illustrated from a talk by the project

director to some potential linkers.

...First and foremost, we are very appreciative that you are-

willing to consider helping out a student by adding a very
important educational experience to her/his high school

program. We think that the student will be able to make

a contribution to your organization as well, but we very

strongly feel that you people should get a lot of, credit

for your willingness to participate in the educational

process. We are going to be very available to you for

consultation, and we are going to make it easy for you to

assume this additional responsibility by making the paper

work easy and as hassle free as possible (1/80). 711:,

In the opinion of the observer, the extensive network of linkages .

to various businesses, agencies, and cultural organizations have Come

about largely as a result of the energy and persistence of the project

director and her staff members. An abbreviated list of associated-

groups is provided below. 1
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Public Interest Research,Group House of Representatives.

Art Gallery telethone Company

.9 Children's Theatre .ThesUrban Leagbe
.

. r

Upward Sound Better Business:Bureau

Mayorfs Office Chamber of Commerce

Museum of Aits Law"Firms ,

Public relations for the projectiles alWays been viewed as 1..dportant

by the director of the projeci. Building linkages required that the
.

project become known to potential'Iinkers. According to the observers,

money did not serve as an incentive in the process. The appeal to civic

,peide seemed to be enough to encourage sponsors to iolunteei:

%.-._Money was an issue in thpat,fewer of,tAe linkages could have been

'built without the availabil±ty of CETA funds to payeligitile students

for their work 'time.. In this prpgram, there was a mix.of CETA-eligible

and non,..eligible stu4ents,.' The internship sites, as a rule, were not

,doncetned abopt paying-the interns for their work. The mix of CETA-

eligible and.non-eligible stucients diminished this,as an issue for

sponsorg. .:Furthermore, -the city in which the project is

located considers itself very civic mindedand the opportunity to

participate in on-going educational programs-has important.public

. relations value in and of itself for many businesses,,whether or not

-there was Money coneing in t'ci support the process.
,

The prqcess-for.creating the linkages between the project and

'government and bueiness oups has been quitespecific akthis pioject. .It

is outlined below, as provided by the p9jectdireétoi.'.

-1) The director makes a telephone call to the potential

internship site.

u



2) Spectfic preparation is made with the student prior to
,

the inifial meeting at-the yernship site. The students

goals for Wbrking at the site are discussed,and the

interview situation is then role played" with the student.

3) The dictor attends-the first meeting with the potential

internship supervisor and the student and specffically

asks the student infront of potential supervisor what .

'the'student's goals are. This provides a basis for th6

supervisor lo respond quite direttly abo2t whether or not

this internship.site can in,fact+ovide the kind of

experience that the student is seekiing.

4). In the present program, the director has trained all of

the coOrdinatoritto do this work. Their own students

have a Much higher commitment to their owil program
-

coordinator than they do to the project directOr, even

though the director has more power than the coordi tors.

Personal loyalty Issues of the students tp their own'

coordinators are impbrtant considerations (5/80).

The phrase "enlightened self-interest" seems appropriate as a

description of the linkages at this project. It was in the best

interests of the project-to establish as wide a variety of contacts as
?

possible in the community to provide a'choice of internships for t eir

students. 'These internships were then matched up with the students'

personal interests and capabilities. It was also in the best interest

ofAe government and business community to provide opportunities for

3fouth in keeping with their strong service ethic. i
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, There was no cabx.d.lhation, (as such, of these linkages among tie

various agencies and no attempt to tap the agencies .for other resources,

.either money or manpower. Such an effort might have had positive

implications for the projebt as a whole. This would have occurred

through combining resources and ideas to combat the basic survival

issues with which the project has been.confronted. In the longer term,

a linking of the various agencies and their resources may have helped

develop strong ties to facilitate the growth and development of the

young interns and the project.

The Prime Sponsor
. -

The primary linkage of the project was with the local prime sponsor.

The other linkages served as job spots for the students,but the prime

sponsor h s held a life-an)i-deat struggle with the project from the

very beginning. The linking of t e project to other groups,according

to the on-site observer, se ite dualistic. .

...If you are not for me, you are against me. Either there
1Sas strong energetic, colimmitted support in all kinds of ways,
or else there was nothing much.happening at all (5/AP).

Even though it was the primary linkage fOr-the project, the link

with the prime sponsor was weak in terms of support and encouragement

for the project. The prime had the most potential power and resOurces

to nurture, extend, and continue the project after the initial period

of It seemed to the observer that the prime sponsor

"viex4ed.the program'as something to be tolerated as a nuisance which

would eventually go away." The central focus of the conflict between

the project and the prime sponsor was over the budget of the project.

k
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Severalirissues are indicative of the.project's relationship with

the prime sponsor. The first and most longstanding of these issues was

the fact that the project director had no status within the school

system and thus no power base from which to operate. The director was neitkier

1

Iaculty nor administration and w ,by the bureaucracy "as a kind of

little old lady in tennis shoes" (her own description).

//
The director had written the proposal for the project but the

person in charge of CETA Programi in the school system (the liaison)

had assumed all along that he was going to be in charge of the budge

for the project. The prime sponsor for the city formed a united front

with the liaison person Against the director on all nsues, This led

t to a feeling of "them againat us". The otierver described the relation-
%

ship between the prime and the director:.

...The words that were used to describe their trying to

get control of ehe budget were-usually something jike "your

program is part of a more compreheneive system of programs

and the best aspects of your program should be incorporated

into this system. To be able to do this, we need to have a

good idea of what is going an in the budget, and to do that we

need to control it." All that sounds.very reasonable but my
(observer) view of this.was that it was simply an effort to

control and that as long as the.director was not "under

control" she could not be trusted or counted upon (2/80).

The lack of a working relationstiip wiih the prime sponsor hindered
4

the project in at leagt two ways:

'.e

1) Constant haggling about the budget,,

2) An endless stream of changed meetings, "cancelled meetings,

postponed meetings, and a basic unpredictability about

scheduled commitments on the part of the prime sponsor.
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The prime sponsor deicribed his differences with the project director as

,'Lically philosophical. The observer agteed with that exPlanation but

went on to note:

do believe that-A.; is an accurate assessment, but I also
believe that the "forgotten" meetings and battles over the
budget did not follow-automatically from having philsophical

- differences (5/80):'

k The general effect on the project pf the problems with the prime

sponsor has been Olat the project director and pro ect staff have found

themselves isolated throughout the projedes tenure.

.:.Their thoughtful and efiective work with adolescents was
done in spite of, rather thanwith the help and support of,
the prime sponsor, who supposedly was in business to help
.the project (5/80). ,

The observerapggested that the stance of the prime sponsor wism
_

one of bidingjts time while the project ran itself through to the

conclusion of its funding. they felt it was a hassle to deal with the

director, but they knew they.certainly would not have to deal with her forever.

Supportive Linkages

The other half of the duality, the positive links, were most typified

the project director's long-term relationship with a local university.

In particular, two staff members at the university were very supportive

of the directo;'s efforts. One of the two had done the first year's third-

party evaluation for the project.
a

These linkages were in existence prior to the beginning of the

project. The relationships have-remained constant throughout the project

and have proven to be a source of strength and ideas for the project

director. ,Two other examples on how these relationships have helped

the project are: (1) one ofthe university staff lent her support in

creating opportunities for the students to te on responsibilities in

,highly .irisfble and responsible settings, and (2) other staff members
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have conducted portions of the research ot found qualified persons'to
V.

clothe researcj1,,

The project director is highly respected by the university and state

government offticials. These4persons hAe supported the implementation

of the project and have lessened the eroding impact of the prime's

opposition. Even with this support, it ikhard to imagine that the

continued opposition by the prime would not have some deleterious effect

'on the projtet. 'Yv

Synopsis and.Discus2ion for Case Study #3

This prdiject was located in a large metropolitan school thystem.

, The'major linkage for the project was with the local prime sponsor.

The prime sponsor has shown resistance to this project from the beginning.

The disagreement has reflected the different perspectives which have been

held by the pri* and the p"bject operator.

, The pri94s propos'id to integrate the Exemplary program with

other CETA youth kograms under its.jurisdiction. The project operator has

felt that if this were to occur the project would lose many of its

innovative features,which she has worked hard to create. The struggle
. a

,0Ea.,control:of the project has gone on from the bdginning. It appears at present

that the project operator may win the battle,that is, keeping control of

%the project, but lose the war. The prime will not fund the program after

the demonstration funds are expended.

The 13ttle oyer the project has taken a tremendous toll on the

4=.

emotions of the project director. The on-site observer reports pat

the director "had been very excited about all of the good innovative

A things going on in the project. That excitement had carried through a

lot of the resistance from the CETA people in the first year. This

,



year it feels more like a battle to her" (/80). Although these circumstances

have obvious implications for the long-term sprvival ot the project,

the service and training for the youth did not seem to,suffer as a

result of the confrontation.

A last note might'be made regarding the relationship between the prime and

the project operator. The onesite observer attended several of the regularly

scheduled meetings between the prime and the project operator. After

one particularly perplexing meeti4g, the observer notes:

...My sense from thie-Qeeting was that it was kind of
necessary annoying obligation fol all three of the people
involved (prime, project operator, and school-CETA liaison
person). In no real sense was it a cooperative effort for
them (1/80).

There have been several m nor-and loosely held links between the

project and the private sector. The linkages primarily involved eitIrr

field trips to various businesses where the youth weretxposed to certain

activities or Internship's for youth to work one-on-one with people in

certain jobs. An example of Ale fotmer linkage was when a company's

personnel department gave the youth a closeup fook at 'the job application'

1and hiring process by having the youth go through the,process of

applying for a full-time,job. A few of the youth carefully completed

-

resumnas.and applications for specific positions and went through thea.

entire screening procedure for that position. People from the company

then selected,only one persifffor the mock job and,rhen conducted a
(A-

seminar for the youth illustrating the kinds of-things that led them

o choose that one particular student over all of the other applicants.

One of the teachers in the project is quoted by the observer as having

said:

...The students in the class'are taking this very seriously
and are looking forward to learning about what it is really
like to get a job in-the real world (2/80).
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,t

Intentives for Linkages

*IA

The ince/ntives for the linkage to this project seem to have been in

the form of community re$pon$ibility. The project diripctor is a long-
.

time community organizer and has found that appeals to civic pride and

responsibility generally bring good responses from local businesses:

The experience of this project, both in the private and public sector, has

lent support to her argument. The project has maintained internship

slots at a number of oiganizationp and is well represented in the

local community.

Decisi Making

Decisiion-making authority has been shared with the prime on some

matters. For example, when the project operator wanted to i.fe certain
A

unspent funds to start new Programs, the prime spon74's input and

approvalyas needed. There have been several other instances where

the parties have cooperatebi4out of.nece sity. grhile the prePonderance

of the interaction was negative, in this one sphere at least (assuming

that shared dedison-making is positive), the project and the prime'have

cultivated a-somewhat positive relationship.

CASE STUDY #4

This prOject-was designed to: (1) provide training and employment

for marginally emplo);able youth; (2) stress basic learning skills for

those who have revealed a need for special help; (3) invoiVe Youtil. in

planning, operation, and evaluation of the p oject; (4) becamp a self-

supporting and an-going project at the end of the icoject funding; (5)

eseablish linkages tiith agencies with similar goals that may

provide services and resources for the youth in the project;, 124:1 (6)

provide youth with an opportunity to enhance their employment chances

21')
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A

through training and future contacts establish while in the project.

ific Linka ow The Worked
4

The ide for the pro.] t developed out of a needs'assessment con-
\

ducted,bY the county community eduChtion office and the state college.

our com

local hig

place t

were sinpointed as areas that needed the most concentration.

4I^
seemed the mast logical institution in which to

and there 4already a linkage between both the
)

community education office amd-the county board of education.4

418,

-The Prime Sponeor

%
There was a prior linkage between the School and the Department 41f

'Labor (DOL) as the school had some YEPT students. But the exempl ry

'progfam itself promoted a solid linta betw n the project and local

CETA officials.

There has been little progress as far as developing assistance,

services, or resources from other,CETA programs.' Mostly, the linkage hgs been

informational in nature, INA' has beenchelpful because other sinsti-'.

tutional contacts are made through these: informal linkages. A close

relationship has developed with the Employment Service Office. 'This agency4

conducts all CETA certification for the projett including income

certifications and Obtaining any information needed fiom the welfare

office.

Th

l_A

e had been a concerted effort on the part of the program director.

to devel a/linkage witti.the Office of Economic_Opportunity for the

purpose of obtaining information, services: and additional CEIA slots.

However, the director of OEO'felt they were in direct competition with'

the project and a linkage was not established.



Is

U.S. Department of Agriculture

A

Once the project began the-v re was a rapid succession of inter-

institutional linkages. The Department of Agriculture was helpful

in terms of giving ,information and services to both the project staff
,

and Articipants. USDA was instrumental in securing funds to provide'

food for one of the project components. There has bCen considerable

linkage with the county extension agent who helped in,settEng up

various plans for one of the businesses. The agent has been supportive

of the program and helped establish linkages with the soils people and

county health d artment for the project.' The soils people tested,

designed,and lai out the phYsical plant and consulted on the location

and Placement of the wells. The .coun)ty health/department certified the

physical plant and al.so assisted the project in preparing' inoculations

certificates, birth certificates, and health examinations for

the clienK.

Generally, the inter-institutiopal linkages have not only provided

information, but also have shared 7ccjces, regources, and assistance.

Since all the agencies share a common goal.(service), these linkages

appear to be expanding and strength'ening over time;

Reciprocal Relations with a CBO

This sharing of common goals seems to be the driving incentive for

interagency cooperation as well as the sharing of services between

agencies. One recent and important example is that the project is now

providing service for an autistic child Who was ready to Se mainstreamed

-into the schools. The Comprehensive Psycho-Educational Service, which

has provided assistance.for the project, has asked the project to place

this child in their project. The Parents of the child cannot afford to

. ,
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pay so the project is making arrangements with the Departmenc-ri Human

Resources to help these parerits. The.project will -receive payment

in-kind as opposed to straight cash. This situatienot only helped

the child, parents, and the other agencies involved, blit it allowed th

students to be introduced to a situation they never knew existed. In

situatiOn4 like these, where servik, decision making, and authority

are shared, the program arld students themselves receive positive and

enlightening benefits.

The participants of the program appear to be the major benefactors)

of:the successful inter-institutional linkages. Some of the iTenefits that

students received from thdae linkages are financial assistance, academic

and work experience, contact with ftiture workers and employers, 11(1

exposure to job fields they did not know about.

PublIc and Private Sector Linkages

litere has been little private se tor linkage owing to a lack of

awareness of/the project by this sector. In the beginnlng of the project,

there were some problems with codmunity acceptanóe of certain components.

Prior,racial problems impaired support of one*unit. Misunderstanding

and political barriers hindered the support of another. These differences

have been resolved mostly due to the expanding linkage with the local

community education office. During the summer, the students participated

in àConinunity education office prcect.This exposure "broke the ice" with

the communitx and commitment toward the goal of gaining community and

private sector involvement has begun to,show promise. Several experts

have provided advice and,support,for another operation and expressed an

interest in the possibility of hiring futUre project graduates. Contact

has also been made with several construction companies who are interested
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in hiring future graduates. Some local businesses have expressed a

need lor computer programmers and the school ier-considering adopting
s

this,pogram into their. curriculum.

A pattern of enlightened self-interest seems to have brought

about linkers in both tlie private and public sector. These linkages

should be expanded'and strengeened in the near future.

Synopsis and Discussion for'Case Study #4

A key concept for this project has been "common goals". In its attempt

to create linkages to other insTsptions, it has tried to contact agencies

that are in the business of providing resources for education and employ-

-
ment programs. .A few examples of the institutions with which the

project has had linkages include Family and Children's Serlices, Employment

SerVice Office,_and the United States Department of Agriculture.
4

The linkages, as a rule, have been to provide specific services to

the project. The United States Department of Agriculture has provided

food for breakfast and lunch at one of the project components and has

also provided some technical assistance on agriculture-related matters.

Such groups as construction companies andsservice centers have provided

instruction in'particular skill areas.

The project has not referred any students to local social service

agencies or mental health counselors. Most problem stddents are sent

to the school guidance counselor: There seems to be a genuine reluctance

on the part of the.s.tudents to consult with the guidance counselor. Many

students feel (according to the observer) that the guidance counselor

does not really 'help with their problems. A linkage with another insti-
,

tution, perhiaps social services, would seem in order.
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The linkage to the local Department of Labor office was loose and

was based on the department's function
of finding employment for those

seeking it. The staff at the local office gives technical assistance

to the project. A local'official described the exemplary project as:

...a good one because it provides work experlence and r
training for the students and it makes it easier to place
them in jobs. Employers like their prospective employees
to have prior training and 'experience and to have the
exposure to basic working skills such as being familiar with
working protocol, rules, regulations, etc. Employees that

s 'have had prior training, experience and knowledge of working
rules save the employer (both) Oime and money (3/80)..

A

This official also made suggestions on what kinds of skills would be most

marketable in the near future for the project area. These were: (1) small

engine repair; (2) tractor repair; (3) secretarial/clerical; (4) business

skills and; (5) technological skills (data processing). The project may

adopt some of these occupations into its training component to meet the

upcoming need as projected by the Department of Labor official.

Another linkage the site has developed has been the result of

attempt's 'to give the students some exposure to jobs they might otherwise

have not known existed. The students have taken approximately two.field

trips a quarter to actual work sites in their fields of interest. The .

purpose of the trips, according to the project director, was to "acquaint.

the participantsIsith actual work sites, let them observe the site in

several work stages, and to provide them with an opportunity to talk

with employees and employers about their specific skill areas, availability

of jobs: and income opportunities." This was the only career exposure

the youth received since no job seeking skills class was offered

at the school. Limited job placement and career informatiori were

available from thejuidance counseling office.
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Incentives for Linkage

The incentives for the linkage seem to have came from the sharing

of mutgal interests ietween the project and the institutions. There was

little, if any, incentive from amonetary standpoint. The agencies

involved with the,project provided services that were in line with

the nature of,the institu.tia*pwn gpals. Through good will built in

the community,and through personal contacts of project staff, some business.

organizations offered seminars to help students l%prn specific skills:

Career exposure at different businesses seems to have developed through

a,similar process.

Decision Makings

Decision-making authority has rested solely with the project in

these relationships. Other agencies have beep tappe for their expertise

,and resources,but there has been virtually no formal joint decision making.

DISCUSSION

Linkage, Integration, and Service Delivery

One working hypotheses in this analysis has been that better linkage

and integration yields better service delivery (see Analysis Packet #6',

Appendix A). It appears from the data that two of the four projects have

'few meaningful inter-institutional linkages.(Cases & 2). One case

,
(Case 3) has many linkages with agencies that provide internship slots'

for its students, but because of its relationship with the local prime

it has been ell but isolated as a program'within the school system. Only

2 1



Case 4 shows signs of integration with the wider environment. ke

results indicate enfianced service de1ivery by'the project.',.

There does seem to be some question as to the desirability of

integration of youth-operated projects with other CETA youth programs.

Evidence from the field (Cases 1 & 2) suggests.that if a-project is to

be true to its mandate of youth involvement, it must'avoid the

constraints that adult-run agenciee would place on it. -

Several examples in Case 1 illustrated that the concept

of youtp operation required an exception to the normal operating rules

of CETA. The types of project that youth decided to erate and,-

sometimes, their mode of operating these projects, ma universal

standards impAsible. Integration of such projects with other more

stringently contr programs would appear to:pose a peOblem for local

decision mals.ers.

'The failure-to Oo along with the prime Fonsor presented survival

;

difficulties for atjeast one project (Case 3). The nature,of the

original funding, as a demonstration project, made this proj,ect dependent

on the prime. The prime had every intention of "integrating" this,

program with the other youth programs in the city,. The project director

has fought to retain control of the project. In this instance, the

. failure to allow integration has definite survival implications. The

inference that can be drawn from the prime's insistence on control is

,that if you (the director) allow us
A
to integrate your programOwe (the';

#
prime) will be willing to suppoit 'it once demonstration funds 'have been

expended. The refusal by the director to accept this proposal 'has the

1

project facing almost certain discbnt uatiOn (observer's opinion) bnce

current funds are gone.

.01
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This project director has iesponded by trying to treate linkages

to other more sympatheticiinstitutions. These' have included a local

college, an agency of the state government, and a national advocacy

group. The hoped for result from these linkages has been to force the

A
to "pick up- the program after demonstration funding ceases or

to find another grant to support the project.

r

Case . 4 is a good example of a project using links with other

institutions to further the development of its own project. The project

tlas tapped the expertise of Several agencies to help

accomplish specific tasks. The agencies'incentive for participation

appears to be an acceptance of the goals f the program and generally

good rapport between the various agency s\_ff members. This project

and Casio2 appear to be the only ones where linkages.have been

stregpthened over time. Cases 1 and 3 have decreased their efforts

at,linking in anticipation Of closingin the summer of 1980.

Linkages and Program Implementation

Linkages or the lack of linkages have had a definite impact on the

implementation of the four projects. In Case 1,

.4te lack of an ability to find/create a circumstance

where adequate expertise was available to the youth led to long delays

or the ultimate failure of some projects. ,The failure to create linkages

in Case 3 has been discussed in some detail earlier. While this has

not affected the program implementation, it certainly has affected the

chances for continuation of the project. For Case 2 certain

linkages have also failed to deZglop (with parent organization, for

example). These,do not seem to have impeded implementation efforts

///
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The explanation for this seems to lie in thedynamic leadership of the

project director. His personal"will to succeed" has allowed the project

to suCceed ih'spite of the failure to create a meaningful linkage to

what one would have thought was an important group for'the'project's

survival. Qase 4 is an example where linkages have played a positive

role in the implementation of the project: The efforts of various

private and public agencies have been instrumental in helping the

project implement its programs.

In at least two examples, exemplary projects have

had effect.S. on the institutions to which they were linked. The first

occurred in Case 1 when the project illustrated to a settlement house

what an l'nfusion of federal monles could accomplish. The project also

affecte0 programs at the settlement house by drawing staff time and

energy away from other programs. The second example was in Case 4

4where the project was able to reciprocate the help it had received from

an organization '&37 accepting an autistic child into its own program.

This proved to be a milestone in institutional relations fog the project
o

and opened up new areas of exploration for tne students involved.

This discussion has focused on several issues related to program

integration, linkage, and implementation. While some issues were common

across the cases, the most striking aspect of the data is its variety

both in process and outcome. The data provides a dynamic view of how

these projects have interacted wittethe institutions around them.

Postscript

This chapter has examined the networkA linkages developed at

each of four youth-operated prOject. Links to other organi4tions and
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institutions have proven to be more crucial for some projects than for

others. Each project faces the loss of demonstration funds'effective

September 30, 1980. It seems appropriate to discuss the seeMIng fate

/
Pof each Project nd the role (or lack thereof) linkages haveplayed in

whether or not the project will be funded from other twurces.
s

Case 1 has had difficulty linking itself to outside institutions.

The fact that the project has been run by an arm V the prime sponsor has

made relations with the school district tenuous. The schools in this

area view CETA youth programs as competition fortheir own progrgms. In

fact, the xemplary program was modeled after a program that had been

operated in the schools for some time. The future of this project is

fairly certain. No one, not project director,Troject staff,nor the

on-site observer, expec4s the project to continue after September.

There is no evidence to suggest that there is a causal relationship

ilL-

between the lack of inter-institutional linkage and-the failure of

the project to receive continuation funds.

a
Case 2 suggests a positive'outcome beyond September 1980. The project

has established itself as an independent corporation with its own

headquarters-and board of directors. The extensive contacts developed

through the board of directors seemS to assure the continued operation

of the project in a profit:making form. Many other organizations have

requested information about the project,and it looks, as though the

project may be replicated it other locales around the country.

Case 3, an LEA 4onsored program, has been isolated as a program

because of its inability to develop a positive relationship with the

prime sponsor and the school-CETA liaison person. There is little hope

2 9 .
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that the prime,sponsor will offer monetary support for the program to

continue. No alternate source of funding appears to be available for

the.project. It will come to an end soon.

Case 4 has become highly integrated (in comparison with the other three

cases) in the service delivery'network,of its local community. Two of

its four components have been making efforts to became profit-making

activities that coad exist without continuation funding. While these

appear to be positive deyelopments, there has been no suggestion from

the local prime sponsor, theischools, or any other source that they

would be\willing to fund the project once demonstration funds cease.
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APPENDIX A

INTER-INSTITUTI6NAL LINKAGES

This-analysis packet has been prepared for the Youthwork National Policy
Study of the Exemplary In-School Demonstration Project, Youthwork, Inc.
Any questions coricerning its content or use should be directed to the
study's Director, Dr. Ray C. Rist, College of Hupan Ecology, Cornell
Hpiver,ity.
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ANALYSIS PACKET #6

INTER-INSTITUTIONAL LINKAGES

INTRODUCTION

Our normal expectation should bg that new programs will fail

to get off the ground and that, at best, they will take con-
N,

siderable,tile to get started. The cards in this world are

stacked against things happening, so much effort is required

to make them move. The remarkable thing is that new programs

work.at all. (Pressman and Wildavsky, Implementation, 1973.)

The concern of this analysis packet is to learn what we can of how
0

to enhance ihe implementation and operation of the Youthwork Exemplary

In-school Projects. More specifically, we are interested In the form

and consequences of linkages that were created between the project and .

other organizations/institutions. Our research effort will examine the
1

proposition that inter-institutional linkages are a critical component

for successful program implementation. We are interested in both the

breadth and depth of those linkages and the impact they have had upon

the various projects.

To focus our efforts on this topic is to follow-up on several key

policy questions raised by the U.S. Department of Labor in their 1979

Knowledge DeveloPMent Plan for Youth Initiatives. The DOL has stated

in this document that the following questions are among those they are

seekini to answer based on such efforts as the Youthwork Exemplary

In-School Demonstration Projects. Three key questions posed by DOL

are:
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1) What approaches and procedures can be used to involve

the private sector in employment and training,efforts

and twincrease the placement of participants in

private sector jobs?

.2) To what extent are the piograms integrated at the locl

'level?

3) How can youth programs be better integrated to improve

their administration and to provide more comprehensive

services to youth?

By focusing on inter-institutional linkages, we seek to address the

questions posed by the DOL. As in the,past, the emphasis will be upon

the gathering cif qualitative data by means of observations, interviews,

and the appropriate use of documents.

THE RESEARCH AGENDA

The research task is one of e)plicat'ing the various patterns, forms,

incentives, and consequences of establishinR inter-institutional linkages.

It will not be enough to Simply state that a linkage was,created. The

more critical questions we are after are those related.to whether and

how the linkage was maintained and whSt were the consequences of the

linkage for the project.

A"note here on the concept of linkages. Linkages can be either

formal or informal. Formal linkages might (Include contractuai obligations,

participation on advisory pSnels, shared decision making authority, the

sharing of information and data, etc. Informal linkages are those which
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might be built on friendship, mutual interest in youth problems, sharing

the same office4 informally passing. on referrals, providing leads on

possible work site placements, etc.

In either instaince, we are interested ih those linkages which<

impact upon the ability of the program to achieve its goals. There may

be many other linkages between the program and different institutional

actors. Our concerns are those which count in terms of affecting program
fa.

implementation and operation. *

What gives us a particularly strong position from which to undertake

such an analysis is that we have been able to observe tht evolution of

these_linkages over time. Because of this advantage, a number of questions

can be explored. What has happened to the linkages 4uring the 0Ourse of

the Program? Have some grown stronger? Why? If not, why not? Have

different linkages seemed more iaportant at different times in the life'

of the program, e.g., school-program linkages early in'the effort, but

now program,-private sector linkages are more critical. If projects evolye

and change over time, this information will help program operators and

policy makers fo undeistand the kinds of linkages occurring at projects

and their impacts. Did projects appear to become more sophisticated

about creating linkages or are the linkages fii-be created so different

that at each stage project staff essentially had to start from the

beginning? Finally, when during the life:cycle of the project did

linkages become evident?

As will be.apparent to those of you who have been in the field

4

for us since the beginning of our study,'several of the broad issues

raised here are similar tO those we first raised in the analysis packet

2 3 ,
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on CETA/school relations. If the findings we reported in Interim Report

#1 provided us with a glimpse of what forms the linkages were during the

first months of the projects, we now have the advantage of an additional

9 to 12 months of field work to further refine our analysis. In the

first report, we mentioned some faCtors that inhibited linkage, e.g.,

programs not starting in sync with the school calendar, lack of clear

decisions making authority in programs, vague understandings by both the

CETA and LEA systems as to the expectations and roles for each, etc. We

want now to further clarify these factors and to study in more depth

what linkages the projects have made and with what organizations. We

are interested in strategies, alternatives, and consequences far program

implementation analoperation.

,SPECIFIC AREAS OF INQUIRY

1. What are the incentives to intra- and inter-institutional linkage?

This is an especially germane question in light of the first of the

DOL questions posed at the beginning,of the paper.

a) What do appear to be the incentives that encourage the

participation of various institutions and organizations?

For the private sector in particular, what has it taken

to bring about participation and are these incentiveg-

the same ones as envisioned when the program tegr? Is

technical assistance necessary?

b) Have linkages come about as a result of the pre'eence of

increased fiscal resources (i.e., the funds to support

the youthtork project) or as a result of increased

community influence and power.
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c) Rave there been patterns of "enlightened self interest"
r

which have brought about linkages? That is, do

linkages occur in those instances where everyone has

a,chance to gain something as a result of their partici-

pation? .As one example: Many of the projects did not

expend their funds in the allotted tirge. Did the surplus

funds have an impact on the linkages? How were decisions

made about the use of these funds? Did "surplus" funds

bring renewed interest?

d) What'are the barriers to successful cooperation among

these agencies and what strategies are utilized by these

agencies to overcome them?

e) Under'what conditions would an agency4r a collaboration

of apncies commit itself to supporting the project

beyond Youthwork funding?

2. With which organizations, institutions and agencies does the project

have4linkages? The'cOncern here is to define in precise terms the

various forms and styles of linkages that have been created between

the project and other relevant organizations. The task is not

simply to list what organizations are involved, but how the linkage

was crested, what it has accomplished, and what were the-key

ingredients in the development of the linkage. Do not simply

give descriptiOns of' the linkages based on interviews, but provide

detailed observations of the linkages at, work, e.g., meetings,

.claSsroom activities, or work experiences. We need to get at the

actual content of that linkage, not simply its formal institutional

23,,
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wOrk. (What looks good, on paper might not work, and vice
4

vers In addressingAthis question the on=site observers must

direct their attention to:

a) Specifically who is linked with whom and how does that

linkage functiah? What are,the roles of"each agency in

the linkage? How were these roles developed?

Which linkages were in existante prior to the program?

c) Provide an understanding of Whether the linkages

improved or'aisintegrated over time and why.

d) There is the question of whether the linkages have had

any impact upon the institutions themselves. Are they

more willing to share information, to share decision

making, to share work on other tasks? Are the relation-

ships likely to continue, or be limited to the current

project?
*.

e) How do the various agencies in a collaborative relation-

ship perceive each other?

3. Among the institutions, agencies and organiztions involved, who has'
_

the authority to decide what? The isSue is one of who has

operational authority for ehe project and whether linkages have

been created to share this authority. One of the primary goals

of the YEDPA legislation has been to create incentives for

collaboration and linkage between CETA and LEA's. (Witness the

22% set aide for YETP-manies for LEA's to use for in-school

youth.) The concern is with the impact of authority and decision

making structures of the LEA's and the CETA systems on the
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operations of the Exemplary In-shhool projects.. We had examples in

Interim Report #1 of blockages to collaboration: e.g., unwillingness-

to ehare decision on curriculum, on the content of the student's >.*

daily sChedule, or over the form and content of pew courses.

Likewise, there were disputes over monitoring the project, on DOL

budgeting procedures, and over the types and sites for on-the-job

training. Are these disagreements still occurring? If so, why?

If not, what happened to break the log jam? Tb address this area,

on-site observers should:

a) Provide descriptions of specific decisions made by the

interested parties on specific issues (academic credit,

budget, etc.).

b) Provide your informed judgment on whether the linkages 40011

that have been formed have had any impact upon the

services and experiences provided to youth. Benefits

for them, after all, is what these programs,are about.

Are youth better off as a result? In other words,

what is the product of the relationship among the

involved agencies.

c) Focus on the programmatic consequences of decision-making

and authority structures in terms of the operation and

implementation of programs.

SYNOPSIS BY ON-SITE OBSERVER

In addition to the field work which each of the on-site observers

will undertake, each observer will provide to the YNPS a personal response

A
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for each of the queptions posed under the three topics listed earlier.

That is, we expect from each observer a dovment where you answer the

questions that have guided your data collection efforts. You may well

see trends, contradictions, insights, etc. that were not evident in the

protocols themselves. We are after a synthesis that would come into

focus a's' you think about each of the questions and provide an answer,

much as if we were interviewing each of you individually. Indeed, this

is how you can consider this portion of the effort--an indepth interview

with specific questions and open probes. Please be both specific and

comprehensive. It is most important that we learn as much as possible

from all of you who are in such q.ose and continuous contact with your

respective sites.
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